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Vivarium XIX, i (1981) 

On Ancient and Mediaeval Semantics and Metaphysics ( 4 )* 

L. M. DE RIJK 

5 Plato's Semantics in his Critical Period 

5.1 Introduction 

In that 
concluding 

Aristotle's 
the 

Categories 
previous section 

may be 
I argued 

viewed 
(1980: 
as dealing 

nr. 4.9, 
with 

p. 
the 
62) 

that Aristotle's Categories may be viewed as dealing with the 
several ways in which an individual man can be named without 

destroying his concrete unity. A well-known passage of Plato's 
Sophist (251 A 8ff.) was referred to in which Plato deals with the puzzle 
of one man with many names. It is true, Plato labels the puzzle as 
just 'a magnificent entertainment for the young and the late-learners' 
(251 B), and is more interested in the related question of how 'things' 
like Rest and Change (presently called Kinds ) can also have several 
attributes (attributive names) and the general problem of attribution 
as implying the 'Communion' of Kinds. But it is obvious at the same 
time that in this shape too the puzzle is mainly concerned with the 
notions of naming, asserting and predication. So Plato's Sophist 
unavoidably has to be part of our discussion. 

A further argument for taking the Sophist into consideration may 
be found in Ammonios' commentary to Aristotle's De inter pretatione. 
He remarks {ad 17 a 26ff. : Comm. in Aristot. graeca IV 5, p. 83, 8-13, 
ed. Busse) that the analysis of the apophantikos logos as given by 
Aristotle is to be found scattered all over Plato's Sophist (261 Cff.) 
right after that master's excellent expositions about Non-being 
mixed with Being {peri tou synkekramenou toi onti mê ontos). For that 
matter, on more than one item of Aristotle's Categories and De inter - 

pretatione the Ancient commentators refer to related questions and 
discussions in Plato's later dialogues, especially the Sophist. I hope to 
show in sections (5) and (6) that the views found in the Categories and 
De interpr. are most profitably compared with what Plato argues in 
the related discussions of the Sophist. 

* Parts (i), (2) and (3) are found in this Journal 15 (1977), 81-110; 16 (1978), 
81-107, and 18 (1980), 1-62. 
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5-2 On the main theme of Plato* s Sophist 

In his excellent editor's Introduction to the late Richard Bluck's 
commentary on Plato's Sophist (Manchester, Univ. Press 1975, p. 10) 
Gordon C. Neal rightly points to the twofold task of modern study of 
Plato's Sophist : to be faithful to Plato's understanding of the problems 
involved but, at the same time, to relate that understanding in some 
meaningful way to our own conceptual framework. The forging of 
new conceptual tools, therefore, is almost inevitably required, that 
is - as Neal is right to underline - , neither those in common use in 
Plato's days nor those of our own may be entirely suitable. 

Modern investigation has certainly been conducted along these lines, 
to some extent at least. Given the fact that modern scholarship has 
usually interpreted Plato's Sophist as an exploration of the verb 'to 
be', the modern distinction of existence, identity and predication was 
bound to come up for discussion. Most scholars, however, were unable 
to trace an explicit reference to this triple analysis of einai in Plato's 
Sophist To be sure, it is generally acknowledged that Plato was 
clearly attempting, especially in the Sophist , to resolve some of the 
confusions about the notions of 'being' current in his time. However, 
the decisive question to the modern interpreter is: did this attempt 
amount to a clear cut distinction of its meanings (or its uses, at least) 
or did it not go beyond a remarkably good intuitive choice of exam- 
ples ? Professor Ackrill has argued that Plato distinguished all three 
major meanings of ЧУ. Michael Frede, on the contrary, dropped any 
claim of the kind and only found two different applications (Ver- 
wendungen) of the verb 'is', not two different meanings (Bedeutungen).1 
The other modern interpreters seem to take a middle position between 
Ackrill and Frede.2 

However, a question preliminary to the foregoing should be asked 
first : is the exploration of the verb 'to be' Plato's main theme in the 
Sophist or rather an admittedly important item within its proper 

1 J. L. Ackrill, Plato and the copula: Sophist 251-259 in: Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, 1957, reprinted in: Studies in Plato's Metaphysics, ed. R. E. Allen, 
London 1965 and in: Plato : vol I: Metaphysics and Epistemology, ed. G. Vlastos, 
New York 1971. - Michael Frede, Prädikation und Existenzaussage . Platons 
Gebrauch von "  ist  " und "  ist nicht  " im 
Sophistes. Hypomnemeta, Untersuchungen zur Antike und zu ihrem Nachleben, 
Heft 18, Göttingen 1967. 2 An intelligent survey (with some clear criticism) of the most important 
interpretations is given by Gordon Neal (work quoted below p. 6, n. 4), 9-21. 
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theme ? Well, the choice of the second alternative may not be ruled 
out at the outset. 

However, methodological caution induces us to start our inter- 
pretation of Plato's dialogue while leaving this whole question un- 
answered for the moment. Let Plato be his own spokesman. 

The ancient tradition of commenting upon the Sophist will not 
seem quite favorable to our purpose. Indeed, some of our oldest 
manuscripts, bearing the title Sophistês ê peri tou ontos, logikos, 
apparently took the dialogue as a discussion peri tou ontos. But should 
this phrase be translated by 'about being' or 'about what is' ? 

Gordon Neal has some serious doubts that the dialogue should be 
an analysis of the verb 'to be' at all (op. cit. 22). He means this in two 
senses : (1) it is not Plato's main purpose to clear up the ambiguity of 
'is' ( estin ) in Greek; (2) he does not in fact offer any distinction 
between senses of the verb; to Neal's mind there is linguistic analysis, 
but it centres around the negative, 3 not the verb 'to be', and even 
then it is analysis employed as a means to an end rather than 'pure' 
analysis. He gives five arguments for his view (op. cit., 22-24) : 
- no examples are discussed of positive statements of identity, but 

only negative statements of non-identity 
- at Soph., 257 B-C the problem of 'what is not' is explicitly sub- 

sumed under the general problem of negation; Plato's main 
problem is discussed in terms of the analysis of what in general the 
negative particle (mê or ou) signifies 

- in analysing non-identity 'is not' statements Plato reduces the 
'not' rather than the 'is' to other terms (so at 255 E ff.) 

- Plato never uses the expression 'the Same' for positive identity 
statements concerning the relationship between two terms (or des- 
cription) referring to the same entity, but 'the same' always refers 
to the self-identity of a single thing (e.g. Change at 256 A) 

- in the second of the four contrasting pairs of attributes predicated 
of Change (at 255 E ff.) Plato specifically refers to the ambiguity 
("when we say it is the same and not the same, we are not using 
the expression in the same sense", 256 A 11-12). So Plato is here 
concerned with the ambiguity of the words 'the same' and 'not 
the same', rather than with that of the verb 'is'. Again, it is the 

3 Cp. John Burnet, Greek Philosophy , Thaïes to Plato I, 278 (quoted by F. M. 
Cornford, 202, n. 1). 
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word ' not' in the phrase 'not the same' that is analysed (viz. as 
'other than'). 

Should the dialogue really be taken as a treatise on negation rather 
than on the different meanings of 'is' ? To my mind Neal has certainly 
been successful in throwing serious doubts upon the common view of 
the Sophist as an exploration of the verb 'to be'. However, his own 
thesis does not seem to be completely convincing either. It is true, 
in the major part of the dialogue negation and non-identity are in 
the focus of Plato's interest admittedly more than the verb 'to be' as 
such. But Neal himself recognizes some serious difficulties for his 
view, especially when Plato's analysis of negative predications (257 В 
ff.) is concerned (op. cit ., 26-29). He holds (against Bluck) that Plato 
himself was not aware of the difference between negative identity 
and negative predication. In the end he has to recognize (p. 29) that 
the problems he has been discussing exist only as long as one insists 
on treating negative predication as a separate thing. Well, let us 
abandon, then, the view that Plato dealt with these items as separate 
things. Both his exploration of the different senses of 'is' and his 
treatment of negation and non-identity apparently serve another 
purpose and only are important elements - and quite remarkable ones, 
from the viewpoint of twentieth-century views - in the main philo- 
sophic discussion. 

If one wants to state the nature of that discussion, the main prob- 
lems discussed in the Parmenides , Theaetetus and Sophist should be 
recalled. These dialogues testify to Plato's self-criticism, especially 
his critical reconstruction of the theory of Forms, the classical shape 
of which is found in Phaedo and Republic. The critical dialogues 
obviously aim at a reappraisal of the world of appearances, and a more 
thorough investigation of what was called participation. A réévalua- 
tion of knowledge (episteme) and opinion (doxa) was bound to come 
into the picture. Plato gradually came to recognize that the problem 
of participation could only be solved if the interrelations between the 
Forms themselves were also explicitly questioned. He did not con- 
sider it beneath his dignity to return to the great Parmenides. Well, 
following Parmenides of Elea in making a clear cut distinction between 
what is intelligible and what is perceptible (and, accordingly, between 
knowledge and belief), Plato was bound to encounter similar diffi- 
culties as Parmenides did: if the real World is one and unchangeable, 
how can the transient world ever partake in it ? There must be some 
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'Communion of Forms' such as to make the phenomenon of participa- 
tion in the transient world possible at all. So for Plato the basic 
question was: 'what is the true nature of being?' 

The question of the "true nature of being" can be considered a 
rather vague one. For that matter, it may become somewhat more 
substantial by substituting the phrase 'what is' for 'being'. Indeed, 
Ancient philosophy did not worry itself about such questions as 
whether there really exists an external world. Its existence as quite 
independent of human thinking was always a basic presupposition of 
ancient philosophers. Their problem was how to know the ontological 
status of the external world. This amounts to answering the question 
of how 'what is' ('things there are', to use Aristotle's formula at 
Categ., i a 20) should be qualified ('named' or: 'asserted'): as 'one' or 
'multiple', as 'immutable' or 'changing', as an object of knowledge 
or belief only ? Well, man's activity of qualifying ('naming', 'asserting', 
'predication') is bound to introduce immediately the problem of 
truth and falsity. 

So the true nature of 'what is' - taken materially as 'things there 
are', including things of the transient world of becoming and am- 
biguous appearance, revealed by the senses, - was involved, that 
world of doxa which had been severely condemned by Parmenides as 
totally unreal but which was considered the sole reality by a man like 
Protagoras. 

In qualifying some 'thing' as 'real' (or indeed as 'totally unreal') it 
is our linguistic activity (not 'what is' or 'the things there are') that 
gives rise to serious problems. Should one thing be called more 'real' 
than another? In speaking about two "different real things", are we 
to take them as the same (for being equally 'real') and as different at 
the same time ? Thus problems concerning predication and negation 
and the different uses of 'is' inevitably come up for discussion and 
'Being' and 'Non-Being' will prove to be equally puzzling, (cp. Sophist , 
243 С 2-5 and 250 E 6-7.) 

We seem to be on the right track in taking the Sophist to deal with 
to on , indeed, as the ancient title suggests ( peri tou ontos), but we 
have to understand the phrase as 'about what is', 'about things there 
are'. So 'what is' is the material subject of our dialogue. The formal 
approach, however, is the semantic one : how are we to qualify ('name') 
things ('being') and what is involved in our way of naming (asserting, 
denying, and predication) ? But as usual, Plato does not get down to 
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business at once, but frames the doctrinal contents in a well-written, 
story. Four people are in search of the true nature of the Sophist, 
who turns out to be most successful in finding, again and again, 'im- 
penetrable lurking-places'. The hunters are hampered by a true 
thicket of semantic obscurities. So finding the damned sophist at the 
end will amount to having cleared up those obscurities as well as 
possible. 

5.3 Plato's preliminary attempts to search 'the Sophisť ( 216A-231E ) 

The purpose of the dialogue is to catch the Sophist by defining his 
true nature. As Cornford remarked (J70),4 here, at the threshold, we 
are to cross the boundary between the sensible world, to which the 
Theaetetus was confined, and the world of Forms. So the dialogue 
seems to fit in very well to the general framework of the search for 
'what is' (or for 'what appears' or even for 'what is not really'). 

How is this search to be pursued? The Eleatic Visitor (the EV 
henceforward) recommends (218 В у - Ci) beginning by studying the 
'Sophisť and trying to bring to light his nature in a clear formula 
(logos). What the interlocutors already have in common is the use of 
the same name , but it is the thing (ergon, pragma) meant by the name 
that should be sought out and stated by means of an explicit formula 
(218 C). It is easily seen, now, that Plato attacks the problem by an 
exploration of the true sense of the name 'Sophisť (ср. 2iy A 1 - 8). 
He tries to find it by means of a definition consisting of genus and 
specific difference. The procedure of finding that definition has been 
described by A. E. Taylor in a well-known passage in his book on 
Plato:6. 

"If we wish to define a species x, we begin by taking some wider and 
familiar class a of which x is clearly one sub-division. We then devise a 
division of the whole class a into two mutually exclusive sub-classes b and 
c, distinguished by the fact that b possesses, while с lacks, some character- 
istic ß which we know to be found in x. We call b the right-hand, с the 
left-hand, division of a. We now leave the left-hand division с out of 
consideration, and proceed to subdivide the right-hand division b on the 
same principle as before, and this process is repeated until we come to 
a right-hand 'division' which we see on inspection to coincide with x. 

4 F. M. Cornford, Plato's Theory of Knowledge. The Theaetetus and the Sophist 
of Plato, 7th ed., London 1967. Of course, I am much indebted to Cornford's 
work as well as to Bluck's outstanding commentary (Richard S. Bluck, Plato's 
Sophist. A Commentary, edited by Gordon C. Neal, Manchester 197 5). 5 A. E. Taylor, Plato, the Man and his Work, London 1926, p. 377 (also quoted 
by Bluck, 34). 
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If we now assign the original wider class a and enumerate in order the 
successive characters by which each of the successive right-hand divisions 
has been marked off, we have a complete characterization of x' x has been 
defined". 

As a matter of fact the well-known seven divisions defining the 
'Sophist' all take them under a special aspect, which is indicated by 
some genus (generic concept, e.g. 'Hunter' (hunting), 'Salesman' 
(selling), 'Contention', and so on). Again and again the genus originally 
chosen is dismissed and a fresh start is made with a new one. The 
tiresome procedure may clarify the EV's remark (at 2 17 В 3-4) that it 
is not so short and easy a task to define the 'Sophist' (cf. 21 7 E 2-3 ). 
Modern interpreters, such as Taylor, Skemp, Gulley (see Bluck, 35) 
seem to be right in holding that, unlike Aristotle [Prior Analytics , 
I 31, 46 a 3iff.), Plato did not think that by a definition a thing's true 
nature could be demonstrated in the strict sense of the term. To his 
mind, there was a certain correspondence between the interrelated 
structures of the World of Forms and of the transient word of ap- 
pearance and it is the dialectician's experience [gnosis) reached after 
many years of contemplating the Ideal World (see Rep . VI, 502 C- 
VII, 541 B) that enabled him to use the procedure successfully.® 

Well, since (1) the procedure is considered to be a method of ar- 
riving at a name's 'true content' ('proper meaning'), and (2) the 
'things' meant by different names are taken as interrelated ('cognate', 
suggenê ; see e.g. 22 1 D 7 -8; ср. Statesman , 279 A-B), it is quite obvious 
that the interrelationships of the Forms themselves are involved. 
From the viewpoint of ontology Plato is trying to describe the Forms 
by stating their (mutual) relations, such as, so to speak, to plot the 
position of a Form on a map, as Skemp calls it (Plato's Statesman, 
p. 74). 7 So Bluck quite fortunately describes [3g) the whole procedure 
as one of clarification, rather than discovery; it is a systematic at- 
tempt to actualize pre-existing latent knowledge. 

So the main theme of this first part [216 A - 231 B) may be expressed 
this way: Plato is in search of the various senses of the name 'sophist' 
(either current or possible ones) by means of a procedure which pre- 
supposes that the interrelated items of the semantic tableau involved 
should correspond to the interrelations occurring in the World of 
Forms. The view is quite in keeping with the one which was held in 

e No doubt, the practice of the procedure has much to do with Recollection. 
See Bluck, 36-38 and 36, note 1. 
7 J. B. Skemp, Plato's Statesman, London 1952, 74, quoted by Bluck, 38. 
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the earlier dialogues, esp. the Cratylos. As we have seen before (Part 
(i), (1977), 107-108), it is the correctly framed concept "horse', 
being itself the correct concept of the transcendent Form (HORSE), 
with which the Ideal Name should be equated. The doctrine is clearly- 
expounded in the Cratylos (386 E ff.). There the analogy between the 

separating operations of weaving and dialectic is elaborated. Its 

counterpart is found in the Statesman , where a parallel is drawn 
between the two combinative operations of weaving and statesman- 

ship (305 E ff.). There, too, the procedure for naming things by means 
of words somehow expressing their natures is commended. 

5.4 The semantic character of the procedure 

The procedure is often described as the method of Collection and 
Division. This is surely a correct characterization. So Cornford is right 
in attempting [184-187) to gain some more insight into the procedure 
by contrasting Plato's method of Collection and Division with the 
Socratic method known from the earlier dialogues. 

Whilst the aim of Collection is to fix upon the genus to be divided, 
Division is a downward process from that genus to the definition of 
its nearest species, which goes on in the same way down to the lowest 

species. The Socratic method, however, intends to arrive at a clear 
vision of the Form of the definiendum, and its true account after the 
rejection of various other definitions. From the outset just one single 
Form partaken of by many particulars is in the focus of interest and 
its vision is reached as a result of continuously undertaking fresh 

'upward leaps' (as Plato calls it). Collection and Division, on the 

contrary, are in fact concerned with the interrelations of Forms, not 
in their own rights, but inasmuch they are 'interwoven' in the definiens 
of a specific Form. 

Cornford is surely successful in arguing that the Socratic method 

approaches the Form to be defined from below, whereas the method 
of Collection and División descends to it from above. However, he 
seems to oppose the groups of objects with which the two methods are 

severally concerned too strictly. It is true, at the level of the Forms the 
Socratic method pursues only one Form, starting again and again 
from the particulars in the transient world which are supposed to 

partake of it and the marking out of the Form is achieved by a survey 
of its particular instances. But although, especially from the Par - 

menides onwards, Plato's attention is transferred from the group of 
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particulars all partaking of a common Form to the interrelations of 
the Forms (Kinds) themselves, yet it is not the relations of a whole 
group of Forms - which are clarified in the Collection-Division pro- 
cedure - that Plato is interested in, but just those special Forms 
(Kinds) that are combined ('interwoven') in one specific Form8 
which, in fact, is the definiens of the final, successful definition.9 

Again, Plato approaches the matter from a semantic angle. In fact 
it is our using the name 'Sophist' that is scrutinized. That name had 
been applied to various types of people (see Cornford, 187) : rhetori- 
cians, like Górgias and Protagoras, teachers of advanced subjects, 
like Hippias, professional disputants, like Euthydemus. The definitions 
gained in the first six series of Divisions (for the- greater part without 
an explicit account of the corresponding Collections), are only ana- 
lytical descriptions of the nature of people to whom the name 'sophisť 
had been attached (Cornford, 187). Cornford may be right in suggesting 
[ibid.) that the first six Divisions actually, though not formally, 
serve the purpose of a Collection preliminary to the seventh, final 
Division, which intends to catch the really fundamental character of 
the Sophist. In the first six Divisions Plato has familiarised the reader 
with the method of Division before giving his final analysis (achieved 
as late as at the end of the dialogue, 264 D - 268 D) of the true meaning 
of the name 'sophisť and, by the same token, the true nature of the 
Sophist. 

After Theaetetus' complaint that the Sophist has appeared in so 
many shapes that he is puzzled as to what description one is to retain 
as truly expressing his real nature, the EV suggests that the Sophisťs 
embarrassment as to how he is once more to evade their argument is 
no less (231 В io - С 5). Before starting a fresh attack a short re- 
capitulation is given of the many shapes in which the Sophist had 
hitherto appeared : as the hired hunter of rich young men, as a kind of 
merchant of learning, as a retailer of soul-nourishment, as a seller of 
his own products, as an athletic disputant and, finally, as one who 
purifies the soul from conceits that block the way to understanding 10 

8 For the famous question of whether or not the 'Kinds' (gene) of the Sophist 
are to be identified with the Forms, see below, section, 5.6.5. 9 A more serious error is made by Cornford (and many others) when he asserts 
that the method of Collection and Division practised in Parmenides, Sophistes 
and Statesman is wholly confined to the World of Forms and that the specific 
question of the Parmenides should be: 'can many Forms partake of a single 
Form ?'. It will be discussed below, section, 5.6.4. 10 Bluck seems to be right in arguing (40-46), after G. B. Kerferd (Plato's 
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(D j - E 7). As appears from the next words the ЕУ considers the 
first six attacks to grasp the true nature of the Sophist as many 
attempts to give him his proper name, the correct account of which 
may clarify what the Sophist really is. The interlocutors seem to have 
fallen short so far in correct name-giving : 

Sophist. 232 A 1-3: Do you realise that, when someone gets his name 
(onomati prosagoreuêtai) after a single art but yet appears to be master of 
many, that image ( Phantasma ) is not genuine ? 

Richard Bluck seems to be definitely mistaken in suggesting that 
there is a hint in the word Phantasma that all the Kinds of knowledge 
which the Sophist seems to possess are only 'appearances'. As a 
matter of fact his (and Cornforďs) rendering 'phantasma' by 'ap- 
pearance' should be rejected. The word certainly refers to people's 
having just one image (representation, notion) of the Sophist's varied 
abilities, which is a defective notion n, indeed, and an unavoidable 
result of incorrect name-giving. It should be connected with the phrase 
ho paschôn auto ('the one to whom this occurs', i.e. a non-genuine 
Phantasma resulting from incorrect namegiving), found in the next 
sentence. It should be noticed that this person is not the 'some one' 
of 232 A i who is wrongly estimated, but the unfortunate name- 
giver. The word 'phantasma' has nothing to do with the (undeniable, 
it is true) fact that sophists only have 'seeming' knowledge.12 So Plato 
continues in exposing the incorrectness of such namegiving : 

232 A 3-6: <do you realize  not genuine; see above> and that 
the one to whom this occurs [viz. getting such a notion 13] regarding any 
art [such as Sophistry in our case] evidently (dêlon hâs 14) is unable to 

Noble Art of Sophistry, in: Classical Quarterly N.S. 4 (1954), 84ff.) that the 
description of this kind of sophistry should not be applied to Socrates' activity. 
On the contrary, the label 'sophistry of noble family' {231 В 9) may be taken as 
indicating that, unlike other aspects of kinds of sophistry, this procedure is 
related (as an imitation) to the noble art of true philosophy (Bluck, 46; cf. 
Taylor, Plato , 381). 
11 The same neutral sense of 'phantasma' ('image', 'notion') is found at Soph.t 
223 С 2 and 234 E 1) ; at 236 В yîî. it has the (pejorative) sense of 'semblance' 
as opposed to 'likeness'. 
12 Bluck has to agree {58) that "all that the EV explicitly infers is that we have 
yet to discover the essential principle behind all the skills that have been 
attributed to the Sophist". 13 Cornford has the correct rendering here, 'impression', but apparently failed 
to see the link with 'phantasma' at 232 A 2. 
14 dêlon hâs (as dêlon hoti) is simply 'evidently'. The translators' 'plainly it is 
because ' {Cornford), 'it is evidently because ' {Warrington), and 'évidemment 
parce que ' {Diès) are not correct. Schleiermacher correctly renders 'offenbar'. 
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recognise that special ( ekeino ) feature of it which all these forms of skill 
are looking to (i blepei ),15 through which in fact (dio kai) he names their 
possessor by many names instead of one. 

By his concluding remark Plato has already indicated the new 
starting-point: looking for one particular feature in the Sophist that 
might be such a central characteristic. (232 В 1-4). The EV thinks to 
find it in the Sophisťs being a 'controversialist/ a 'disputant' ( anti - 

logikos). Hereby Plato transfers the argument from the nature of the 
Sophist to the problem of reality and appearance. For one who 
disputes about all and everything and teaches others to do so, claims 
to have knowledge about anything, as is stated by the EV at 232 E 
2-4: "the art of controversy in fact seems to daim a capacity for 

disputation on any subject whatsoever". But such a claim is ridiculous, 
as no human being is able to know everything. What, then, might be 
that marvelous power of Sophistry? (232 E 6 - 233 A 9). After close 
inspection the EV and Theaetetus come to the conclusion that the 
Sophist possesses a kind of reputed knowledge of everything without 
having the truth and that perhaps this is the truest thing yet said 
about him (233 С io - D 2). 

So his essential feature turns out to be his ability to debate any 
subject and, by the same token, his false conceit of wisdom, implying 
false belief in himself and at least in all those who are impressed by 
his performances. His power, accordingly, must be one of producing 
a false belief in his own wisdom and a false appearance of all-embracing 
knowledge. So the crucial problem in the entire investigation under- 
taken in this dialogue turns out to be that of explaining the nature of 
'what is not' (but seems to be) and falsehood. 

In fact, when undertaking the seventh attempt at defining the 
Sophist Plato presses forward to the heart of the philosophic question 
that had worried him from the Parmenides onwards: 'what kind of 
being (existence) can the transient world have?' or: 'what is the on- 
tological status of what is neither real nor totally unreal?' It is the 
Sophist's activity of producing impressive (and not totally unreal, 
accordingly) appearances that seems to be in close keeping with the very 
nature of the world of appearances as opposed to the World of Forms. 

5.5 On current views about ' what is' and ' what is not' 

The EV suggests that the feature of the Sophist which had part- 
icularly impressed him as betraying his character most strikingly, 
16 or: 'towards which all these forms of skill orient themselves1. 
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viz. Ms being a 'disputant' (see 232 В j-6), may basically be reduced 
to the man's ability to produce representations bearing the same 
names as the corresponding real things (234 B). The Sophist pos- 
sesses, indeed, the art of producing 'images in speech' (eidôla legomena, 
234 С 6: Bluck's translation; Cornford has: "exhibiting images of all 

things in a shadow-play of discourse"; A. Diès (Budé translation): 
"présenter, de toutes choses, des fictions parlées"). So the genus of 

image-making comes up for discussion. 

5.5.1 Introductory : On the genus of Image-making 

The attempt to come to a seventh and final Division (and definition) 
of the Sophist starts with distinguishing {235 A - 236 С ) the genus of 

Image-making into two forms : Likeness-making (eikastikê) and 
Semblance-making (phantastike). The difference between them may 
appear from the example Plato gives of Likeness-making. It is drawn 
from sculpture: an artist produces a copy that follows exactly the 

proportions of the original in length, breadth and depth, and gives 
each part of it its proper colour ( 23 5 D). With him he contrasts such 
artists as leave the truth to look after itself, and give the images they 
make, not the real proportions but such as will appear beautiful (236 A) ; 
in the latter case the creation only seems to follow the original, since 
the artist takes into account perspective rather than true proportions. 
The first type of the art of imitation may be given the name of Like- 
ness-making (236 B)t whereas for the art which creates a Semblance, 
not a Likeness, the best name will be Semblance-making (236 C).16 

Apparently Plato considers this division of great importance for 
the purpose of "arresting the Sophist on the royal warrant of reason" 
(235 Б-С). For if the fellow should find some lurking-place among the 
subdivisions (not accomplished so far) of the art of imitation, one 
must follow hard upon him by continuously quartering the area in 
which he lurks until he is caught {235 С 2-4). 

However, although at 235 В 8-д the EV had remarked that without 
further delay one must quarter the ground by dividing the art of 
Image-making, he has to agree that even after making the distinctions 
he cannot clearly see the solution to the question he has put, viz. in 

18 Bluck is certainly right in rejecting (59-60) Cornforďs suggestion (ad. loc .) 
that we are concerned here with different 'grades of reality' and that the whole 
description of the Sophist as Imitator is meant to recall the attack on fine art 
as 'imitation* in Republic, X. In fact the distinction only intends to emphasize 
the 'unreality' of what the Sophist says. 
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which of the two arts the Sophist should be placed, since the fellow 
keeps on taking refuge in a class which defies exploration [eis aporon 
eidos ; 236 С g - D 3). For that matter it is only after a remarkably 
long intermezzo (237 A - 264 В ) that the EV points out that one is 
justified in resuming the Division that had been interrupted, in order 
to make a full use of it in defining the true nature of the Sophist. 

This intermezzo turns out to be of paramount importance to the 
search for the correct definition of that 'appearance-maker1, who is 
called Sophist. Taking into account that it is this final Division which 
will enable us to catch the Sophist, we have reason to expect that the 
intermezzo aims at scrutinizing the area that 'baffles investigation' 
and that, accordingly, the items discussed in the intermezzo are of 
decisive importance for clearing up the entire problem area covered 
by such notions as 'appearing', 'real being', 'not-being', whose lack of 
clarity is supposed to yield so many lurking-places to the Sophist. 
Thus, from the formal point of view, the subject proper of our dialogue 
is to clear up this problem area rather than looking for the Sophist's 
true nature. The fellow is only the material theme of the dialogue to 
which he is good enough to lend his name. The ancient tradition 
seems to have been quite fortunate in hinting at the formal theme of 
the dialogue by adding the subtitle: peri tou ontos : "on 'what is"'. 
Modern scholarship too has to pay full attention to the discussions of 
the intermezzo. Not only its doctrinal outcome is of importance, but 
also Plato's approach to the matter, since it reveals to us his most 
intimate philosophical presuppositions. 

5.5.2 What should be understood by the phrase 
' what is not ' ? (237 В - 

242 В) 

The main question of the intermezzo of 237 A - 264 В is: how can 
there be such a thing as an 'image' or 'false appearance' ? It obviously 
has a bearing on the ontological status of the transient world which 
is basically a world of appearances. The author's approach to the 
question is clearly what we may call a semantic one, as can be seen 
from the EV's introductory words : 

236 D 9 - 23 у A 4: We have reached an extremely difficult problem. 
Indeed, the expression 17 'this appears (or: seems) but is not' and, ac- 

17 Plato certainly points here to the fact that there is sometimes 'appearing 
(seeming) without being' (cf. Cornford's and Warrington's translations), but his 
using touto (instead of ti) in the phrase to phainesthai touto etc. makes it un- 
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cordingly, the saying of something without saying real things - , all this 
is, and always has been before, full of perplexity. It is extremely hard, 
Theaetetus, to see in what meaning (t hopâs eiponta) <of the expression 'x 
has real being' > one should say, or think, that falsehoods have 'real 
being', without being caught in self-contradiction by the mere use of such 
words. - That statement, then, is audacious enough to assume that 'what 
is not', is, for, otherwise, one could not speak of falsehood [literally: 'for 
falsehood could not be in another way*]. 

So the EV proposes to scnitíníze the statement in question ('to subject 
the statement itself to a mild degree of torture'; 237 В 2). He starts 
with an investigation of the phrase 'what is noť. It is found 2 37 В 7 - 

242 В 5. 

5.5.2.x On the notion of 'what absolutely is not' 

The first part of this section (237 В 7 - 23g С 3) deals with the 
notion of the 'totally unreal' (to mêdamôs on). We need not wonder 
that the Visitor from Elea energetically defends Parmenides of Elea's 
view that the 'totally unreal' is simply 'unthinkable and unnameable' 
( fragm . 8, 15). The argument is accomplished in three stages: 
A - 237 В 7 - E 7: 

To the question what this phrase 'what absolutely is not' can be 
applied to the EV answers : 

237 С 7 - D 10 : Well, this much is clear at any rate : one must not apply 
the phrase 'what is not' 18 to anything that is ... ; and since it cannot be 
applied to what is, neither can it properly be applied to a thing (ti), for it 
is obvious to us, I would think, that that expression 'a thing' (to ti touto 
to rhéma) is also always used of what is; indeed, it cannot possibly be said 
just by itself in naked isolation from everything that is, can it ? - No. - Do 
you agree because you realize that whoever speaks of a thing (ti) speaks of 
some one thing (hen ge ti legein) ? - Yes. - Because you will admit that 
the word 'thing' (to ge ti) signifies one thing, as the word 'some things' 
signifies two or more things ? 

This unavoidably leads to the conclusion that he who speaks of what 
is not some thing must be speaking of absolutely nothing (fiantapasi 
mêden legein ). Even the following reply should be rejected: the man is 
still talking about some subject (Dutch: 'heeft het ergens over'), even 

avoidable to render the article by 'the expression', instead of '(the fact) that'. 
For that matter, Cornford and Warrington seem to be right in translating the 
resuming panta tauta (at E 2) by 'all these expressions'. As for that, the 
expression meant here is referred to by the phrase 'that statement' at 237 A 3. 18 It is most important to recall that at 237 В - 23g С the phrase 'to mê on1 
('what is not') should be taken for to mêdamôs on ('what absolutely is not'); 
see 237 В j-8. 
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though it is 'nothing'. On the contrary, we must maintain that 
whoever sets about uttering the phrase 'not-being' (phthengesthai mê 
on) is not even talking at all (oude legein ). 

As is well known, the Greek phrases mêden legein and legein ti are 
ambiguous in meaning both 'to say nothing', and 'to say something' 
respectively, and 'to say nothing significant' 'to talk nonsense', and 
'to say something significant or important' respectively. However, 
unlike Cornford, Bluck and others, I really doubt whether Plato 
wants to make use here of that ambiguity. As a matter of fact, the 
EV's last conclusion, which is presented as a climax, opposes 'speaking/ 
saying' (legein) to just 'uttering sounds' ( phthengesthai ). Besides, 
taking the ambiguity to be intentional might darken the proper force 
of the argument. In fact the ambiguity is quite irrelevant here and 
paying attention to it can only lead us away from the line of Plato's 
argument proper. 

The argument seems to run as follows : the expression 'what is not' 
does not apply to any thing that is (23У С у -8). Since, then, its des- 
ignate is not a 'what is', it cannot be a thing either (C jo-jj), the 
expressions 'what is' and 'thing' being coextensive ( D 1-2). Indeed, 
the latter expression ('thing') must designate something in the domain 
of the things that are ( D 2-4). 

So far about the expression 'what absolutely is not'. Next Plato 
resumes the argument from the viewpoint of the user of the phrase 
'what absolutely is not'. He who speaks of a 'thing' or 'things', is 
speaking of some particular 'thing' or 'things' ( D 6- jo). He who 
speaks of a 'non-thing' (mê ti legonta ) speaks of nothing at all (mêden 
legein ; E 1-2 ). Therefore, one who uses the expression 'not-being' 
(mê on ), does even not exercise the act of saying; in fact he is just 
uttering sounds (E 4-6), 

Plato apparently approaches the matter by putting questions from 
the semantic point of view: to what can the name 'what is not' be 
applied (2 зу В io - D 5), and what happens to its user! (23У D 6 - 
E 6.) So we have to interpret the passage from this angle. I am afraid, 
both Cornford and Bluck failed to see this. 

Cornford seems to have been the victim of his acquaintance with 
the ambiguous use of legein ti in Greek. He thinks (ad loc.) that Plato's 
argument is hard to translate because the phrase legein ti is used in 
two ways, (cp. above), (1) to 'speak of something' that your words 
refer to, and (2) 'to express a meaning' or say something significant as 
opposed to 'saying nothing' or 'talking nonsense' (ouden legein). But, he 
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rightly adds, the ambiguity does not vitiate the argument. However, 
as I have argued before, there is no reason at all to pay attention to 
the ambiguity, just because it is not relevant at all. As a matter of 
fact, having the 'talking nonsense' meaning of ouden legein some way 
before his mind, Cornford gets on the wrong track in continuing 
M: 

"The inference will be that in the expression 'to say the thing that is noť 
in the sense of 'to say what is false * ( his italics ), but has some meaning, 
'the thing that is not' cannot be absolute nonentity.19 We must find some 
other interpretation of the words. A false statement conveys meaning to 
another person and refers to something. How this can be, must be con- 
sidered later; all that is established here is that any statement (true or 
false) which conveys meaning cannot refer to absolute nonentity'. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that Plato is not speaking here 
about statements or 'something which is false1. Of course, the expression 
'what absolutely is noť (to mêdamôs on) is mostly used in statements 
and it is true that Plato had started the discussion (at 236 E ) by the 
general question about the possibility of saying or thinking falsehoods. 
But the phrase 'what is noť is discussed here as an expression just 
taken by itself. Plato does not deal here with the bearers of the truth 
and falsity of propositions but with the referents ('significates') of 
just one particular incomplex expression, viz. 'what is not'. In assuming 
that the inference will concern false statement (see quotation) Cornford 
most unfortunately jumps over the purport proper of Plato's argument 
at 2 зу B-E . 

Bluck suggests (62-63) that the argument will be easier to grasp, 
though not materially altered, if we assume that Plato assimilated to 
each other the existential and the copulative senses of 'to be' that 
for him both are embraced by the term 'being'. So Bluck assumes that 
'what is noť here means 'what does not exist or have any character ' 

(his italics). His interpretation of the passage is in fact quite ac- 

ceptable. But his starting from a supposed assimilation of the exis- 
tential and the copulative senses of 'is' seems far from felicitous. 
Speaking about the existential and copulative senses of 'is' ('to be') 
implies analysing the passage from the syntactic viewpoint. However, 
Plato's special point is no matter of syntax, but of semantics. What 
counts is not the syntactic function of 'is' but its meaning. This should 
be noticed at the outset, since confusing these different viewpoints 
may cause some more serious mistakes, as it did in fact as far as the 

19 Cornford's 'cannot be not absolute nonentity' must be a misprint. 
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famous passage on 'what is' and 'what is not' is concerned (See below, 
on 2 54 В ff.). 

The passage under discussion seems to contain Plato's basic views 
and allows of a most fruitful penetration into his specific approach to 
the matter. It will be worth while to go through it thoroughly (cp. 
above, p. 14-5) : 
- 'what absolutely is not' does not apply to anything that exists, 
that is, 'what is not' taken as a zero intension (Bluck's essence or 
character) implies 'what is not' taken as a zero extension or, empty 
class {237 С 7-8) 
- zero extension implies the absence of any particular intension, 
such as X, y, z, and so on (C io-ii)t and that is because: 
- 'existent' = 'thing', that is, every existent 20 exists as some 
'thing', e.g. X, y, z, and so on (D 1-2) 
- 'thing' = 'some being' ( D 2-4). 

The second part of the first argument which is found at 237 D 6 - 
E 6) and deals with what the user of the phrase 'what absolutely is 
not' gets involved with (see above, p. 15) may be summed up as 
follows : 

- 'to speak of a 'thing' is to speak of some one thing, as 'a thing' 
stands for one thing and 'things' for two or more' ( D 6-ю), that is, 
using the name 'thing' (or: 'things') implies signifying one thing or 
more. Cornford seems to be more fortunate in translating 

" 
'something' 

stands for (italics mine) one thing, as 'some things' stands for two or 
more" than Warrington in rendering: "'something' denotes (italics 
mine) one thing . . . etc.'", since in the former part of the formula, 
the phrase sémeion einai (literally: 'to be a sign' = 'to signify') does 
certainly not exclude connotation, i.e. the signification of a Form. 
In other words: the intension 'tiling' (to be taken, of course, as in- 
tension X, or intension y, and so on; see above, p. 15, at 237 D 1-4) 
may either be some Form taken by itself (i.e. intension X, Y, and šo 
on) or that Form as partaken of 21 and found in its particular instances, 

20 I use 'existent' for 'existent thing'. 21 Compare the numerous passages in the earlier dialogues where Socrates in his 
search for the 'Immutable' asks whether virtue, justice, piety etc. is some 
thing ('ti'), e.g. Hipp, maior , 287 С 5; Protag 324 D 8; Phaedo, 64 С 2; Rep. 
V, 476 С io. 
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% , y , and so on (i.e. the Form taken in its immanent status).22 Hence 
it follows that Plato is here dealing indiscriminately with what is 

nowadays distinguished as connotation (intension) and denotation 
(extension).23 
- speaking of a 'non-thing' {mê ti) is speaking of no thing {mêden) 
at all (E 1-2). That is, using a zero intension implies speaking of an 

empty class (zero extension). 
- using the expression mê on ('not being', in the sense of 'absolute 
not being' or 'absolute non-entity' ; see above p. 14, n. 18) amounts to 

just uttering sounds (E 4-6 ). 

From this argument the conclusion may be drawn that Plato uses 
the name ' on ' ('being', or: 'what is') indiscriminately for 'existing' 
and 'having any nature (character, ousia)' For that matter it is quite 
obvious that speaking of what has no character at all would be speaking 
of nothing. Bluck rightly remarks (62) that, in fact, if one tried to 
talk about 'it' one would be reduced to silence. However, when going 
on in carrying forward his own line of thought, Bluck seems to be 
slightly mistaken : 

p. 62-63 : "That Plato should have assimilated these two senses of 'to be' 24 
is explicable if he assumed that what exists must have or be a character, 
and that what has or is a character must exist - that essence and existence 
go together; and that he is here assimilating them is suggested not only 
by the fact that he clearly does so later on, but also by the third of the 
present three arguments" [at 238 D 4 - 23g В 3; see below, p. 2ofi.]. 

I must agree, I may seem hypercritical, but, on my view, one cannot 
go along with Bluck in assuming that Plato would have asserted that 
'essence and existence go together'. What he in fact asserts is that 
what is expressed [conceived of) as existent must be conceived of as an 
essence (as having or being any character). Though Plato does defi- 
nitely hold the corresponding ontological views, we should remind 
ourselves, again and again, that he deals with the problem of not- 
being from the viewpoint of the expression 'what absolutely is not' 
and the user of that expression. The EV had chosen his starting-point 
for the discussion most carefully from the semantic area by inviting 

22 For this important distinction, see Part (1), [1977L ar 2.5, esp. 105-107. 23 For these distinctions, see also Part (1) [1977], 86-88. As an interpreter I 
prefer to speak of 'indiscrimination' ('absence of a distinction') instead of 
ascribing some 'confusion* to Plato. In point of fact, Plato did not need such 
a distinction in order to make his metaphysical views perfectly clear. 
24 For Bluck's incorrect view on this score, see above, p. i6f. 
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Theaetetus in the following words : "Tell me, do we have any hesitation 
in uttering the phrase 'what absolutely is noť ? - Well, tell the company 
to what this phrase can be applied 

" 
(237 В 7 - С 2 ). 

Now, if we assume that Plato thinks of (what was distinguished 
afterwards, especially in the Middle Ages, as) 'essence' and 'existence7 
in terms of 'what is conceived of (and expressed) as having a character* 
and 'what is conceived of as existing', the later discussion of 'what is 
but is not wholly real' (239 С - 242 В) could be better understood. 
Indeed, it is not existence that should be qualified, but our notion 
of it (our using of the name 'being'). So the way of being that belongs 
to the world of appearances is bound to be discussed thoroughly. 

Finally, what Bluck (61-62) takes as a possible retort to the strin- 
gency of the first part of Plato's argument (237 В 7 - E 7), is nothing 
of the sort. He wonders what Plato would have said about our talking 
about mermaids and other imaginary composite creatures. The answer 
is: nothing. For in speaking about things named or conceived of as 
having any character and having any existence, mermaids are no 
stumbling-blocks to him, for they can be conceived of as existing. 
Bluck's objection does not seem to be to the point, not to Plato's 
point, to be sure. 

В - 238 A 5 - С 8 . 

The EV's second argument runs as follows: since it seems to be 
wrong to attach either plurality or unity in number to what absolutely 
is not, how, then, can anyone use the phrase 'things which are not' (ta 
mê onta) or 'what is not' (to mê on),25 or even conceive of such things 
in his mind at all, apart from number ? (238 В 6-5.) Indeed, to speak 
of 'things that are not' or 'what is not' is to attribute respectively 
plurality or unity to them (C J-5). But to attach some thing that 
exists (such as 'number') to what is not is not correct (C 6-8; cp. 
A 7-5). Then the EV concludes: 

238 С 9-12: You see, then, what follows: one cannot rightfully utter the 
phrase 'to mê on auto kath' hauto ' or speak, or conceive of, to mé on auto 
kath' hauto ; it is unconceivable (adianoêton) , not to be spoken of (arrhêton) 
or uttered (aphthegkton) or expressed ( alogon ). 

Cornford rightly remarks (206, n. 1) that arrhêton means that there is 
nothing for the words to refer to and alogon is not 'irrational' but 
'incapable of being expressed in discourse'. He renders the phrase 
25 See my remark above, p. 14, note 18. 
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Чо mê on auto kath ' hauto* 'that which just simply is noť and takes the 

phrase equivalent to the tomêdamôson of 237 Bj-8 (see op. cit., 203). No 
doubt, materially he is right in doing so; both phrases stand for the 

'totally unreal'. However, there seems to be a formal difference 
between the two phrases. The former ( to mêdamôs on) refers to the 

totally unreal as in no way {mêdamôs) existing. To my mind, the 

phrase to mê on auto kath 9 hauto means 'what all by itself is noť, that 
is, 'what owes its not-being all to itself', 'what is not, in its own right', 
as opposed to all those things which 'are not' in some respect, and owe 
their kind of not-being to something else (in being not something else; 
see below at 256 D ff.). The latter are discussed at 23g С - 242 В and 
can be considered, in point of fact, the proper subject of the main 
discussion of the Sophist (239 С - 264 В). 

Bluck 26 has (63) : 'that which is not' all by itself,27 without any 
properties'. He seems to mean by this: 'that which is not, taken as 
such ', without any properties'. However, that which is not cannot have 

any property at all (as is put forward by the argument under discus- 

sion). Indeed, to take something as such presupposes its having 
properties (accidental features). 

С - 2 38 D 4 - 23g С 8 

The EV introduces his third argument against using the phrase 
'what absolutely is noť as a difficulty that is even worse than the 

foregoing: the very phrases he has just been using show that 'what is 
not' reduces even one who would refute it to such straits that as soon 
as he sets about doing so he is compelled to contradict himself (238 D 

4-7). For after having stated that 'what is not' could never partake of 

unity or plurality, he is speaking of it as one thing : 'that (thing) which 
is not' ('the non-existent/ to mê on), and of its being unmentionable 
etc., which implies an infringement of what had been agreed upon at 

238 A 7-5, viz. not to attach 'something which is' (ti ton ontôn) to 
'what is noť. So if we are to speak strictly, we ought not to determine 
it as either one thing or many or even to call it ' iť (auto), as the use 
26 He is quite right in rejecting Moravcsik's [Being and Meaning in the Sophist , 
in: Acta Philosophica Fennica 14 (1962), 26] rendering 'Non-existence itself'. 
27 The text on p. 63: "But to mê on auto kath ' hauto (238 С д) undoubtedly 
means simply 'that which is noť [notice the closure of the inverted commas here] 
all by itself, without any properties", such that the phrase 'all by itself' seems 
to determine the verb 'means' rather than the phrase 'is not'. I suppose that 
the inverted commas are not well positioned, and I would close them after 
itself or properties. 
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even of that appellation ( frosrhêsin ) implies naming it with the 
character of unity Ç henos eidei ; 238 D g - 23g A 11). 

The EV concludes the three arguments in support of the view that, 
after all, using the phrase 'what absolutely is noť is senseless, with the 
remark that the Sophist cannot be chased from his lurking-place, 
unless someone will succeed in finding a correct formula to describe 
'what absolutely is noť, without attributing to it either being ( ousian ) 
or unity or plurality ( 23g В у - jo). 

Summing up the discussion of 237 В 7 - 23g С 8 (our items A, B, 
С ) the following statements can be made : 

(1) on Plato's view 'existent' = 'thing' = 'some being'; see above, 
P-T7- 

(2) the name 'ori ('being', or 'what is') is indiscriminately used by 
Plato for 'existing' and having any nature (character), (ousia); 
see p. 18; cp. 25. 

(3) accordingly, what is conceived of (and named) as having a character, 
and what is conceived of as existing go together on Plato's view 

(4) as 'that which absolutely is not' is, in point of fact, 'that which all 
by itself (auto katK hauto) is not' it may be opposed to 'what in 
some respect is not', which is, so to speak, a 

' 
qualified not-being' 

(5) the phrase 'what absolutely is not' implies the exclusion of all 
kinds of qualified being (such as 'being one', 'being many', 'being 
unconceivable', and so on) and, accordingly, must be a zero 
intension, or: empty description. The descriptive force of the 
phrase is indeed none 

(6) as to its denotative force, nothing can be designated by it as a 
result of the strict impossibility of attaching 'what absolutely is 
not' as a characteristic to anything that is (Plato has ton onion 
epi ti (2 зу С 7-5), literally, 'to something of the beings'). So the 
phrase's denotative force is none as well 

(7) the phrase's lack of descriptive and denotative force is the very 
reason why it is bound to imply a contradiction and involve its 
user in contradicting himself. 

Cornford (208) is quite right in pointing out that in all this section on 
'what absolutely is not' Plato is confirming Parmenides and accepting 
his warning: 'Hold back thy thought from this way of inquiry' (/r. 
7, 8). In fact, Plato here sticks to Parmenides' doctrine that 'what 
(absolutely) is not' is inconceivable and cannot be spoken of either. 
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It should be borne in mind, however, that Plato's support for the 
Parmenidean thesis could only be accomplished in that he took 
Parmenides' to mê on ('what is not') to stand for to mêdamôs on ('what 
absolutely is not', literally 'what in no way is'). In order to save the 
appearances of the transient world (which as we should bear in mind 
had been condemned by Parmenides to not-being), the Visitor from 
Elea must not scruple to become a 'murderer of his own father' 
{241 D). 

5.5.2.2 On the association of 'what is not' with likeness and falsehood 

So far the EV and Theaetetus have not been very successful in 
catching the Sophist. Well, the former now remarks that if we resume 
the characterization of the Sophist as a semblance-maker, we will be 
asked what on earth we mean by 'semblance' (239 С g - D 4). Theaete- 
tus tries to define 'semblance' as 'another thing of the same kind, 
copied from the genuine thing' {to alêthinon ; 240 A 5). The EV tries 
to draw a somewhat sharper profile of this definition : 

240 A g - С 5: Do you mean by 'of the same kind' another genuine thing 
or what else ? - No, not genuine, of course, but something like the genuine 
thing. - Meaning by 'genuine' really being (ontôs on) ? - Quite so. - Well, 
what is not genuine is the opposite of genuine ? - Of course. - Then, if you 
are to call 'what is like' not genuine , you call it, by implication, not really 
being. - Yes, but it is in a way, yet (all' esti ge mên pôs), - But not in the 
genuine way, you say. - No, indeed, except that it really [= genuinely, 
according to В J] is a likeness. - Therefore, although it is not really being, 
yet it really is what we call a likeness ? - 'What is not' does seem, I am 
afraid, to be interwoven with 'what is' in some such way, and quite strange 
it is. - Quite strange, indeed. You see that our hydra-headed Sophist has 
us got into a fix again, this time by his interweaving 'what is' and 'what is 
not', compelling us to admit quite reluctantly that what is not is in a way 
{einai pôs). 

The EV foresees that they will be involved in self-contradiction, 
again, (240 С 7-5), viz. in asserting that 'what is not' is in a way. So 
far this is considered to be a flat contradiction by the EV, in no lesser 
degree, indeed, than the contradictions mentioned in the previous 
argument (238 D ff.). That this symfilokê is quite acceptable, however, 
appeared as early as in this stage of the discussion. Surely the likeness 
X is not the genuine thing X it is a likeness of, but it is , undoubtedly, 
since it is a likeness. It is only because of X being described in terms 
of genuinity (< alêthinos ; 240 A 8 - В 8 ; alêthôs, В io) and the equi- 
valence of 'genuine' and 'really being' (at В 3) that the proper issue 
is obscured somehow. To show, right at the outset of this discussion, 
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that % is being x and not being y at the same time are not contradictory, 
instead of contrasting 'being X' and 'being x', would have made 
things less complicated. Thus, the semantics of name-giving would 
have sufficed. However, Plato seems to need the digression about 
false opinion and false statement that follows. 

The EV explains the case of self-contradiction in terms of false 
opinion and one's uttering it. ( D 1-4). He defines false opinion (pseudês 
doxa) as thinking things contrary to the things that are, to the extent 
that it is, in fact, thinking the things that are not (ta mê onta doxazein ; 
D 6-9). If, on the other hand, we stick to our accusation of the Sophist 
as one who effects false thinking in our minds (see 240 D 1-2), we 
cannot but insist that there is false opinion, and, by implication, are 
compelled to assert that false opinion which was defined as 'what is 
noť, yet is. And on the EV's view (241 A-B) that is another flat 
contradiction. 

It seems to be useful to follow the argument at 240 E - 241 В more 
closely. The EV first submits the phrase 'thinking the things that are 
noť to a closer inspection (240 E 1 - 241 A 1). Does it mean thinking 
that the things that are not, are not , or that the things, that defi- 
nitely 28 are not, in some way are ? Theaetetus replies that it must at 
least mean thinking that the things that are not, in some way are ; 
otherwise even the smallest error would be impossible (E 1-4). Besides, 
the phrase means thinking that the things that certainly are, are 
definitely not (. E 5-9). 

Next he comes to speak about false statement (logos pseudês). It is 
described as 'stating that the things that are, are not, and that the 
things that are not, are (240 E 10 - 241 A 1). 

Well, this is what the Sophist will deny. He will say that in as- 
serting that falsehoods are in thoughts and in statements we are 
compelled, again, to attribute 'what is' (viz. being somehow) to 'what 
is noť (viz. falsehood), and this is against the admission made earlier, 
(at 238 A 7-5; E 8-ç), and amounts to flatly contradicting it (241 
A 8- В J). 

So far the interlocutors have only been at pains to make clear 
what one is to understand by 'likeness' (at 23g D - 240 С) and 'false- 
hood' (at 240 D - 24J В). The attempt has proved to be abortive time 

28 My rendering of ta mêdamôs onta (240 E 2). The phrase cannot mean (as 
at 23у В - 23ç С) 'what absolutely is noť, i.e. 'sheer non-entity' (cf. Cornford, 
213, n. 1). The word mêdamôs seems here to stand for 'certainly noť and em- 
phasize those things' not being. 
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and again, because of the continuous danger of contradicting one self. 
So the same must be said of the association of 'what is' with likeness 
and falsehood. 

A fresh start should be made. It will involve a sort of parricide, as 
it will be unavoidable "to put to the question that pronouncement of 
father Parmenides and establish by main force that 'what is noť, in a 
way is and, conversely, that 'what is', in a way is not". 

The EV sets out to return to the semantic approach proper, which 
had proved to be so profitable in the discussion about 'what absolutely 
is noť. He will look for the precise meanings of the names so readily 
applied to Being by different schools, such as 'is' (estin) ['have come to 
be ( gegonen ), or 'is coming to be ' ( gignetai )], 

' 
many things' ('plurality') or ' one thing 

' 
('unity') or 'two', and especially the name 'what is noť. 

The last name makes the Eleatic Visitor heave an ironical sigh: 
"when I was younger I used to think I understood quite clearly 
whenever someone was speaking of that which is now puzzling us: 
'what is not (to mê on) ; but now you see how completely perplexed we 
are about that" (243 A-B). 

The EV intends to ask Parmenides and everyone else who has set 
out to state the number and quality of the things there are (cp. 
242 С 4-6) what they mean in using their technical expressions (243 B). 
To be more specific, what exactly is meant by the phrase 'what is' 
(to on) ? He had already suggested earlier (243 С 2-5; ср. 246 A 1-2 
and 210 E 6-7) that possibly our minds are equally confused about 
'what is' as they were about 'what is not', in spite of our claim that 
'what is' does not worry us and that we understand the latter phrase 
whenever someone utters it. So the correct understanding of 'what is' 
will be the pivotal enterprise, as is clearly seen by Theaetetus, 
who in fact suggests (243 D 3-5): "Of course, it is about 'what 
is' that 29 we ought to start our investigation and ask what 
on earth (ti poth') the users of the phrase 'what is' think it signi- 
fies". The EV apparently finds it a marvellous idea (see esp. 244 A 
4- В 4). 

29 The Greek text has the words to on right at the head of the sentence. Gen- 
erally speaking the significative and material uses of words are often found 
indiscriminately together in Greek usage. Compare what is said about this in 
Part (3) [1980], 35; 44-45, and below, section 5.6.6.3. 
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5-5-3 Pluralists and Monists about ' what is' 

First they who posit that the All (to pan) is more than one thing 
(the 'Pluralists') are questioned, then those who assert that the All is 
one thing (the 'Monists'). 

5.5.3.1 On ' what is' as taken by the Pluralists 

The EV starts with the Pluralists. Those, for example, who say- 
that Hot and Cold are all things, should be asked: 

243 D 9 - 244 A 2 : What exactly does this utterance convey that you apply 
to both when you say that both are or each of them is ? How axe we to under- 
stand that (use of) 30 'being' (to einai touto) ? Are we to suppose it is a third 
thing alongside the other two, and that the All is no longer, as you say, 
two things, but three ? For surely you don't give the name 'being' (on) to 
one of the two and then say that both are in the same way. For in that case 
there would be only one thing (either one or other of the two) and not two. - 
Well, then, do you intend to give the name 'being' to the pair of them ? - 
But that again, we shall object, would clearly amount to speaking of the 
two things as one. 

Plato's point obviously is that 'Being' (on) has a meaning distinct from 
the meanings of 'Hot' and 'Cold', as Cornford rightly remarks (219). 
It should be noticed that he sticks to his notion of being as prevailing 
in the earlier discussions: 'being' indiscriminately stands for 'existing' 
and 'having any nature' (see above, p. 18). In giving the present argu- 
ment which clearly opposes the descriptive force of 'Being' to those 
of 'Hot' and 'Cold', Plato in point of fact assigns to the name 'Being' 
its own descriptive force. Therefore, from now onwards, we may 
understand Plato's 'Being' as standing indiscriminately for 'existing' 
and 'having a certain nature'. 

Of course, this semantic analysis is wholly concerned with the 
descriptive forces of the names 'Being', 'Hot', and 'Cold'. Their 
respective denotative forces are not considered at all, since the two 
(or indeed three) names are supposed to indicate 'all things that there 
are' (ta panta] 243 D g) or 'the All' (to pan , 243 E 3). So the whole 
argument is concerned with the formal relations between the intensions 
'Being', 'Hot', and 'Cold' or, ontologically speaking, those between 
the respective natures of 'Being', 'Hot' and 'Cold' as found in the 
things that there are. 

If the Pluralists identify the intension 'Being' with that of, say, 
'Hot', than there will be only one nature, viz. Being = Hot (of course, 
30 The EV's question is both about that kind of being and the Pluralists' use 
of 'to be'. See the previous note. 
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if they identify 'Being' with 'Cold', there will be only the nature 
Being = Cold). Further, if they identify the intension 'Being' with 
that of 'Hot-and-Cold', then the only nature will be that of Being = 
Hot-and-Cold; and, then, there will be only one nature, not two, as 
they hold. The only way they can avoid the fatal inference that there 
should be only one formal principle ('thing', taken as 'nature'), is to 
accept 'Being' as a third nature. Accordingly, the doctrine of only 
two principles is quite untenable as it leads to flat contradictions ('if 
only two, then only one'; or: 'if only two, than three'). 

I am afraid, Bluck is on the wrong track in suggesting {70-71) that 
Plato intends to say that if the Pluralists identify Being with either 
Hot or Cold, the other of the two cannot be said to be; for if Being is 
identified with Hot, for example, then to say 'Cold is' will amount to 
saying 'Cold is hot', which would be absurd, because Hot and Cold 
are ex hypothesi 'things' whose characters are opposed to one another. 
He tries to support this interpretation by referring to a similar argu- 
ment (at 250 A-B) but recognizes that his interpretation reads more 
into the EV's words than could have been intended. - Well, I am sure 
that Bluck is reading too much into our text. In this stage of the 
discussion statement is not involved (as it is at 250 A-B), but only the 
problem of catching the true nature of 'things that there are' in 
giving them the correct, essential name. It is in fact name-giving that 
appears to get stuck and, by that, our capacity to give a substantial 
characterization of things there are seems to be rather illusory. 
Predication and attribution, however, are not concerned so far. 

It is easily understood that in this passage no answer is offered by 
the Pluralists. For Plato's sake they need not. He can make his point 
perfectly clear by showing that 'Being' is a nature (intension) quite 
distinct from 'Hot' and 'Cold' (or some other such pair; see 243 D 9). 

5.5.3.2 On ' what is ' as taken by the Monists 

Next the Monists come up for discussion ("all those who say that 
the All is one" ; 244 В 6). The EV tries to discover what they mean by 
the phrase 'what is' (to on). Of course, especially31 Parmenides and 
his followers are meant here. Their view deserves more attention since 
their rigid notion of 'what is', which amounts to a complete identifi- 
cation of Being and One, has turned out to be the bottle-neck that 
hampered the previous discussion, (see above, p. 24). 

31 The argument equally applies to any other Monist. See Bluck, 82. 
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That the EV's approach to the problem is a semantic one is quite 
obvious ; his terminology leaves no doubt at all. 

The first part of his argument {244 В g - D 13) may be summarized 
as follows. The Monists assert that only the One is { 244 В g-ió) ; but, 
at the same time, they call 'Being' ('what is') a 'thing' ( В 12-13). Well, 
one may ask, then, whether 'what is' is the same 'thing' as that which 
they call 'one' ; if so, they would be applying two names to the same 
thing ( С 1-2). Well, in fact the Monist's answer is to the effect that he 
agrees that it is ridiculous to admit that there are two names after 
positing that there is no more than one thing {244. С ç-io). For that 
matter, it would be definitely ridiculous to allow anyone to assert 
that there is some name which lacks its own reference, because to 
assume the name as something different from its 'thing' ('referent') is 
surely to speak of some two 'things'. 

This passage ( 244 С 12 - D 4) needs closer inspection. The crux 
seems to lie in the phrase logon ouk an echon at D 1. Cornford and 
Warrington take {ad loc.) it as loosely determining the hôs clause 
('that there is some name') and translate: 'when that would be 
[Warrington: is] inexplicable'. Bluck rightly remarks (72) that the 
participle echon goes with onoma and renders 'since it [the name] 
could not explain itself. I would prefer to take echon attributively: 
'some name which would be lacking (1 ouk an echon) sense', that is, 
would be a name that has no referent at all. (For the sense of the phrase 
logon echein, see below, 5.6.2.1, ad Theaet., 201 E 2). For the Monist is 
supposed for this moment to assert that the name 'being' does not 
refer to the 'One' and, accordingly, has no referent at all (the One 
being the only existing 'thing'). 

So the purport of С 12 - D 4 seems to be this: the Monist cannot 
rebut our previous objection ("it is ridiculous to posit two names 
applying to only one thing") by asserting that the name 'being' has 
no referent (to the effect, indeed, that there is only one reed name). 
Indeed, that would imply that the Monist contradicts himself in 
assuming two entities, again, viz. the entity 'name' and the entity 
'one thing'. Bluck seems to be mistaken, therefore, in remarking {уз) 
that the argument "simply suggests that if names exist they must 
designate things other than themselves". To my mind the only thing 
our passage tries to accomplish with a good deal of logical perspicacity 
is to argue that the Monist would be involved in self-contradiction if 
he were to attempt to avoid the ridiculous assumption of 'One thing- 
two names' by declaring the name 'being' to be an empty one, for in 
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separating, then, the 'thing' ( pragma ) from the name he would be 
faced, again, with two 'things'. To be sure, Plato is of the opinion that 
names must designate things other than themselves (see eēg. Rep. 
596 A), but that is not the point he wants to make now.32 Here his 
only concern is to make clear that whoever, as a Monist (and, ac- 
cordingly contrary to Plato's own opinion) assumes the existence of 
an empty name (onoma ti logon ouk an echon , 244 D 1) involves himself 
in self-contradiction. 

The EV then tightens the knot of his argument: "if he maintains, 
on the other hand, that the name is the same as its pragma , either he 
will be compelled to say it is not the name of anything, or if he says 
it is the name of something, the name will turn out to be merely a 
name of a name and of nothing else" (244 D 6-9). 

The Monists either must accept the view of ' two names - one thing' 
(244 С 1-2; ç-ió), yet as Monists they cannot accept that there are 
two of anything.33 Or they have to assume the name 'being' as an 
empty one, which would nonetheless make it a thing distinct from 
the One (C 12 - D 4) and that is unacceptable to a Monist. Or they 
take the name 'being' as identical with the pragma (the One) ; but 
that would also be impossible, because that a name was identical with 
'thing' (the One) would imply either that it had no referent (for 
'things' have no referents), or that it referred to a name as its referent 
(the 'thing' One being identical with 'name'). 

So Plato expresses the Monists' dilemma from a semantic angle. 
They have no satisfactory answer to his question of what they exactly 
mean by the name 'what is' (to on ). So far they seem not to have the 
slightest idea of semantics and cannot even justify their use of names. 
To use Bluck's words (73): they have overlooked what our use of 
names implies. 

The continuation of the argument is found at 244 D 14 - 245 D jo. 
Bluck is right in arguing (73) that this passage is better regarded as 
simply a continuation or second part of a single argument rather than 
an entirely separate one. He suggests that misunderstanding on this 
score has arisen as a result of the assumption that the EV is talking 
about Unity, Wholeness and Being, whereas in fact he is merely 

32 A fortiori Cornford is wrong in thinking (220) that the EV's argument 
presupposes Plato's own view that names refer to Forms. 
33 Of course, the objection is not to their calling one thing by two names, as is 
rightly pointed out by Bluck (72) . 
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continuing to talk about the names used in reference to what the 
Monists regarded as 'what is', 'the One' and 'the Whole'. The first 
two have already been discussed and the ЕУ now introduces the third 
for a similar semantic treatment. 

This part of the argument starts from the Monists' assertion that 
'the Whole' is distinct from 'the One that is' (244 D 14-16). He thus 
opposes the Whole (to holon) to Being and One taken together. Well, 
he goes on, if it is a whole, it must certainly have parts. In that case 
the Whole consisting of parts must be affected by 'the One', to the 
extent that it is a sum or whole. But what is in this condition (to 
peponthos tauta, 245 A 5) cannot itself be 'the One' itself (to hen auto),34 
since the genuine One, by definition, must be altogether without 
parts, a requirement to which 'the Whole' does not answer (244 E 2 - 

45 В 2). 
Next the EV goes on to ask whether 'what is' (to on), since it has 

been affected by 'the One', will therefore be one - and - whole, or 
whether we should say that 'what is' is not a whole at all (245 В 4-6). 
This appears to be a hard question. In order to fully understand it, 
one should remember that previously 'the One' has been associated 
with 'the Whole' (as was actually done by the Monists themselves). 
Thus the manner in which the argument that follows is to be made 
explicit is clear: when 'what is' has been so affected as to be 'one' in a 
way, it will evidently not be the same as the One; and, accordingly, 
the sum of beings ('the Whole') will be more than one (245 В y -g), 
which would make the monistic thesis quite untenable. If, on the 
other hand, 'what is' is not a whole ( - as a result of its having been 
affected by the One 3S), but the whole as such is, then 'what is' turns 
out to fall short of itself (245 С 1-3). And so, on this line of argument, 
he continues (C 5-9), 'what is' being deprived of itself, will be evidently 

34 to hen auto means "exactly the One', 'nothing but the One'. The EV points to the formal distinction between 'the Whole' and 'the One' which remains, 
even if one is to identify the two denotatively by saying that in fact the Whole 
is a unified whole ('sum of parts'). Cornford's 'Unity itself', Warrington's 
'absolute Unity' and Bluck's 'the One itself' all seem to incorrectly imply that 
Plato is speaking about a pure Form (* . . . itself). This may be compared with 
Bluck's correct remark (79) that 'to holon' never means 'Wholeness', but 'the 
Whole'. 
36 Bluck is perfectly right in arguing {84) that in the phrase 'being affected by 
that character' ( to peponihenai to hyp' ekeinou pathos) ekeinou refers to the One 
and he rightly sees an allusion to 245 В 4-5 : "win 'what is' as it has been af- 
fected by the One be one-and-whole ?". 
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'what is noť ('non-being'; ouk on; 245 С 6). 36 Next, the EV draws the 
same awkward inference as was drawn before (at 245 В ç-io) : "once 
more the sum of things will be more than one, since 'what is' and 'the 
Whole' have each acquired their own separate natures" (see Bluck, 
75 and 86). 

The argument is continued, then, on the assumption (taken from 
245 В 6) that 'the whole in no way is 

' 
(245 С ii). Well, if so, the same 

fate befalls 'what is' 37 and, in addition to its not being, even its 
incapacity of becoming 'what is' (C 11 - D 3). The last inference is 
explained ( D 4-6) : "what has come into being has always come into 
being as a whole, so that if you do not count 'the whole' among the 
things that are, you have no right to speak of being (ousia) or coming- 
into-being as be-ing" (ousan) . A final conclusion is drawn (245 D 8-ю) 
from the assumption that the whole is not at all: "Again, what is not 
a whole cannot even be of a definite quantity,38 for whatever is of a 
definite quantity by necessity is a whole of that quantity, whatever 
it may be.'' Apparently the Ancients' horror infiniti was sufficient to 
make them detest such an inference. 

Let us try now to sum up the semantical import of the whole 
passage on the Monists ( 244 В g - 245 D 10). As has been remarked 
already (above, p. 27) the passage falls into two parts. The introductory 
part {244 В 9 - D 9) starts from the 'two names - One thing' dilemma 
( 244 С 1-2 ; g-io) and deduces some bizarre inferences as to the prac- 
tical side of the Monists' use of names. All possible ways of refuge are 
blocked up (see above, p. 27-30). 

(a) 244 С 1-2 ' 9- jo: the argument takes the names autonymously, 
i.e. in their materiality, as two entities, and this assumption conflicts 
with Monism 

36 The phrase ouk on, being the grammatical predicate (which is put at the 
head of the sentence to give it due stress; hence my "it should be noticed"), 
could also be rendered a non-being, a 'what is noť, such that one may translate : " 'what is' will belong, then, to the domain of non-being". 37 viz. that it is not. The phrase "this same befalls 'what is' ( tauta tauta hyparchei 
tôi onti) means indiscriminately "the same awkward character of not being 
will be its fate" and "this same awkward conclusion will apply". Notice that 
the English phrase 'the same befalls' is equally ambiguous in this respect. 38 I would prefer Warrington's ambiguous quantity (cp. Diès: quantité) to 
Cornford's and Bluck's number. Numerical infinity may indeed be considered 
more offensive to the Ancient mind than spatial infinity, but its immediate 
result is the Whole's spatial infinity. - For the meaning of the objection, see also 
Bluck, 81. 
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(b) С 12 - D 4 : if the name 'being' is an empty name, it still remains 
an entity distinct from the One. Again the name is taken autonymously 
and the same conclusion will follow 
(c) D 6-9: if the name 'being' = pragma ('the One'), then the name is 
no real name and merely a name of a name. So there is something 
seriously wrong in Monistic semantics ('use of names'). 

In what was previously labelled as the continuation of the argument 
(244 D 14 - 245 D 10 ; see above, p. 28-9) some objections are raised 
concerning the descriptive forces of the names used. In fact it exposes 
a series of inconsistencies and awkward implications which inevitably 
follow from the use of the names 'being', 'one', 'whole'. As a matter 
of fact, when taken as descriptions (or if you want: from the 

viewpoint of their descriptive forces) these names are monstrously 
confusing. 
(d) 244 E 2 - 245 В 2 ' 'what is unified' Ф 'the One'. The descriptive 
forces of 'unified' and 'one as such' are distinguished. It should be 
noticed that, even if the name 'unified' is given the same denotative 
force as the name 'One' (in saying that the One is in matter of fact a 
unified sum of parts), yet their descriptive forces remain distinct. Or, 
to say it in another way: if 'the unified' is taken as materially identical 
with 'the One' (in saying that the One is in matter of fact a unified 
sum of parts), the two still are distinct 'things' from the formal point 
of view. (For a similar approach of the problems concerning being, 
see below, p. 42-6). 
(e 1) 245 В 4-5) у-д' does the description 'thing unified' include the 
description 'one-and- whole' ? The answer runs as follows : 'thing 
unified' Ф the 'One'; 'whole' Ф 'One'; therefore thing unified Ф 
'one-and-whole'. 
(e 2) 245 С 1-3 : if 'what is' Ф 'whole' as such; and 'whole' is; then 
'what is' = 'what is not'. Plato obviously is in keeping here with his 
own view of 'being' = 'having a certain nature' (see above, p. 18 and 
below, p. 32i.). On this view (which takes what we call 'existence' as 
'being of a certain nature, to the extent that 'existence' is on a par 
with 'being-stone', 'being-man', etc.), the fallacy of the argument is 
not obvious. As a matter of fact Plato here strongly links up the 
denotative and descriptive uses. Later on we shall return to this view 
(see below, p. 45). 
(e 3) 245 С 5-9 : 'what is' and 'the whole' have separate natures, that 
is, taken as descriptions these names are distinct. 
(f 1) 245 С ii - D 3: if 'whole' = 'not-being' (or: 'what is not'), then 
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'what is' = 'what is not'. Here, again, Plato blends description and 
denotation (see below, p. 45). 
(f 2) 245 D 4-6 : 'being not a whole' implies 'being not capable of 

becoming'. 
(f 3) 245 D 8-10: 'being not a whole' implies 'being indefinite'. 

We will find the same approach in the other discussions of the 

dialogue. 

5.5.4 Materialists and Idealists about 'what is' 

As Bluck rightly remarks (82), in essaying the task of disproving 
Parmenides' dictum and showing that what is not in some sense is 
and that what is in a way is not, the EV has begun by considering 
the nature of 'what is', and has first turned to those existing theories 
that maintain that there is a specific number of 'things that are', 
whether a plurality or only one. He has shown that Pluralists and 
Monists alike have been inconsistent and self-contradicting in using 
the names which are so pivotal in their theories: 'Hot - Cold', ('Two'), 
'One', 'Being', 'Whole'. The EV has apparently exercised some 
restraint in singling out the perplexing difficulties in those theories, 
for he winds up this part of the discussion with the remark (245 D-E) 
that countless other difficulties, each hopelessly insoluble, will arise 
if you say that 'what is' is either two things or only one. Theaetetus 
is very much impressed and does not hesitate a second over joining 
that pessimistic view ( 245 E 3-5) . 

However, Plato has not confined himself to critisizing other philos- 
ophers. He has also made his own view of 'what is' ('being') perfectly 
clear, since this view is the backbone of his criticism. For the moment 
it may be summed up in two points (see also above, 26-27) : 

(1) the name 'on' ('what is' or 'being') means some thing distinct from 
the other basic qualifications assigned to 'things that are' ('One', 
'Whole', etc.). It cannot be stressed enough that the significate of the 
name 'on' is not the concept of Being,39 but some 'thing', some 'nature' 

(see esp. 245 С 5-9). If we do not realize this, the next point is not 

easily understood : 
(2) the name 'on' ('what is', or: 'being') is used by Plato to stand 

indiscriminately for 'existing' and 'having any nature (character, 
39 Bluck's formula (93) seems to be utmost unfortunate in this respect: "Being 
(the concept, [italics mine] is something other than what has been posited as 
real". 
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ousia)'. Especially these two points which are basic to a correct 
understanding of Plato's semantic views will emerge also from later 
discussions of the dialogue. 

5.5.4.1 The Materialists {245 E - 247 E) 

The EV now turns to 'those who put the matter in a different way' 
( 245 E 8). Those philosophers (and average men, as well; see Cornford, 
232, and Bluck, 89) are meant who define reality as the same thing as 
body (the 'Materialists') as opposed to those who assert that true 

reality consists solely of certain intelligible and bodiless Forms (cp. 
246 A-B ). On this issue an interminable battle is always going on 
between the two camps ( 246 С 2-4). This battle is called 'something 
like a Battle of Gods and Giants fought over the subject of reality 
( peri tês ousias ; 246 A 4-5). The EV proposes to ask each of the two 
parties in turn for an account {logon) of the being {tês ousias) which 

they posit {246 С 6-7). From the Giants whose aim is to drag every- 
thing down to the material level such an account will not be so readily 
obtained {246 С io - D i). We therefore must imagine them willing 
to answer our questions, he says. Theaetetus will act as their spokesman 
(. D5-E4 ). 

The Materialists will agree that there is such a thing as a mortal 
living creature, which in fact is a body animated by a soul; so they 
have to concede that a soul is also (Plato has : 'is something among the 
being things': ti ton ontôn , 246 E 9). Besides, they will agree that 
souls are just or unjust through the presence in them of justice or 
injustice, and that such a virtue, in that it is capable of being present 
or absent, must be a 'thing' {einai ti , 247 A 9). Granting the invisi- 
bility of such things as soul and virtue they have to make clear what 
they mean by 'body' and their claim {246 A 7 - В i) that only what 
can be squeezed is a subject of reality {ousian, 246 В j). The EV will 
try to make them agree to admit that a small part of the things that 
are {ton ontôn) is bodiless (247 В i - D 1). 

They may also expect to be asked {247 D 2-4): what exactly do 
you refer to when you assert of both kinds of beings that they are ? 
The EV himself suggests a possible answer: 

24J D 8 - E 4 : I posit, then, that anything really is (ontôs einai) that is so 
constituted as to possess any sort of potentiality either to affect something 
else in any way, or to be affected (even to the slightest extent by the 
most trivial agent, and even though it be only once). So I am positing that 
'things that are' are distinguished by the mark that they are simply power . 
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The final sentence has made Cornford (. 234 , n. 1) and Bluck (92, n. 1) 
worry a little bit. They would have liked the EV to say that the 
mark , not the 'things that are' themselves, is simply power. Bluck 
even suggests the accusative dynamin instead of dynamis. Cornford 
would prefer to translate: "a mark to distinguish real things . . . that 
it is nothing but power", but he recognizes that such a rendering is 
indefensible. Bluck rightly remarks that a power ( dynamis ) is the 
property which reveals in its action the nature of a thing, and as 
being peculiar to a particular thing might easily be identified with 
the thing itself; the 'being' of a thing is simply the function that it 
performs. 

To my mind Bluck's last remark touches the heart of the matter 
(see also Bluck, 97-98). To view a thing's true nature in its true 
function (for ergon as 'essential function' -*■ 'true nature', see e.g. 
RßP- 335 T) 3', Górgias, 503 E i and 517 С i; for dynamis = 'character', 
'essence', 'nature', see Protag . 349 В 4; С 5 and Laws III, 691 E 2) is 
truly Platonic thinking, indeed. Therefore the EV's thesis as put 
forward in the last sentence should be primarily understood as con- 
cerning the mark that distinguishes the 'things that are' ontologically, 
rather than a logic mark by means of which we may distinguish 
them.40 Of course, the EV means to say that this ontic mark, as 
providing a logical tool, may serve us in order to discern what exactly 
'being' is. So Cornford's and Bluck's difficulty proves to be a seeming 
one only. For 'mark' is identical with 'power', (as they like to hear 
the EV asserting) and in having power as their essential mark things 
are essentially nothing but power (as he is actually saying). 

The EV's suggestion about what being is, (to be more precise, what 
they mean when using the name 'being'; see 247 D 2-4), is one that 
the 'reformed Materialists' 41 might find quite acceptable, as is con- 
40 I cannot agree with Bluck (93) that the EV is offering only a mark (italics 
mine) of what is real, not a definition (logos) of the 'essence' of Being. - For 
that matter, unlike logos , the term horos is often indiscriminately used by- 
Plato for 'ontic mark' (or: character) and 'logical definition'; e.g. Górgias , 
488 D 1-2: "is the mark (horos) of the better the same as that of the more 
powerful?"; Statesman , 292 С 5-6: "the mark <of the directive science> is 
... a certain knowledge"; 296 E 1-3: "if the ruler governs advantageously, 
there must be the true character of the right administration of a state". 
41 beltious gegonotas (246 E 2). Of course, the Giants' reform is only imagined 
for the sake of the argument (see 246 D 3-6), which is addressed to the 'common- 
sense reader' rather than to the out-and-out materialist Plato is speaking of. 
See 246 В 1-3 : "as soon as one of the opposite party asserts that anything 
without a body is, they are utterly contemptuous and will not listen to another 
word"; see also Bluck, 92-95. 
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firmed by their spokesman, Theaetetus (247 E 5-6). So it makes good 
sense to offer it to the opposite party, the 'Gods' or 'Idealists'. 

5.5.4.2 The Idealists (248 A - 24g D) 

We have to start by establishing the identity of the 'Friends of 
Forms', as the adherents of the opposite party are called by Plato 
right in the opening lines of this section (248 A 4-5). The question 
having been eagerly debated, modern scholarship has made it certain 
that the Idealist theory presented here represents the classic shape of 
Plato's theory of Forms as it is found in the earlier (pre-critical) 
dialogues, most clearly in Phaedo and Republic (see Cornford, 242-248 ; 
Bluck, 9^ff.). It is true that, right at the outset, Plato seems to dis- 
engage himself from them in treating them a little ironically: "they 
are very wary in defending their position somewhere in the heights of 
the unseen, maintaining with all their force that true Being consists 
in certain intelligible and bodiless Forms" ( 246 В 6-8). 

Theaetetus promises also to act as their spokesman (248 A 4-5). 
They posit that what was put forward by the Materialists as true 
Being should be called not, being but a kind of moving process of 
Becoming (246 В д - С 2), and that we are in touch with Becoming by 
means of the body through sense, but with true Being (ten ontôs 
ousian), which is unchanging, by means of the soul through thought 
( 248 A 10-13). Theaetetus is invited (248 B-C) to accept an explanation 
of that position in terms of 'power' (as meant before, 247 D-Et see 
above, p. 34). The Idealists are supposed to reply that Becoming 
partakes of the power of acting and being acted upon, but neither of 
these powers is compatible with Being (248 С 7-9). The outcome of the 
next discussion (248 D - 24g В ), where the Idealists are faced with 
the problem of knowledge (knowing and being known, as specific 
cases of acting and being acted upon) is that the conclusion is in- 
escapable that what is acted upon ('what changes': to kinoumenon) 
and Change itself are 'be-ing' (onta) 24g В 2-4). The thesis is put into 
a wider metaphysical context when the EV comes to conclude : 

24g С io - D 4 : On these grounds, then, it seems that the philosopher who 
holds such things as knowledge and so on in high respect, is therefore 
obliged to refuse to accept from the advocates either of the One or of the 
many Forms that the All is static (to pan hestêkos), while, at the same time, 
he must not for a moment listen to those who make 'what is' change in 
every respect. Like a child begging for "both!", he must say that 'what is' 
and the All consists of what is changeless and what is in change, both 
together. 
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Here Plato is obviously vindicating Change and Changelessness for 
'what is' (C ii - D 2) and, in doing so, 'begging' for both 'what is in 
change' and 'the Changeless' ( D 2-4). 

Since Cornford (245) and Bluck (97) this passage especially has 
been held to be an obstacle to interpretation. Modern interpreters 
have made it rather complicated, indeed. Bluck seems to have had a 
feel for what may be considered the leading question (see op. cit., 100) : 
does 'what is in change' include Forms ? Most unfortunately, however, 
he allowed it to be overgrown by quite a different question of his own, 
viz. whether knowledge is here presented as involving 'change' in its 
objects. We have to disentangle these two questions first. 

5.5.4.3 Does ' what is in change 
' include Forms ? 

Bluck rightly takes the final sentence to imply a dichotomy of 
'what is in change' and 'what is changeless'. To his mind it is puzzling 
in that the language seems to imply a contrast between two different 
classes of 'things', viz. the transient world ('what is in change') and 
the changeless Forms, whereas this would seem incompatible with 
the inclusion of the Forms in the class of 'what is in change'. As a 
matter of fact, this inclusion is energetically defended by Bluck. We 
will discuss it presently. 

On Bluck's view the puzzling character of the sentence may dis- 
appear if the exact form of the expression ("like a child, I am begging 
for 'both': this and that") is supposed to be due to the comparison 
with the child begging for both hands, the right and the left. In any 
case some looseness of language should be assumed, he says. 

This solution, however, is not quite convincing. Anyone who has 
to make a choice and refuses to do so can be reasonably supposed to 
be faced with two (or more) distinct things. Bluck's initial uneasy 
feeling that the comparison (which is really quite in keeping with the 
preceding lines) might cast doubt on the view that the class of 'what is 
in change' includes the Forms, seems to be, at first glance, quite 
understandable. However, the passage does not conflict at all with 
the inclusion of the Forms in the domain of 'what is in change'. To 
be sure, one's final interpretation of the basic doctrine of the whole 
dialogue is involved here. So we have to discuss, first, Plato's doc- 
trinal move in our dialogue. 

The earlier dialogues, esp. Phaedo and Republic , had drawn a sharp 
distinction between Forms ('True Being') and the transient world 

('Becoming') and taken changelessness as the essential mark of true 
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being ('what is') and variability as that of Becoming ('what becomes'). 
For that matter, the Friends of Forms are still doing so. They eagerly 
want to adhere to the classic view put forward in Phaedo and Republic 
that the Ideal World, devoid of any change, was the indispensable 
condition of true knowledge. The Theaetetus had already qualified 
that intransigent view of knowledge. In the Parmenides , then, one of 
the charges brought against the classic theory of Forms with its 
severe doctrine of participation was that it fell short where knowledge 
was concerned: if the Forms exist in a separate world by themselves, 
they must, by implication, be unattainable to human knowledge 
(12g D - 130 В). This is a basic problem because, at the same time, 
the view that the transcendent Forms are indispensable to true knowl- 

edge and must be knowable is still maintained. The basic conclusion 
of the discussion in the Parmenides is that the dichotomy of Forms 
and transient world had been over-stressed in the precriticai dialogues. 

Well, the EV thinks it is the task of the true philosopher to defend 
the thesis that " 'what is' and the All consist of what is changeless and 
what is in change, both together' 

1 
(24g D 3-4). It seems undeniable 

that here, too, any over-sharp dichotomy between Forms and trans- 
ient world is, at least implicitly, criticized, quite in line with the 
Parmenides . However, as was pointed out by Cornford ( 245 ) and 
Bluck (97), the EV's present protest follows immediately upon the 
Idealists1 objection that, if knowing is an action, 'that which is', in 

being known, must be acted upon and so changed. So it appears, at 
first sight, as if the EV himself must think that what is known is 

changed by being known. Cornford rejects this implication at once, 
since the argument at 24g С 3-4 excludes the idea that the nature or 
content of a Form could possibly be altered by the act of knowledge. 
He prefers to assume {247) that the question whether knowing and 

being known should not involve something analogous to the physical 
intercourse of perception seems to be left unanswered. 

Bluck (97) seriously doubts the correctness of Cornford' s surmise. 
He tries to give another interpretation (97-JOJ). Knowledge may be 
allowed to involve some change in its objects without infringing the 
sanctity of the actual nature of Forms. He reminds us of the true 
sense of 'to be affected by' ('to be acted upon'), which, in the discussion 
with the Monists (see above, p. 31) has turned out to mean: 'to possess 
the quality of ; in terms of what has been said in our discussion above, 
p. i8f. : 'to have a certain nature as a result of being acted upon'. 
Now, he goes on, it might be said that 'being known' can be predicated 
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of the unchanging thing and that it has the quality of being known 
and so is 'affected'. But there will be no need to suppose that the 
nature of the thing affected is thereby changed. The thing will be 
'changed', but only inasmuch it has acquired an inessential attribute. 
Accordingly, as being known, the Form can be regarded as 'changed', 
albeit to a very limited extent, viz. only by virtue of the fact that it 
acquires the attribute 'being known'. He concludes {g8 ) : "so long as 
we distinguish between change of attribute and change of nature, no 
difficulty is involved in such an admission". Some two pages further 
on Bluck seems to reduce (roo) the present 'paradox' concerning 
changelessness and changeability in the Forms to a lack of distinction 
between identity and attribution. In his view there is not sufficient 
evidence here for rejecting the view that being known implies change. 
In an editor's note Gordon Neal tells us that Bluck added at this point 
the proviso that "at the same time, it [i.e. his view that knowledge is 
here presented as involving change in its objects, De R .] cannot be 
considered indisputably correct". So in terms of my previous dis- 
tinction between the several statuses of the Platonic Form [tran- 
scendent, immanent, and mental, see Part (i) [1977], (97-110)], 
Bluck might have thought of a Form's mental status , i.e. the Form as 
taken apart from its separate existence in the Intelligible World and 
that in the transient world, only in as far as it is conceived of by 
human thinking (knowing). Bluck stresses again and again that 
'being known' can be called a change to a very limited extent only, 
since it does not affect the thing's nature. 

However, there is still some confusion in Bluck's assertions about 
the Form being changed (which makes his later proviso perfectly 
understandable). What exactly does he mean when saying [g8 ) that 
"the thing win be 'changed', but only inasmuch as it has acquired an 
inessential attribute" ? As to the last term, his referring to Moravcsik's 
formula: 42 "the Forms are subject to change and motion only in the 
sense that dated (temporal) propositions are true of them" is such as 
to make us fear that, like Moravcsik, he thought of logical operation 
only. Well, such singling out of just logical operation seems to be 
somewhat anachronistic in the first place. Further, as an explanation 
it seems a bit meagre. Cornford was quite right in pointing {245) to 
the truly Platonic doctrine that, as objects of knowledge, the Forms 
must be unchangeable. Otherwise any attempt to arrive at true 
42 J. M. E. Moravcsik, Being and Meaning in the Sophist , in: Acta philos. 
Fennica, 14 (1962), 40. 
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knowledge is doomed to be abortive. It should be noticed that this is 
still confirmed in the later dialogues (e.g. Timaeus 28 A; 52 A; Philebus 

59 A-C). It would be quite unexpected, and even rather ridiculous, if 
Plato were now to concede that, albeit to a very small extent, the 
assertion: 'the unchangeable Form, indispensable condition for true 

knowledge, is changed by knowledge' is tenable. 
To my mind, the very fact that Bluck was so much occupied with 

the question of whether knowledge is here presented as involving 
change in its objects is at the root of his misunderstanding the passage 
under discussion. He has been the victim of Cornford's 'first sighť 
{245), which, in fact, was an optical error. For that matter, Cornford 
was right in dismissing it at once. However, his introductory remark 

("what may easily mislead the reader is this") has something of an 
ironical prophecy, as far as Bluck is concerned. 

Cornford and Bluck are right in observing that the EV's protest 
follows immediately upon the Idealists' objection that, if knowing is 
an action, it would follow that 'what is', in being known, must be 
acted upon, and so changed. However in his outburst at 24g С io - D 4 
the EV does not react, as Cornford and Bluck think he does, against 
the Idealists' view of knowledge. Why should he ? As is clearly rec- 

ognized by Cornford himself (245-246) Plato's view of sensation as 

given in the Sophist is in perfect agreement with that of the Theaetetus 
and his view of true knowledge has not changed substantially since 
the classic period of the earlier dialogues. The EV is most explicit on 
this score. He put his own metaphysical doctrine into the mouth of 
'the man who is a philosopher and has a high respect for these things 

' 

(tauta malista timônti ; 24g С io). Well, Bluck rightly translates for 
these qualities and Cornford: who values knowledge (as does Warrington). 
So it is perfectly clear that the EV shares the Idealists' strict view of 
true knowledge and even makes it, as it were, the basis of the demand 
he addresses to the true philosopher. 

We must conclude that the EV's audacious thesis does not concern 
at all the question of whether or not knowledge involves change of its 

objects. What he is actually asserting is something like this: 'even 

granting (con amorel) that for the existence of true knowledge the 

unchangeability of the Forms must be recognized, I still insist, dear 
Friends of Forms, that 'what is' and the All must consist of both what 
is changeless and what is in change, as well (pace vestra), both together. 
And that is what you have to concede as true philosopers'. 
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It now remains to answer the important question whether the 
Forms are included in the class of 'what is in change'? Well, they 
are . So far Bluck was quite right, I would think. To be sure, Plato 
still is of the opinion that the Forms are Changeless Entities in the 
Intelligible World. As such, that is, taken in their transcendent status, 
they are the firm metaphysical ground for both transient being in 
our sensible world and, accordingly, true knowledge about the latter. 
No doubt about that. However, as far as their immanent status is 
concerned, that is, inasmuch as they are actually partaken of by 
sensible things, they belong to the domain of 'what is in change'. That 
is why the EV asserts about the true philosopher: "whatever is 
changeless and whatever is in change, he must say that 'what is' and 
the All consists of the two domains". 

Bluck was wrong in trying to smuggle the implicit dichotomy away; 
in fact, Plato sticks to this fundamental distinction of the earlier 
dialogues as an important formal distinction: 'change' is definitely 
not 'changeless(ness)'. So there was not any up-grading of 'becoming' 
to the rank of 'being', as is rightly argued by Bluck (96). However, 
from the material point of view, he recognizes the mixing up of both 
domains : 'change' and 'changeless' are found together in the material 
world. In fact, Plato apparently takes his doctrine of Phaedo and 
Republic that the sensible things of our world are a transient rendez- 
vous of a plurality of Forms,43 more seriously than he did before. 
This new approach of the sensible world had been the main doctrinal 
outcome of the Parmenides. The specific relation between Intelligible 
Form and sensible thing which he had described in terms of 'partici- 
pation', can be better understood from now on. Their formal dis- 
tinctness is, and will be, maintained (otherwise the doctrine of Forms 
would have lost its sense entirely), but, in its immanent status, the 
Form is materially identical with the sensible thing. For that matter, 
the Parmenides had already argued that, if the Form is unreachably 
changeless, it is incapable of founding the sensibles' being, which is 
basically being changeable and changing. So Bluck seems to be per- 
fectly right in taking the inclusion of the Forms into the domain of 
'what is in change' to be implied in what the EV presents as his 
revolutionary doctrine of being. 

43 I shall treat this more thoroughly in section 6, where Plato's and Aristotle's 
different conceptions of 'subject' and 'individual' will be discussed. 
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The following sections of the dialogue intend to clarify the new 

metaphysical position suggested here by the EV. Plato sets out to do 
so in resorting, again, to what I have termed the semantical approach.44 

5.6 The general problem of name-giving (24g D - 256 D) 

Cornford {248) is of the opinion that the reader might now expect 
that the discussion of 'Being' as conceived by the Materialists and 
Idealists should lead to an explanation of eidôla , how they are related 
to perfect Being. He is disappointed to see that the next section of 
the dialogue has little or no bearing on that metaphysical problem, 
but diverts the discussion, instead, to the different problem of falsity 
in thought and speech, which is to be solved at 259 E ff. 

However, Cornford's view suffers from an optical error, I am afraid. 
Where he supposes the EV to turn off to a different problem, Plato is, 
in fact, making him apply the same semantic approach as was found 
in the previous discussions to the problem of the eidôla , those mixtures 
of 'being' and 'non-being'. As a matter of fact the EV keeps on search- 

ing for the exact meaning of 'to be' ('is'). He continues his inquiry into 
the use of the phrase 'what is' ('what is not', respectively) inasmuch 
as this phrase is part of the metaphysical thesis he has just so pas- 
sionately recommended to the true philosopher, viz. that 'what is' 
and the All consists of what is changeless and what is in change, both 

44 Two remarks may be made on Bluck's quite interesting and pioneering 
discussion of the matter. I feel sure that he was rather close to the view ex- 
plained here. When complaining (on account of the final sentence of 24g С 
io - D 4) that "the language would imply a contrast between two different 
classes of objects, when what is needed is a contrast between different respects 
in which the same objects can or cannot be changed" (100), he seems to be 
only mistaken in thinking that the Forms' having a mental status is to be 
considered an inessential quality (attribute) of the Forms taken by themselves. 
As was argued here one had better think of the Form's immanent status (which 
far from being an 'inessential quality' concerns their metaphysical nature), 
rather than their status resulting from our logical operations which is indeed 
inessential to them. Just as Bluck failed to see that the 'distinguishing mark' 
proposed by the EV earlier (see p. 34) is primarily an ontic mark, rather 
than a logical tool, the logical side of the present question ("Forms as being 
known") unhappily prevailed in his interest. - (2) Bluck did see well {ibid.) 
that the metaphysical thesis put forward by the EV has its bearings on our 
(italics mine) 'essential distinction between identity and attribution', by which 
he was apparently indicating what I mean by 'material (denotative) identity' 
and 'formal diversity'. (Compare his remark on p. 83: "a hint, perhaps, that 
attribution must be distinguished from identification"). He was unfortunately 
consistent in ranging the next discussion (24g D - 252 E) under a syntactic 
(instead of a semantic) heading: "The Puzzle of Predication' ' . 
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together (24g D 3-4 ; see above, 36-40). Indeed, the EV sets out to 
scrutinize further the use of the names 'what is', 'change' ('motion') 
and 'rest', which are obviously the key-notions in his new metaphys- 
ical thesis. So Cornford has no reason to be disappointed. 

A second point in Cornford's view of this part of the EV's argument 
seems to hide a more serious misconception on his part. He thinks 

(248; cp. 251) that the term 'to on' ('what is'; Cornford always trans- 
lates 'Reality' or 'Being') here shifts its meaning from 'that which is 
real' or 'that which exists' to "the 'realness' or 'existence' which real 

things or existents have" (ibid.). He even seems to charge the EV 
with developing his argument in "using the same term without 

pointing out that its meaning shifts", a rather serious accusation, 
indeed, since on Cornford's view that very argument apparently 
amounts to enervating the metaphysical thesis mentioned before.45 
Cornford explains (248-24Ç) the EV's concluding remark (at 250 E 

6-7) that 'what is' is equally puzzling as 'what is not' as a recognition 
on Plato's side of the confusing circumstance that the expression 
'to on' has ceased to mean 'the real' (in Cornford's rendering) and now 
means 'realness'. To my mind, however, Cornford seems completely 
mistaken in assuming that here the term 'to on' is shifting its meaning. 
What we really find in this section is a further application of the 

important distinction already implied before (see above, p. 31 and 40) 
between 'material identity' and 'formal diversity' (or the denotative 
and descriptive uses of names). 

5.6.1 'Being' as a ( formally ) separate and (materially) all-embracing 
Form 

The EV begins (24g D - 250 A) this part of the discussion with 

really being a spoil-sport. With almost sadistic satisfaction he 
states that the newly reached metaphysical thesis turns out to 
involve its adherent in a painful confrontation with the very same 

question that they had themselves earlier put with regard to the 
thesis of the Pluralists : what is the exact meaning of 'what is' ? As a 
matter of fact, just as those people were faced with the puzzling 
relationships between 'Being', 'Hot' and 'Cold', the EV and Theaetetus 
will have to disentangle those between 'Being', 'Change' and 'Rest'. 
How are those names used in the new metaphysical thesis? Bluck 

45 Bluck is certainly right in rejecting (104) Peck's suggestion (A. L. Peck, 
Plato and the Megista Genê of the Sophist in: Classical Quarterly, N.S. 2 (1952). 
[32-56], 43) that the ambiguity of to on is causing trouble here. 
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rightly points out (joj) that in declaring that the All 'is' what is 

changeless and what is in change, the new metaphysical thesis merely 
takes up a position similar to that of the dualists and is accordingly 
faced with the same painful question. 

So the EV proposes (250 A) to question Theaetetus on lines similar 
to those on which he argued before (243 D-E) against the Pluralists' 
thesis concerning the principles of Hot and Cold: 

250 A 7 - С 7: Well, don't you say that Change and Rest are complete 
opposites ? - Of course. - Yet you say equally of both of them and of each 
severally 46 that they are ? - Yes. - When admitting that they are, do you 
mean that they both, and each severally, change ? - Certainly not. - Then, 
perhaps, by saying that both are you mean they are both at rest ? - No, 
how could I ? - So, then when assigning the name 'being' to them both 
you are conceiving of 'what is* as a third thing over and above these two, 
and taking Rest and Change as embraced by it and focussing your attention 
on their communion with Being (ousias) ? - Yes, it does seem that we have 
an intuition (i apomanteuesthai ; so rightly Bluck) of 'what is' as a third 
thing, whenever we say that Change and Rest are. - So 'what is* is not 
just Change and Rest, both together (synamphoteron) but apparently 
something distinct from them. - In virtue of its own nature (kata tên 
hautou physin), then, 'what is' is neither at rest nor in change. 

The purport of the argument is quite clear. On the one hand there is a 
material identity between 'what is' and 'what is in change', or 'what 
is at resť ('changeless') respectively, and a formal diversity between 
them, on the other. We can split up the items as follows: 

(a) Change Ф Rest, that is, they are formally distinct (250 A 7-8) 
(b) Change (i.e. 'what is in change') is , and Rest (i.e. 'what is at 

resť) is ; that is, there is a material identity between 'what is in 

change' and 'what is', and 'what is at rest' and 'what is', re- 

spectively (A jo-jj) 
(c) 'what is in change' and 'what is at rest' partake both of 'being', 

but that does not imply that they are both in change, or both at 
rest; that is, again, the material identity of 'what is in change' 
with 'what is' and of 'what is at rest' with 'what is' does not alter 
the formal diversity between Change and Rest (B 2-7). - These 
three statements are all about 'Change' and 'Rest' inasmuch as 
they include Being. The next ones are their counterparts and 
concerned with 'what is' : 

(d) therefore, 'what is' is 'a third thing', i.e. it is formally distinct 

46 So correctly Bluck (103). The EV intends to say that they are in change 
both together (as a combination) and each severally. For the sense of amphotera , 
= 'the two taken together', see also below, (at 255 В 12 - С i). 
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from 'what is in change' and 'what is at rest1 respectively, but, 
at the same time, when taken materially, 'what is' 'embraces' both 
Change and Rest, [since that which is in change, or at rest, 
respectively, must be somehow] ; В 8 - С 2 

(e) though materially embracing both Change and Rest, 'What is' is 
formally not just Change, or Rest, nor 'Change plus Resť, but a 
separate 'thing' which, 'in virtue of its own nature ' [kata tên 
hautou physin ), i.e. taken formally, is not in change or at rest 
(C 5-7). In other words: 'what is', taken materially, is in change, 
or at rest, respectively, but qua 'what is ' (i.e. formally speaking) 
it is not in change or at rest. 

So the entire passage underlines the material identity of 'what is' 
with 'what is somehow ' ('in change', 'at rest') as opposed to the (formal) 
diversity between Being (as such), Change (as such) and Rest (as such). 
One should notice the parallel with the previous arguments concerning 
the formal diversity between 'Being', 'Hot' and 'Cold' which, in spite 
of material coincidences, still exists (see above, p. 25-6) and those 
about the formal diversity between 'Whole', 'One' and 'Being' which 
is not altered by possible material coincidences (see above, p. 29-30). 

Bluck is quite right in rejecting (105) Runciman's view that one 
meets with an 'erroneous deduction' 47 at 250 С 3-7 (our conclusion 
(e)). He was aware that the point at issue here is the exact meaning 
('nature') of Being. Unfortunately, he reduces the puzzlement, again 
(see above, p. 20), to a difficulty in distinguishing between the 'proper 
nature' of a thing and its attributes 48 (italics mine). In point of fact 
no attributes as such are concerned here, but rather our practice of 
name-giving. In using the names 'what is' and 'what is in change' as 
concrete names their material significate may be identical (e.g. this 
particular in the transient world); nevertheless their formal signifi- 
cates still are distinct, since, from the formal point of view, 'being' 
Ф 'being in change'. Similarly the names 'what is' and 'what is at 
rest' used as concrete names may stand for materially the same thing 
(e.g. this particular man = this particular (instantiation of) manhood 

47 W. G. Runciman, Plato's Later Epistemology, Cambridge 1962, 94. 48 Bluck's remark (some lines further on, p. 106) suffers from the same con- 
fusion: "what is needed is an understanding of 'participation', that is to say, 
of attribution [sic! De i?.]; and the elucidation of this requires an explanation 
of the difference between identification and predication" (sic!). Instead, it 
turns out to be an attempt to elucidate the difference between 'indication' and 
'description1. 
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(i.e. the eidos Man taken in its immanent status) ; but, all the same, 
there still is the formal distinction between 'particular man' as such 
and 'manhood' as such . 

In fact, it is the coexistence of material identity and formal diver- 
sity upon which all the EV's arguments are built, and which is also at 
the root of all the various puzzlements which are found in the inter- 
mezzo section of our dialogue (2 37 A - 264 B). So we need not wonder 
that the EV makes every possible effort now to dispose of those 
puzzlements by clearing up the confusion of what I have labelled 
'material identity' and 'formal diversity' (or, as will be shown later 
on, section 5.6.5, the lack of distinction between the denotative and the 
descriptive uses of a name). 

Plato next depicts using all rhetorical means the perplexity in 
which we are involved now on account of the notion of 'what is' : it 
seems, at the same time, to be in change and at rest and neither of 
both but some 'third' thing : 

250 С g - D 4: Where, then, is the mind to turn for help if one wants to 
reach any clear and certain notion about 'what is' ? It seems hard to find 
help in any quarter. Look here : if a thing is not in change, how can it be 
otherwise than at rest ? And, again, how can what is not in any way at 
rest fail to be in change ? Yet 'what is' is now revealed to us as outside 
Change and Rest ! Is that possible ? 

Theaetetus shares in the bewilderment and answers with a whole- 
hearted 'No!' ( D 5). His companion does not spare the sore spot and 
complains that they are now no less puzzled about 'what is' than they 
were before about 'what is not' (250 D-E). Finally, he remarks with 
some satisfaction that their puzzlement is now completely stated 
(E 5). Cornford (252) rightly takes this remark as indicating "that all 
that has gone before is a statement of the problem, with some hints 
towards the solution''. I think, the reader must be watchful now and 
eagerly pay attention to all the EV's attempts to solve the main 
puzzle. 

Cornford asserts (ibid.) that, under the mask of an apparent con- 
tradiction, Plato has changed the subject from a metaphysical con- 
sideration of 'the nature of the real' to a different field, which we 
should call Logic. I cannot grasp his point, I am afraid. Were the 
foregoing metaphysical considerations, on Cornford's view, illogical 
(or alogical), or do the logical considerations that follow have no 
bearing on metaphysics ? Cornford, in fact, has failed to see that the 
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EV sets out now to substantiate, by means of a semantic analysis, 
what Cornford had rightly described (252) as 'hints towards the 
solution', more specifically by investigating thoroughly our practice 
of giving names to things. The next sections may be considered 
pivotal to what Plato intends to achieve in the Sophist : to clarify 
the notion of 'what is', a notion most basic for all philosophy. This 

investigation takes up the whole remainder of our intermezzo (237 A - 

264 B, see above, p. 13 our 5.5.1), viz. 251 A - 264 B. The greater 
part of it is devoted to the semantic problem of giving several names 
to one and the same thing (251 A - 25g D, our sections 5.6.2 - 5.6.5), 
whereas 259 D - 264 В deals with its (mainly syntactic) counterpart, 
the problem of statement, more specifically false speaking and think- 

ing; these items will be discussed in our section 6. 
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Vivarium XIX, i (1981) 

Ockham on Terms of First and Second Imposition and 
Intention , with Remarks on the Liar Paradox 
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a doctrine that is deceptively simple. In the preceding chapters 
(Chs. 4-10), Ockham drew some distinctions that apply to terms 

of all kinds - spoken, written, and mental ones. Now, in Ch. 11, he 
turns to a new set of distinctions, ones that apply only to spoken and 
written terms, not to mental terms.1 We shall henceforth group spoken 
and written terms together and speak of them as "conventional" 
terms, since they signify ad placitum whereas concepts or mental 
terms signify naturally.2 

Conventional terms, Ockham tells us, may be divided first into 
terms of first imposition and terms of second imposition. Each alter- 
native may be taken in a broad or a strict sense. Terms of first imposi- 
tion in the strict sense may be further divided into terms of first 
intention and terms of second intention. Again, each alternative may 
be taken in a broad or a strict sense.3 In Ch. 12 Ockham goes on to 
discuss first and second intentions themselves, each alternative 

again in a broad and a strict sense. Whereas terms of first or second 
intention are conventional terms, first and second intentions them- 
selves are concepts. And although Ockham does not explicitly say so, 
it appears at first that terms of first intention are meant to be exactly 
those subordinated to first intentions, and terms of second intention 
exactly those subordinated to second intentions.4 
1 "Positis divisionibus quae possunt competere tam terminis naturaliter si- 
gnificantibus quam etiam terminis ad placitum institutis, dicendum est de 
quibusdam divisionibus competentibus terminis ad placitum institutis." 
{Summa logicae , I, 11, lines 4-6) All references to the Summa logicae will be to 
the critical edition by Gedeon Gài and Stephen F. Brown, St. Bonaventure, 
N.Y. : The Franciscan Institute 1974. 
2 See Summa logicae , I, 1. 3 For a fairly clear presentation of these divisions, see John J. Swiniarski, A 
New Presentation of Ockham's Theory of Supposition with an Evaluation of 
Some Contemporary Criticisms , in: Franciscan Studies, 30 (1970), 181-217 at 
PP. 185-187. 4 On subordination, see Summa logicae I, 3, and my Ockham's Distinctions 
between Absolute and Connotative Terms , in: Vivarium, 13 (1975), 55-76 at p. 57 
n. 8. 
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So fax so good. The terminology of first and second imposition and 
intention is more or less familiar, and at least the main outlines of 
Ockham's doctrine are quite clear. Terms of first imposition signify 
things, whereas terms of second imposition signify conventional 
terms. Similarly, first intentions signify things, whereas second inten- 
tions signify concepts. And finally, terms of first and terms of second 
intention are presumably subordinated to first and second intentions, 
respectively. Everyone recognizes that further refinements must be 
made, but the details seem tedious and unimportant. 

I 

When one looks more closely, however, at least three problems emer- 
ge. First, it is not so clear after all that Ockham meant terms of first 
and second intention to be exactly those subordinated to first and 
second intentions, respectively. For (a) Ockham tells us in Ch. 12 that 
intentions or concepts are "of two kinds".5 The two kinds turn out to 
be first and second intentions. It seems therefore that every concept is 
either a first intention or a second intention. Hence, if terms of first 
and second intention were correlated with the first and second in- 
tentions themselves in the way supposed, it would follow that every 
conventional term is either of first intention or of second intention. 
But this does not seem to be so. The division in Ch. 11 seems to be 
such that only terms of first imposition in the strict sense are of first 
or second intention ; other terms axe of neither.6 

Moreover (b) in Ch. 12 Ockham includes mental syncategoremata 
among first intentions in the broad sense. Hence conventional syn- 
categoremata ought to be included among terms of first intention in 
the broad sense. But it seems they are not. Conventional syncategore- 
mata are terms of first imposition in the broad sense, and it is terms 
of first imposition in the strict sense, excluding syncategoremata, 
that are divided into terms of first and of second intention. 

Furthermore (c) in Ch. 12 Ockham says that second intentions are 
signs of first intentions (and perhaps of other signs as well).7 Hence 

6 Summa logicae I, 12, line 44: "Tale autem signum duplex est." 6 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 46-49: "Nomina autem primae impositionis, stricte 
accipiendo 'nomen primae impositionis', sunt in duplici differentia, quia quae- 
dam sunt nomina primae intentionis et quaedam sunt nomina secundae inten- 
tionis." See also the diagram in Swiniarski, op. cit., p. 187. 7 Summa logicae I, 12, lines 59-60: "Intentio autem secunda est illa quae est 
signum talium intentionum primarum." Ibid., lines 74-77: "Protest etiam dici 
quod intentio secunda potest accipi stricte pro intentione quae significat 
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terms of second intention ought to be likewise signs of first intentions. 
And indeed some of them are - e.g., the conventional terms 'genus', 
'species', 'universal', etc. But there is nothing in the definition given 
in Ch. ii that requires this. According to that definition 8 names of 
second intention signify concepts (and perhaps other signs), but not 

necessarily concepts that are first intentions. The spoken term 'second 
intention' is a case in point. 

Toward the end of Ch. 12, Ockham tells us that "just as names of 
second imposition conventionally signify names of first imposition, so 
a second intention naturally signifies a first one."9 This misrepresents 
the doctrine of Ch. 11, according to which names of second imposition 
signify conventional signs, but not necessarily conventional signs of 
first imposition.10 The conventional term 'name of second imposition' 
is a case in point. 

Reasons (a) -(c) give good grounds for doubting that Ockham 
meant terms of first and of second intention to be subordinated to the 
first and second intentions themselves in the way suggested. Reason 

(c) is perhaps the weakest. One might suppose that Ockham did intend 
this kind of correlation, but was simply careless and misrepresented in 
Ch. 12 the doctrine of Ch. 11. His remarks in Ch. 12 about terms of 
second imposition perhaps support this conjecture. Nevertheless, 
reasons (a) and (b) seem to me to be stronger. Although I shall argue 
that Ockham's divisions in Ch. 11 are not exactly what they seem to 
be and are assumed to be in reasons (a) and (b), the revisions I shall 

suggest will not affect the main points of (a) and (b). I shall therefore 
not assume that Ockham intended the kind of exact correlation in 

question, and shall treat the doctrine of terms of first and second in- 
tention in Ch. ii without regard for the discussion of first and second 
intentions themselves in Ch. 12. 

The second main problem one finds in the discussion in Ch. 11 is 

praecise primas intentiones, vel large pro intentione quae significat intentiones 
et signa ad placitum institūta, si tarnen sit aliqua talis." 
8 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 49-52: "Nomina secundae intentionis vocantur 
ilia nomina quae praecise imposita sunt ad significandum intentiones animae, 
vel praecise intentiones animae quae sunt signa naturalia, et alia signa ad 
placitum institūta vel consequentia talia signa." 9 Summa logicae I, 12, lines 70-72: "Et ideo sicut nomina secundae impositionis 
significant ad placitum nomina primae impositionis, ita secunda intentio 
natur aliter significat primam." 10 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 9-1 1 : "Nomina secundae impositionis sunt nomina 
imposita ad significandum signa ad placitum institūta et ilia quae consequuntur 
talia signa, sed nonnisi dum sunt signa." 
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the presence of phrases the precise sense of which is unclear. Thus, 
terms of second imposition are said to signify conventional signs, 
"but not except as long as they are signs".11 Similar phrases occur 
throughout the chapter.12 It is more or less clear what such phrases 
are intended to do. The conventional term 'thing', for instance, 
signifies conventional signs among other things. But since it would 
signify those same utterances and inscriptions whether they were 
conventional signs or not, 'thing' is not a term of second imposition. 
The problem is to capture the force of such phrases exactly . 

Again, one finds in Ch. ii phrases such as 'what follows such signs' 
or 'the consequences of such signs'.13 In each case the "such signs" 
appear to be conventional signs,14 and Ockham seems to mean by 
"consequences" the grammatical accidents such as tense, case, mood, 
number, etc.15 Such "consequences" are said to be signified by certain 
terms. It is hard to know what to make of this. For (a) Ockham is not 
entirely consistent about it. He defines names of second intention, 
for instance, as "those names that are (i) precisely imposed to signify 
intentions of the soul, or else (ii) precisely [imposed to signify] inten- 
tions of the soul, which are natural signs, and other signs instituted 
by convention, or the consequences of such signs".16 Yet a few Unes 
later he says, "In the broad sense that is called a name of second 
intention which signifies intentions of the soul, which are natural 
signs, whether it also signifies signs instituted by convention (only 
as long as they are signs) or not." 17 The strict sense is narrower.18 
Note that nothing is said here about "the consequences of such signs" ; 

11 See above, n. 10. 
12 See e.g., line 15 "nonnisi quando sunt ad placitum insti tutae", and lines 
19-24: "Et vocantur ista nomina 'nomina nominum', quia non imponuntur 
nisi ad significandum partes orationis, et hoc nonnisi dum istae partes sunt 
significativae. Illa enim nomina quae praedicantur de vocibus ita quando non 
sunt significativae sicut quando sunt significativae, non vocantur nomina 
secundae impositionis." 13 See above, nn. 8 and 10. 
14 In line 52 (see above, n. 8), the reference is strictly speaking ambiguous. It 
may refer to natural as well as to conventional signs. 16 See Swiniarski, op. cit., p. 185. 16 See above, n. 8. 
17 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 57-60: "Large illud dicitur nomen secundae in- 
tentionis quod significat intentiones animae quae sunt naturalia signa sive 
etiam significet signa ad placitum institūta tantum dum sunt signa sive non." 
18 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 61-63: "Stricte autem illud solum dicitur nomen 
secundae intentionis quod praecise significat intentiones animae quae sunt 
naturalia signa." 
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they seem here to be signified by terms of second intention in neither 
the broad nor the narrow sense. 

Moreover (b), the ontology of such "consequences" is rather dubious. 
Grammatical accidents such as tense and number are not real entities 
in the categories of substance or quality, so that it is hard to see how 
Ockham can say they are "signified" at all. Rather, the terms 'tense', 
'number', etc., seem to be connotative terms that no more signify 
tense and number than 'blindness' signifies blindness as a real entity.19 
In the end I suspect Ockham wanted the terms for such grammatical 
accidents to be counted as terms of second imposition (or of second 
intention), but his official ontology does not allow such accidents as 
entities to be signified, despite what he says on some occasions. 

The third main problem in Ch. ii concerns one very surprising 
sentence. After describing terms of second intention in the broad 
sense, Ockham says, "And in this sense some name of second intention 
and first imposition is also a name of second imposition." 20 But 
how can a term be of both first and second imposition? Was that 
division not meant to be exclusive ? 21 And was not the division of 
terms into those of first and those of second intention meant to be a 
division confined to terms of first imposition in the strict sense? 
How then can a term of second intention be also a term of second 
imposition ? 

II 

In this section I shall set out some definitions that I hope will 
capture the doctrine in Ockham's Ch. ii while doing the least possible 
violence to the text. In accordance with the discussion of the first 
main problem, above, I shall not try to make the definitions of terms 
of first and second intention parallel what Ockham says in Ch. 12 
19 On connotative terms, see my Ockham's Distinctions between Absolute and 
Connotative Terms , in: Vivarium, 13 (1975), 55-76. 20 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 60-61: "Et sic aliquod nomen secundae inten- 
tionis et primae impositionis est etiam nomen secundae impositionis." 21 In Summa logicae I, 11, lines 36-38, Ockham says only that all terms not of 
second imposition in either the broad or the strict sense are terms of first im- 
position; he does not say that only such terms are of first imposition. ("Omnia 
autem alia nomina ab istis, quae scilicet non sunt nomina secundae impositionis 
nec uno modo nee alio, vocantur nomina primae impositionis.") Nevertheless, in 
lines 43-45 Ockham says that only categoremata that are not of second imposi- 
tion are of first imposition in the strict sense. ("Aliter potest accipi stricte, et 
tunc sola nomina categorematica, quae non sunt nomina secundae impositionis, 
vocantur nomina primae impositionis, et non nomina syncategorematica.") 
The broad sense adds only syncategoremata to the strict sense. Hence it appears 
that the division is meant to be exclusive after all. 
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about first and second intentions themselves. In accordance with the 
discussion of the second main problem, I shall confine myself to 
terms other than the names of grammatical accidents. I think Ockham 
wanted the doctrine of terms of first and second imposition and in- 
tention to apply to such names too, but I do not know how to make it 
apply there and, in view of the second main problem discussed above, 
I do not think Ockham knew how either. I shall simply disregard 
Ockham's occasional claims that grammatical accidents are signified 
by certain terms. I thereby violate the text to a degree (although, as 
we have seen, the text is not consistent), but in so doing I preserve 
Ockham's ontology. Finally, with respect to the third main problem 
discussed above, I shall claim that some terms of second intention 
may indeed be also of second imposition, as Ockham says. But no 
term of first imposition is also of second imposition, contrary to what 
Ockham says. 

Let S be a subordination-function, between spoken and written 
expressions on the one hand and concepts on the other. (Since we take 
S to be a function, we are in effect ignoring equivocal terms.) Then, 
where t is a conventional term, we shall say that with respect to S : 

(1) t is of first imposition (broad sense) if and only if, for all # and 
for all subordination-functions 5* like S for t but with a domain 
not necessarily the same as the domain of S, t signifies x under 
S* if and only if t signifies x under 5. 

(2) t is of first imposition (strict sense) if and only if t is of first im- 
position (broad sense) and t signifies some #. 

(3) t is of second imposition (broad sense) if and only if t is not of 
first imposition (broad sense). 

(4) t is of second imposition (strict sense) if and only if t is of second 
imposition (broad sense) and t signifies no mental sign. 

(5) t is of first intention (broad sense) if and only if t signifies something 
that is not a sign. 

(6) t is of first intention (strict sense) if and only if t signifies something, 
but nothing that is a sign. 

(7) t is of second intention (broad sense) if and only if t signifies only 
signs and at least one mental sign (a natural sign). 

(8) t is of second intention (strict sense) if and only if t is of second 
intention (broad sense) and t signifies only conventional signs. 

The reader should compare these definitions with what Ockham 
actually says in Ch. 11. The fit is fairly close. Here I shall make only a 
few observations. 
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First, t may satisfy definition (i) and yet signify nothing at all with 
respect to S.22 In such a case t is syncategorematic. Hence conventional 
syncategoremata are of first imposition in the broad sense, as Ockham 
says.23 The additional clause in definition (2) requires that t be cat- 
egorematic there.24 

Second, t satisfies definition (1) if and only if its signification is 
completely independent of all subordination conventions for expres- 
sions other than t. Hence, t satisfies definition (3) if and only if its 
signification is not so independent, that is, its signification depends 
at least in part on whether and what other spoken or written expres- 
sions signify. Thus conventional terms like 'noun' will be terms of 
second imposition in the broad sense. That term, for instance, will 
signify not only mental nouns, but also spoken and written ones - but 
the latter "not except as long as they are signs". This is as it should be. 
On the other hand, according to definition (3), the conventional term 
'syncategorema' is also of second imposition in the broad sense, 
although it signifies conventional syncategoremata even when they 
are not signs at all in the sense of "signifying something". Again, a 
conventional term like 'non-sign' is a term of second imposition in the 
broad sense on definition (3), even though it signifies spoken and 
written expressions not so long as they are signs, but rather as long as 
they are not signs. 

Definition (3) thus violates Ockham's proviso: "not except as long 
as they are signs". But it does so only in rather exotic cases. For the 
rest, it fits quite closely what Ockham says. Indeed, I suspect Ockham 
would want to call the conventional terms 'non-sign' and 'syncate- 
gorema' terms of second imposition in the broad sense, had he ex- 
plicitly faced the question. I therefore suggest definition (3) as ad 
mentem if not ad literám Ockham. 

Third, note that some terms of second intention in the broad sense 
are also of second imposition in the broad sense, as Ockham says.25 
Terms such as 'sign 'will be like this. 
28 I.e., signify nothing at all either primarily or secondarily. On primary and 
secondary signification, see my Ockham* s Distinctions between Absolute and 
Connotative Terms. 
23 Summa logicae I, 11, lines 39-43: ' ' Verumtamen nomen primae impositionis 
dnpliciter accipi potest, scilicet large, et sic omnia nomina quae non simt 
nomina secnndae impositionis sunt nomina primae impositionis. Et sic talia 
signa syncategoremata 'omnis', 'nullus', 'aliquis', 'quilibeť et huiusmodi sunt 
nomina primae impositionis." 24 See Summa logicae 1, 1 1, lines 43-45, quoted above in n. 21. 
26 See above, n. 20. 
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Fourth, note that every conventional term is either of first or of 
second imposition in the broad senses, but not of both. Yet not every 
conventional term is of first or of second intention in either sense, 
although none is of both. The terms that are neither of first nor of 
second intention are exactly the syncategoremata, together with 
terms, such as 'spoken name', that signify only conventional signs. 
Unless such a term is a proper name of itself (and we shall ignore this 

possibility, as Ockham did), it will be of second imposition in the 
broad sense. Hence among terms of first imposition in the strict 
sense (i.e., excluding syncategoremata), the division into terms of 
first and terms of second intention is both exclusive and exhaustive. 
This is the only group among those we are considering for which this 
can be said. 

It does not follow, however, that all terms of first or of second 
intention are also of first imposition in the strict sense. Ockham's 
presentation seems to lead him to think it does follow. Hence when he 
finds that some terms of second intention are also of second imposition 
in the broad senses, he wrongly says that some terms of first imposition 
are also of second imposition.26 

Ockham's text in Ch. ii is, I have argued, obscure at several points 
and simply contradictory at others. No consistent account of Ockham's 

theory, therefore, can hope to conform entirely to the text. The 
definitions I have offered above provide, I think, a good reconstruc- 
tion, one that departs minimally from Ockham's actual words. 

Ill 

Finally, I should like to comment briefly on one application - or 
rather misapplication - of the doctrine in Ch. ii. There is a persistent 
claim in modern secondary literature that Ockham's distinctions in 
Ch. ii provide the key to understanding his attempt to solve the Liar 
paradox.27 The claim seems to have originated with Philotheus 
Boehner, who wrote:28 "Since the predicates verum and fcdsum , being 

26 Ibid. 
27 See, e.g., Philotheus Boehner, Ockham's Theory of Supposition and the 
Notion of Truth, in: Collected Articles on Ockham, ed., Eligius M. Buytaert, 
St. Bonaventure, N.Y. 1958, pp. 232-267 at pp. 254-260; E. J. Ashworth, 
Language and Logic in the Post-Medieval Period, Dordrecht 1974, p. 104; 
Francesco Bottin, Le antinomie semantiche nella logica medievale, Padua 1976, 
pp. I73-I75. 28 Boehner, op. cit., p. 257. 
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second intentions, are predicated about propositions or names of 
propositions, it follows that they cannot be predicated about them- 
selves or about any proposition in which they are contained without 
reference to other prepositions. The famous Insolubile is solved by 
Ockham on the ground of this impossibility/ The time has come to set 
the record straight: Ockham' s distinctions in Ch. ii have nothing 
whatever to do with his "solution" to the Liar , 

A glance at what Ockham actually says about the Liar should 
suffice to settle the point.29 He nowhere appeals to the doctrine of 
first and second impositions and intentions. Why then did Boehner 
say that he does ? What appears to have happened is this. Boehner 
seems to have seen in Ockham's doctrine of impositions and intentions 
an anticipation of the theory of types or of Tarski's theory of "levels 
of language". Just as the latter were used in recent times to prevent 
the emergence of the Liar paradox, so too, the reasoning seems to 
have gone, Ockham's distinctions could be used to the same end.30 
Whatever the plausibility of that, the fact remains, of course, that 
Ockham did not so use it. 

But is it even plausible ? I think not. Boehneťs discussion here is 
extremely obscure, and in my opinion confused. But it seems to start 
with the observation that the terms 'true* and 'false' are of second 
intention. (Indeed, they are of second intention and second imposition, 
both in the broad sense.) From this Boehner somehow draws the 
conclusion that self-reference is to be ruled out across the board. 
That conclusion does not in fact follow. Indeed, Ockham explicitly 
denies it and, although he does reject self-reference in paradoxical 
cases,31 he does not do so because of any considerations about terms 
of second intention.32 

Bloomington, Indiana 
Indiana University 

29 Summa logicae III-3/46. Boehner, op. cit., p. 25911., quotes another text, from 
Ockham* s Commentary on the Sophistici Elenchi. See also my Ockham on 
S elf -Reference, in: Notre Dame Journal of Formal Logic, 15 (1974), 298-300. 30 Boehner, op. cit., especially pp. 259-260. 31 See the discussion in my Ockham on Self-Reference. 
32 For a further discussion, see my review of Ashworth, op. cit., in: Dialogue, 
15 (1976), 333-34°- 
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Vivarium XIX, i (1981) 

Anonymi Teutonici commentum in Theo doli eclogam e codice 
Utrecht, U.B. 292 editum (y) 

ÁRPÁD P. ORBÁN 

213 Gorgonis effigie mortalis vertitur yde, 
Nam qui viderunt, lapides quasi diriguerunt. [f. 48 r] 
Bellifero a monstro cum Palladis arte perempto 
Comit equi pennas et se dimisit b in auras. 

Hic MONSTRum 
est alia Fabula: 

qui 
Medusa 
viderunt, 

VERsa 
mutati 

est in MONSTRum, 
sunt in lapides. 

quod quidem 
Quod MONSTRum qui viderunt, mutati sunt in lapides. Quod 

percipiens vir Meduse, EQUitavit per universum orbem, ut 
interficeret hoc MONSTRum. 

Notandum quod, sicud récitât Ovidius,1 erat quidem rex nomine 
gorgon, qui habuit filiam pulcherrimam nomine Medusa, quam 
summe dilexit Neptulus. Quare intravit templům palladis ad inqui- 
rendum per quem modum possit habere intentum de Medusa. Et ilio 

tempore quo intravit templům ipsa obviavit sibi, quare recepii 
earn et cognovit ipsam in tempio. Hoc videns pallas aVERTiT oculos 
suos, ne videret illam vanitatem, et quia voluit hoc vindicare, mutavit 
ipsam in MONSTRum turpissimum ita ut Quicumque viDEReT hoc 
MONSTRum, mutaretur in LAPiDEm. Quod percipiens vir eius nitebatur 
hoc MONSTRum interficere. Quare intravit templům palladis querens 
per quem modum posset interficere MONSTRum. pallas vero tradidit 
sibi hoc consilium quod reciperet speculum et tenderei ad MONSTRum 
dorso transverso, ne viDEReT ipsum, et dum esset prope MONSTRum, 
semper ViDEReT in speculo et sic dorso transverso interficeret ipsum. 
Iste autem hec omnia fecit et MONSTRum interfecit, de cuius sanguine 
prosiliebat equus armatus habens alas magnas. Quod videns vir 
Meduse ascendit EQUum et sic volavit per universum orbem et ex 

guttis sanguinis de capite cadentibus in terram ablato per Percium 
nati sunt serpentes. 

1 Met. 4,6i5ss. 5,i8oss. a bello ROPHON Odo Picardus,f. 55v; bellorofon Osternacher, IÇ02. 
b dimisit Odo Picardus,f. 55* ; dimittit Osternacher , IÇ02. 
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Notandum quod rei Veritas huius Fabule est quod ista filia regis 
habuit duas sorores et tandem fuit facta publica meretrix. 

Moraliter per lovem intelligimus quendam scolarem studentem 
pro Medusa, i.sciencia, qui scolaris laborat ut habeat earn. Qua habita 
abutitur ea et inordinate procedit. Quod videns pallas, i.sancta 
Trinitas in qua est et ex qua fluit omnis sciencia, avERTiT oculos et 
mutât Medusám, i.scienciam, in MONSTRum > i.ruditatem. Quod 
percipiens vir Meduse, i.quilibet probus, nititur interficere hoc mon- 
STRum, i. expeliere ruditatem per disputaciones, de cuius sanguine 
prosilit EQUus armatus, i. bonus clericus armatus per arma sciencie, 
et sic volat talis per universum orbem, scilicet per doctrinam. 

Allegorice ipsa Medusa est quelibet mens vel anima peccatrix, 
quam Iupiter, i.sensus exterior, nititur deflorare, quare pallas, 
i.sancta Trinitas, mutat earn in MONSTRum, i.peccatum et contagium 
dyabolicum. Et vir Meduse, i.quilibet doctor seu predicator, nititur 
hoc MONSTRum, i.peccatum [f. 48 v] interficere, de cuius sanguine 
prosilit EQUus armatus, i.homo armatus virtutibus, qui volat per 
universum mundum in doctrina moribus et vita. 

exitum ilia regina mala clausit illius prophet e 
217 Effugium terre Iezabel obstruxit Helye, 

quando vectus caballis igneus currus 
Gum distractus equis apparuit aureus a axis; 

descendit i. prophetam, sc. Helyam currus i. tulit 
Flammea, que venit, vatem quadriga levavit; 
sc. prophecie in Helyzeo duplicatur favore sc. Helye 
Spiritus heredi geminatur amore maģistri. 

Hic est alia Historia, que est : Regina Gezabel fugavit HELYam a 
terrís, sed venit aureus axis QUADRiGe et tulit ipsum a mundo. 
Et spiritus, quo HELYas prophetavit, cecidit duplex in Helyzeum. 

Nota, sicud tactum est in Hystoria immediate precedenti, Gezabel 
uxor Aab persequebatur et interfecit prophetas Dei. Tunc ultra, sicud 
scribitur 40 Regum 2° capitulo, quando placuit Deo sublevare HELYam in 
celum, HELYa et Helyzeo existentibus in via dixit HELYas Helyzeo 
■"Sedeas hic, quia Dominus misit me usque in Bethel"1.1 Cui respondit 
Helyzeus rVivit Dominus et anima tua quod non derelinquam te"1.2 

1 4 .Reg. г, 2. 2 4 Reg. 2, 2. 
a igneus Odo Picardus, f. 57* Osternacher, 1902. 
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Cum igitur HELYas descendisset in Bethel, exiverunt filii prophetarum 
qui erant ibidem, ad Helyzeum dicentes rNumquid nosti quia hodie 
Dominus Deus tollet dominum tuum a te?1 1 Qui respondit rYmmo 
ego novi. Silete"1.2 Postea dixit HELYas ad Helyzeum rSedeas hie, 
quia Dominus misit me in Iherico"1.3 Qui respondit Tivit Dominus 
et anima tua quia non derelinquam te"1.4 Cum ergo venissent in Iberico, 
venerunt filii prophetarum de Iberico ad Helyzeum dicentes rNumquid 
nosti quod hodie Dominus tollet dominum tuum a te P1 5 Qui respondit 
rYmmo novi. Silete1.® Tunc HELYas reversus ad Helyzeum dixit 
rSede hie, quia Dominus misit me ad Iordanem1.7 Qui respondit 
Tivit Dominus et anima tua quia non derelinquam te1.8 Tunc ambo 
pariter iverunt et quinquaginta viri qui fuerunt filii prophetarum 
secuti sunt eos a longe. HELYas autem succinxit se pallio suo et per- 
cussit aquas Iordanis, que iam diverse sunt in duas partes et steterunt 
ad modum murorum, et pertransierunt sicco pede. Cum ergo sic 
transirent, dixit HELYas ad Helyzeum rPostula quid vis ut faciam 
tibi, antequam tollar a te1 .9 Et respondit Helyzeus a r Obsecro ut 
spiritus tuus sanctus fiat duplex in me1.10 Cui HELYas "Rem difficilem 
postulasti. Verumtamen, [f. 49 r] si poteris videre quando tollar a te, 
fiet tibi quod peciisti, sed si non poteris videre, nihil erit tibi". Cum 
igitur ulterius procederent sic pariter conferentes, descendit currus 
igneus et equi accipientes et subLEVAntes HELYam in celum. Helyzeus 
autem vidit et clamavit voce magna rPater mi, pater mi, currus 
Israel et auriga eius1,11 et non vidit eum amplius et causa doloris 
scidit vestimenta sua. Et quando HELYas ascendit ad currum, cecidit 
pallium suum ad terram, quod Helyzeus levavit et reversus ad 
ripam qui dum staret, percussit aquas cum pallio helye credens 
ipsas dividere sicud HELYas divisit eas, et non potuit. Quare clamavit 
sursumdicens rUbi est Deus helye1 12 etcetera. Et 20 percussit aquas 
cum pallio et divise sunt aque ut prius et transivit Helyzeus sicco 
pede. Filii autem prophetarum videntes hec a longe dixerunt mutuo 
rRequievit spiritus helye super Helyzeum1.13 Et Venientes ad 
Helyzeum adoraverunt eum dicentes "Ecce hii sunt viri quinquaginta 
fortes cum servis suis, qui possunt ire querere dominum tuum utrum 
spiritus Domini tulerit eum aut proiecerit in unum montem vel 

1 4 Reg. 2, 3. a 4 Reg. 2, 3. s 4 Reg. 2, 4. * iReg. 2, 4. 5 4 Ree. 2, 4. « 4 Reg. 2, 5. 7 4 Reg. 2, 6. 8 4 Reg. 2, 6. • 4 Reg. 2, 9. w ̂ Reg. 2, 9. 11 4 Reg. 2, 12. u 4 Heg. 2, 14. 13 4 Reg. 2, 15. 
a Helyas cod. ; Helizeus cod. Guelferb. 212 (185 Heimst.),/. 179*. 
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vaļiem". Et dixit "Nolite timere a". Sed breviter coegerunt eum, ut 
mitteret illos ad querendum HELYam. Sed postquam per tres dies et 
noctes querentes ешп non inveniebant ipsum, reversi sunt ad Helyzeum 
dicentes se non posse HELYam in venire. Quibus Helyzeus "Nonne 
dixi vobis hoc? Nolite timere b". Tunc dixerunt viri civitatis Iberico 
ad Helyzeum rEcce habitado istius civitatis optima est, sicud tu 
vides, sed aque pessime sunt et terra sterilis1.1 Quibus Helyzeus 
rAfferte mihi vas novum et mittite sal in illud1.2 Quod dum attulissent, 
Helyzeus egressus est ad fontem aquarum et misit in eum sai dicens 
hec verba rHec dicit Dominus: Sanavi aquas has et non erit ultra 
in eis mors ñeque sterilitas"1 3 Et sic aque sanate sunt iuxta verbum 
Helyzei. Et cum Helyzeus ascendit in Bethel et descenderunt pueri et 
deriderunt eum et dixerunt rAscende, calve"1.4 Et videns eos maledixit 
eis in nomine Domini et iam venerunt duo ursi et laceraverunt illos 
in numero bene quadraginta duos, et mortui sunt. Et tunc ivit Helyzeus 
in montem Carneli et inde re versus est in Samariam. 

Moraliter HELYas est scolaris in hac vita diligenter studens, qui 
postea per cognicionem altam sciencie pénétrât celos per QUADRiGAm, 
i. quadruviales sciencias. Et Helyzeus est bonus discipulus. 

Allegorice HELYas, i. Xpistus, qui subLEVAtus est in celum per 
AUREum Axem, i. crucem sanguine rubefactam. Et Helyzeus est 
quilibet apostolus vel discipulus Xpisti, in quem cecidit et adhuc 
čadit spiritus sanctus, [f. 49 v] 

maritum suum cubilibus accipiens dignanter regina nobilibus 
221 Tritonům c thalamis dignans Aurora superbis 

prolongando sc. suam sc. Tritonům tale animal 
Augendo vitam mutavit in usque cycadam. 

remote in monte, 
mortuum in illa civitate i. filium suum se. quodam 
Extinctum Troye sepelivit Memnona longe, 

Memnonis volucres honorant 
Annua cuius aves venerantur festa frequentes. 

Hic est alia Fabula: aurora regina habuit maritum tritonům 
nomine, cuius vitam ipsa prolongavit ita quod tandem mutatus est 

1 4 Reg. 2, 19. 2 4 Reg. 2, 20. 3 4 Reg. 2, 21. 4 4 Reg. 2, 23. 
a mittere 4 Reg. 2, 16. b mittere 4 Reg. 2, 18. c TiTHONUM Odo Picar dus, f. ̂ 8r Osternacher, iço 2. 
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in CYCADAM. Qui duo habuerunt unum filium nomine memnon, quem 
misèrent in civitatem TROYanam, ubi mortuus est et honeste sepultos. 

Notandum, ut dicit Ovidius Methamorfhosios,1 iste tritonus 
habuit uxorem pulcherrimam nomine aurora sic vocata propter eius 
formositatem. Ista habuit filium nomine memnon pulchrum et 

gracilem valde, quem misèrent ad civitatem TROYanam inter cognatos 
suos, ubi post multa tempora mortuus est et cum reverencia magna 
sepultos. Interim autem tritonus ad tantam devenit etatem quod 
MUTATus est in CYCADAM, cuius vita prolongata est per subtilitatem 
AURORe regine. Et forte rei Veritas huius fuit quod vita tritonì 

prolongata est per artem medecine vel per bonum regimen. Sed quod 
mutatos est in cycadam, forte sic intelligitur quod ipse decrepitus 
existens desipiebat ad modum CYCADe, que fatua est racione formice. 

Moraliter iste tritonus est scolaris et aurora est sciencia, cuius 
gracilitate et subtilitate vita tritonì prolongatur per cognicionem 
et bonum regimen, quas dat sciencie subtilitas. Et tunc mittitur 
filius tritonì, i. semen doctrine, ad TROYam, i. copiam populi, ut 
patře vel magistro propter senectutem infatuatimi memnon filius, 
i. tale semen vel discipulus, aliis ministret. 

Allegorice tritonus, i. pater, aurora, i. virgo Maria, Memnon 
filius eius est Xpistus Iesus. Quod enim aurora est mater Xpisti 
lesu, probat Psalmista dicens rQue est ista que consurgit retilans 
ut aurora1.2 Et memnon missus est ad TROYam, i. Xpistus missus est 
in orbem, ubi mortuus est et sepultos. 

annunciatus vultum madefacit ì. cum lacrimis 
225 Addictus morti faciem rigat ymbre salubri 

sue mortis sc. deus prolongeait tempora 
Rex Ezechias et fati distulit horas. 

sc.Ezechias i. 2a vel secundario veniam 
Ne dubitaret item se promeruisse salutem, 

frena 
vel nodos motus tardus 
Lora sui cursus sol retroflexit a anhelus. [f. 50 r] 

Hic est alia Historia: ezechias nunciatus est mori, quare flevit et 
sibi vita prolongata est et sol reflexus iterem in Orientem ab Occi- 
dente. 
1 Met. 13, 579SS. 2 Cant. cant. 6, д. 
а retro sol FLEXiT Odo Picar dus, f. 59r Osternacher, 1902. 
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Notandum, sicud tangitur in 4 a Regum 170 capitulo,1 ezechias 
filius Achar b regis luda c cum esset 25 annorum, incepit regnare super 
Iherusalem, ubi regnavit 29 annis. Iste dilectus fuit Deo et habuit 
aliquando bella contra regem Asseriorum et per auxilium divinum 
frequenter superavit. Sed tandem ezechias incepit infirman usque 
ad MORTem, quare venit ad eum Ysayas filius Amos prophete dicens 
sibi rEZECHiA, hec dicit Dominus Deus: Dispone domum tuam, quia 
morieris et non vives1.2 Hoc audiens ezechias iam convertit faciem 
suam ad parietem et oravit Dominum dicens rObsecro Domine, 
memento quomodo ambulaverim coram te in corde perfecto et in 
ventate et quod placitum est coram te, fecerim"1.3 Et flevit fletu magno. 
Sed antequam Ysayas pertransiret mediam partem atrii, locutus est 
sibi Dominus Deus dicens " Revertere et die EZECHie duci populi 
mei quod audivi oracionem suam et vidi lacrimam eius et sanavi eum, 
et die за ascendit templům Domini. Et addam diebus suis 15 annos et 
liberabo eum de manu regis Asseriorum". Hoc audito Ysayas d 
intra vit cameram EZECHYe dicens ad illos, qui iuxta erant rAfferte 
massam ficorum"1.4 Et fecerunt sic. Ysayas autem posuit illam supra 
ulcus EZECHie, et iam curatus est. Tunc dixit ezechias ad Ysayam " 
Quomodo sciam quod Dominus sanavit me?" Et respondit Ysayas 

"Hoc exit signum tibi quod umbra solìs revertetur decern gradibus 
RETROrsum". Quo audito invoca vit nomen Domini et re versa umbra 
solìs decern gradibus vita EZECHie prolongata est 15 annis, post quos 
mortuus est. Postea regnavit pro eo filius suus Manasse, qui incepit 
regnare anno duodecimo et regnavit 55 annis super Iherusalem. 

Moraliter ezechias est quilibet bonus homo, cui propter virtutes 
prolongatur vita iuxta illud rHonora patrem et matrem et eris longevus 
super t erram*1. 5 

Allegorice ezechias est Xpistus, cuius vita prolongata est et in 
carne producta contra naturalem cuRSUm, recte sicud sol RETROcessit 
contra cuRSUm nature. 

exsuperat se. Hercules in principio 
229 Excedit laudes hominum, qui primus 

1 4 Reg. 18, īss. 2 4 Reg. 20, i. 3 4 Reg. 20 , 3. 4 4 Reg. 20, 7. 6 Exod. 20, 12; Eph. 6, 2. Cf. Mat. 19, 19 et Marc. 7, 10. 

a 10 cod . ; 4 cod. Guelferb. 212 (185 Heimst.), f. i8ov. 
ъ Achar = Achaz, vide 4 Reg. 18, i. c Uda cod. 
d Ysays cod. 
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ludos ensis, sc. saltandi 
super cúspides gladii invenit exerceri arce vel cacumine 

agones Instituit fieri sub vertice 

montis 01imphia: 
summa victoris teget corona caput 
Ardua victrices obnubit laurea crines, 
sc. victorem turba cum pompa ad domům 
Ducit pompa domum; sequitur confusio 

i. victus habebat confusionem 
victum. [f. 5ov] 

Hic est alia Fabula: Hercules excedit laudeih hominum, Quia 
instituit quendam novum ludum 1 sub vertice montis olimphi, 
quare lauro coronatus est. 

Notandum satis claret quomodo Pseustis continue plus et plus 
debilitato, quia frequenter repetit Fabulas prius reputatas, sc. 
iam de Hercule prius dicto, sed addit tarnen aliquid dicens : Hercules 
fuit primus inventor quorundam ludorum, qui circenses vocantur a 
circum, circa et ensis , quasi "lu dus circa ens es", quem ludum primo 
invenit sub MONTe olimphi. Et quicumque habuit modum subtiliorem 
ludendi, coronabatur cum lauro ad denotandam floridam artem 
perpetuitatis in tali ludo. 

Moraliter Hercules est scolaris ingeniosus nova inveniens. Qui 
quidam scolaris postea veniens ad alciores sciencias lauro coronatur, 
i. magistratur. Bene laurus est perpetui vigoris et viriditatis tam in 
hyeme quam in estate, sic eciam ipsa philosophia. 

Allegorice Hercules, i. Xpistus, a cuius vite speculo novus modus 
vivendi et bene regendi est inventus, sc. nova lex. 

i. mortem civitates populi Israel 
233 Occasum b Iosye deflebant opida lude: 

illorum Grecorum rura sc. unumquodque maledicit arbores 
Macedonum0 campos fons detestatur et arbos; 

1 Cf. Mythogr. Vat. I, 192. 

a olimpi Odo Picar dus, f. 59 v Osternacher, iço 2. ь occasum Odo Picar dus, f. 6ov ; casum Osternacher, IQ02. c macedonum Odo Picardus, f. 6ov; magedo Osternacher, igo2. 
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Indei celebrantes 
fient obitu suo i. legem servantes Pasca 
Merent morte sua leges ас a nobile Pascha, 

homo specialiter se. mer et 

Omnis adhuc etas, sed precipue Iheremias. 

Hic est alia Historia: Civitates et opida iude deflebant morteiii 
iosye et campì et ARBores MACEDONie suspirabant de morte sua et 
omnis populus Israel et specialiter ieremias. 

Notandum quod ista Historia aliqualiter tacta est ibi victrici 
populo,1 sc. quomodo ieremias summe conqueritur de morte iosye. 
Et quod Alathia récitât hic 2 o de ios Ya, hoc facit ad evitandum arro- 
ganciam, ut ipsa respondeat per simile ad illud, quod proponit Pseustis, 
ut sic dulciter ducat eum ad metham. Sed hic additur aliquid de 
invencione PASCHe. Pro quo est notandum quod sicud patet in libro 
Regum ,2 postquam populus Israel pertransiebat mare rubrum, post 
migraciones plurium regum successit YOSYa ut regeret populum 
Israel et iste ordinavit diem PASCHe celebrali et maxima reverencia 
solempnizari propter illam benignitatem, quam Deus fecit populo 
Israel in hoc quod duxit ipsum per mare rubrum in terram fluentem 
lac et mei. Et istud addit de invencione PASCHe propter concordiam 
Hercules de invencione ludis. 

Moralit er YOSYa est scolaris, qui semper nova invenit, ut dictum est. 
Allegorice ipse est Xpistus. Unde sicud ipse invenit novum pascha, 

sic Xpistus invenit agnum PASCHAlem, qui ipsemet est autoritate Io. 
primo rEcce [f. 5ir] agnus Dei"1 3 etcetera, qui tradidit corpus in 
cibum et sanguinem in potum, quod quidem omni die facit et posteri 
celebrant. 

quando tonitruum simulando facit ille r ex emittit 
237 Dum tonitrus simulât Salmon et fulmina quassat 

igne vel fulmine pertransiens campos Helidis civitatis 
Lampade terrifica percurrens Elidis arva, 

i. maris paciens ille Deus sc. istius regis 
In medio ponti b non passus Iupiter hostis 

similis 
Comparis arma sui deiecerat igne minaci. 
1 Versus 169. 2 los. 5, loss. 3 Joh. i, 29. 
a et Odo Picar dus, f. 6ov Osternacher , iço 2. ь PONTis Odo Picardus, f. 6iv Osternacher , igo2. 
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Hic est alia Fabula: Salomon rex elidis civitatis fecit fulmina et 
TONiTRUa in locis silvestribus vel campestribus, quod percipiens 
IUPITER proiecit ipsum in mare et machinam suam igne destruxit. 

Notandum, sicud tangit Ovidius,1 Salomon rex Helidis civitatis 
erat largissimus et sapientissimus ita quod a pluribus pro Deo cole- 
batur. Unde ipse ordinavit vasa et apposuit iGNEm, cum quibus se 
transtulit super campos et ex cognicione sulphuris horribiles et 
máximos sonos fecit ita quod TONiTRUare videbatur et a multis 
credebatur. Et ergo ut pro Deo veraciter coleretur, adoravit eum 
populus. Quod percipiens iupiter noluit istud PAti quod ita plus 
deciperet populum, quare proiecit ipsum in mare et sic mortuus est. 
Machinam vero eius igne celesti destruxit. 

Unde rei Veritas huius Fabule est quod Salomon erat rex civitatis 
Helidis, quem interfecit quidam alius rex propter invidiam, quam 
habuit super largitate et sapiencia eius. 

Moraliter iste Salomon est quilibet sophista, qui apparet quod 
non est fingens TONiTRua et maxima fulmina, i. decepciones in 

disputacionibus suis. Quod percipiens iupiter, i. probus philosophus, 
proiecit eum in mare, i. in confusione, et sic moritur, quia nescit plus 
loqui. 

Allegorice Salomon est Antixpistus, qui apparebit facere opera 
mirabilia, videlicet sanare languidos, desolatos consolari, suscitare 
mortuos etcetera, ita quod populus adorabit eum pro Deo, sicud 
scolar es frequenter recommendant sophist am pro magno clerico. 
Quod percipiens iupiter, i. Xpistus Iesus, non PATitur Antixpistum 
ita amplius decipere mundum. Quare proicit eum in mare, i. in 
Infernum, et machina sua, i. secta sua heretica, igne comburetur. 

non cognoscens sc. preter se preter se. N abugodonosor 
241 Inscius esse Deum nisi se rex Assiriorum 
accidencia per septem passusest annos 
Rores et pluvias septem tolleravit aristas, [f. 51 v] 
bos sc. N abugodonosor singulis hominibus consulitur sc. rege 
Bestia factus homo; cunctis suadetur in ilio, 
doceantur sc. sagacis ordinacionibus 
Discant nature contenti viribus esse- 

Hic est alia Historia: Nabugodonosor rex assiriorum voluit eciam 
coli pro DEo in RORE et pluvia, quare divina ulcio mutavit eum in 
bo vem. 
1 Cf. Verg. A en. 6, 585SS. ; Ну gin. 60 61 250; Mythogr. Vat. I, 82. 
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Notandum, ut patet in libro Regum 1 per diversa capitula, Nabu- 
godonosor rex Assiriorum erat valde dives solens spoliare frequenter 
populum valde et tandem factus est ita superbus quod noluit habere 
DEUM supra se. Quapropter fecit statuam quandam ordinari, ut 
adoraret eum omnis populus, quem compulit ad hoc. Sed erant tres 
principaliter, qui recusabant. Quod percipiens rex misit pro eis 
interrogans ipsos quare non adorarent statuam et dixit quod nisi 
adorarent earn, proiceret eos in ignem. lsti autem responderunt se 
non timere mortem dicentes illam statuam esse ficticium, predicantes 
unum solum deum, qui creaverat celum et terram. Hoc audiens 
rex iussit eos mitti in ignem, licet ignis et fiamma пес vestibus пес 
corporibus nocuerunt. Quod recordatur sacerdos post missam dicens 
rDeus, qui tribus pueris flammas ignis mitigasti, concede propicius, 
ut nos non exuret fiamma viciorum per Xpistum*1.2 deus ergo videns 
maliciam istius REgis misit eum in exilium, ut viveret in campestribus 
et silvestribus ad modum bovis et hoc notât autor in Littera, eum 
dicit bestia factus homo. Et per hoc quod dicitur in Littera septem 
tolleravit aristas intelligitur quod iste rex 7 annis vixit in exilio. 
Postea vero ad instanciam Danielis revocatus est iste rex ab exilio 
et deus misertus est ipsius. 

Moraliter Nabugodonosor est quilibet scolaris vel laycus pomposus, 
qui tandem totaliter deicitur пес proficere potest. Quapropter in 
bovem, i. in rudem azinum, mutatur, sed postquam recognovit se 
errasse et humiliatus fuerit, tunc deus, i. magister, miseretur sui. 

Allegorice Nabugodonosor est quilibet criminosus vel superbus, 
qui gloriatur in duricia et malicia, ut dicit Propheta rQuid gloriaris 
in malicia1 3 etcetera. Et talis postea deicietur et comparatur bovi, i. 
vivit in penitencia, potans aquas cum bobus et tandem deus miseretur 
ipsius. 

Vel allegorice Nabugodonosor est Lucifer, qui voluit coli pro deo 
et postea deiectus est et in bovem mutatus, i. de pulcherrimo in 
nigerrimum, et habitat et habitabit in exilio, i. in Inferno, per 7 annos, 
i. per 7 etates, quarum prima incepit cum creacione celi [f. 52*] 
et terre, et 7ma incipiet in novissima die et durabit usque in eternum. 

1 Dan. 3, īss. 2 Cf. Gratiarum actio post missam ( Breviarium Romanům ex decreto sacro- 
sancti concilii Tridentini restitutum. Turonibus, 193117, Pars verna, p. 267*). * Ps. 51, 3. 
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i. equi solis quod compellit motivům tardare 
245 Quadrúpedes Phebi que cogit causa morari ? 

inquirer e debent i. 2° vel secundario periculum i. tempora mundi periculum 
Experientur item Phetontis a sécula cladem. 

tardans saturaverunt se, opima capras 
Quid, vesper, cessas? Saturarunt prata capellas; 
remasticat grex sol 
Ruminât omne pecus, nescit discedere ъ Phebus. 

Hic Pseustis conqueritur super longitudine diei dicens "0 vos 
equi solis, ad quid MORAmini in periculum meum ? O hora VESPERtina, 
quid cessas ? Nam сарге saturaü c sunt, ymmo ruminam*, sed 
cessât sol, non vult reCEDERE". 

Nota quod Pseustis videns in hac parte se deficere nec posse re- 
sistere disputacionibus Alathie ad modum hereticorum et gentilium 
exclamat ad deos suos petens subsidium ab eis. Sed nihil impetrat. 
Ergo Pseustis tamquam frater illorum, qui invocabant alíenos deos, 
exclamat ad 4or equos solis querens quare non velocius trahant solem 
ad occasum eo quod non habet argumentum Alathie ad presens 
proponendum. Unde poetice a qualitate solis secundum visionem 
nostram 40Г finguntur equi trahere solem unus in matutinis, alius in 
primis, 3й8 in vesperìs. Istos equos invocat Pseustis in proposito. 

Moraliter Pseustis est quilibet debilis sophista defíciens in dis- 
putacione, qui vadit per ambayes disgrediendo d extra materiem, 
qui socius e optat finem disputacionis quam in disputacione morari, 
et frequenter conqueritur de longo tempore querens occasionem. 

Allegorice Pseustis est Antixpistus vel quilibet ypocrita querens 
evasiones ab extra non curans nisi quod appareat loqui nec libenter 
durat iuxta homines, ne temptati videantur super debile fundamentum 
fundati. 

deserviunt radii 
249 Visibus humanis famulantur lumina solis 

stabilia motu tenorem fecit mota vel causa 
Fixa tenore suo, quem prima creavit origo. 

a phetontis Odo Picar dus, f. Ó3V; phaetontis Osternacher , igo2. 
ь discedere Odo Picar d%istf. 63v; procedere Osternacher , IQ02. 
c saturate cod, Guelferb. 212 (185 Heimst.), /. 1840. 
d disgregiendo cod. ; disgrediendo cod. Guelferb. 212 (185 H elms t.), f. 18 y. 
e I. pocius. 
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qua causa sc. Pseustis, i. desideras noctem 
Cur noctem revocas ? Quamvis a me fallere temptas, 

tibi deficiunt gemitus tui declarant 
Quod te destituunt vires, suspiria produnt. 

Hie Alathia respondei Pseusti dicens "0 Pseustis, lumina solis 
deserviunt visibus humanis, que prima causa, scilicet Deus, creavit 
et statuit in suo tenore, quare revocas noctem? quamvis tu 
temptas me decipere, non potes, quia gemitus tui ostendunt quod 
vires tue sunt debilitate et exhauste". 

Nota quod Alathia audiens [f. 52v] in vocacionem Pseustis esse 
fictam et malam, respondit sibi et reprehendit ipsum eo quod falsum, 
scilicet 4or equos solis, invocat, quia non est nisi unus verus Deus 
rRex regum et Dominus dominancium1,1 ut patet per Prophetam, qui 
sua ineffabili et incommunicabili potencia creavit celum terram so- 
Lem lunam et omnia que in eis sunt, sine quo sol regi non potest: 
ipse enim est solus, qui trahit soLem faciens eum oriri et descendere. 
Nam ut patet Genesis primo capitulo, Deus fecit duo LUMiNAria 
magna, unum quod preesset diei, scilicet soLem, et aliud, scilicet 
lunam, quod preesset noeti. Quod confirmans Propheta dicit rQuia 
ipse dixit et facta sunt et ipse manda vit et creata sunt"1.2 rIpse enim 
est qui numerat multitudinem stellarum"1 3 etcetera. Et Io. primo 
capitulo rOmnia per ipsum facta sunt"1 4 etcetera. Et per eundem 
rSine me nihil potestis f acere"1, 5 rquia ego sum alpha et o, i. principium 
et finis"1,6 ut patet eciam Apocalipsis vicésimo 2o capitulo. Videas tu 
Pseustis, ubi habes tales demonstraciones ita veras et concludentes, 
quales tibi iam adduco. Non potes dicere quod Ovidium Vergiliům vel 
alios poetas, quia quamvis illi posuerunt 4or equos solis qui regerent 
ipsum, hoc fecerunt poetice, non quod in ipsum crediderunt, sed ad 
doctrinam posuerunt, ut hodierno die patet nobiscum de similibus 
per Euvangelistas, per apostolos et sic per alios. Unde quomodo 
ista celestia deserviunt humanis visibus et sunt causa generacionis 
et corrupcionis, ut in pluribus locis récitât Philosophus et alii valentes 
philosophi in commentariis suis. 

Moraliter Alathia est bonus scolaris, qui semper debet esse constans 
in factis suis et non debet mutari per suasiones sophisticas, et sic 
tandem illis concludit sicud in fine Alathia Pseusti. 
1 Beut, io, 17; Apoc. 17, 14 19, 16. 2 Ps. 32, 9. 3 Ps. 146, 4. 4 Toh. i, 3. 5 Joh. 15, 5. 6 Apoc. i, 8 21, 6 22, 13. 
a quamvis Odo Picar dus, f. 64o; quid vis Osternacher, IÇ02. 
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Allegorice Alathia est bonus homo et fidelis, qui manet semper 
constans in virtüte cordis sui non recedens a via virtutis, sed viriliter 
invocai Deum unum, sub cuius imperio semper concludit malis et 
improbis, ut declarat Boecius1 in primo De consolacione. 

i.filiesue timens pulchritudinem deflorari 
253 Pignoris egregii metuens speciem a violari 

ille rex clausuris conclusit introititi 
Acrisius seris obstruxit lumina b turris; 

stillando descendit sc. Iupiter 
Sed c iam tecta super pluviam stillavit adulter 

vir ginem defloraverat aurea gutta 
Virginie in grémium: Danam d corruperat aurum. 

Hic est alia Fabula : acrisius fuit rex magnus et potens, qui habuit 
unam filiam nomine danam, quam summe dilexit. Sed quia timuit earn 
posse violari [f. 53r], fecit grandissimam turrim constitui et sine 
ostio, ut sic preservaretur ab omnibus viris. Sed Iupiter eam tanto 
amore preventus est quod omni die nec minus nocte studuit eam 
deflorare, et quia non potuit intrare turrim eo quod non habuit 
ostium, mutavit se in guttam AUReaM et desuPER cecidit in grémium 
virginis. Ipsa autem Ieta conclusit grémium et statim Iupiter muta- 
vit se iterum in se ipsum et sic obtinuit voluntatem suam a viRGiNe 
ita quod virgo concepit filium, quem postea peperit, super quo am- 
mirabantur omnes, qui perceperunt hoc. 

Moraliter ista pulchra virgo est sciencia vel philosophia, et Iupiter 
est quilibet scolaris studiose laborans, qui tandem efficitur ita subtilis 
quod quasi AURea gutta desuPER cadit in grémium philosophie. 
Et postea philosophia representat fructum, qui oritur ex tali philosopho 
et ex ipsa tamquam a matre. 

Allegorice dana pulchra et decora est Maria virgo, acrisius 
pater eius est Ioachin pater Marie. Et sicud acrisius fecit turrim, 
ut dictum est, sic 0 Ioachin posuit Mariam in templům, ut preser- 
varetur ab omnibus viris. Sed tandem Iupiter, i. verbum patris, venit 
in specie AURee gutte, videlicet ilio verbo angelico Luce primo 

1 Cons. I, Pr. 4, 23. 4 speciem metuens Odo Picardus, f. 6sT Osternacher, IQ02. 
ь limina Odo Picardus, f. 6ļr Osternacher, IQ02. 
c et Odo Picardus,/. 6 5r Osternacher, igo2. d dane Odo Picardus, f. 6y; danaem Osternacher, IQ02. 
e sicud cod. ; sic cod. Guelferb. 212 (185 Helmst.),f. i86r. 
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capitulo rAve gracia plena, Dominus tecum."1 1 Et iam Шо verbo 
impregnata est respondens rQuomodo fiet istud, quoniam virum non 
cognosco P1 2 Et angelus dixit ""Spiritus sanctus superveniet in te 
et virtus Altissimi obumbrabit tibi"1.3 Et respondit humiliter rEcce 
ancilla"1 4 etcetera. 

Utrecht 
Instituut voor Laat Latijn Continuabitur 
1 Lue. i, 28. 2 Lue. 1, 34. 3 Lue. i, 35. 4 Lue. 1, 38. 
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Vivarium XIX, i (1981) 

Descartes' Revision of the Renaissance Conception of Science 

FREDERICK P. VAN DE PITTE 
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establish the precise lines of influence which characterize the 
transition from Renaissance to "modern" science. Excellent 

studies by Edward W. Strong,1 John Herman Randall, Jr.,2 and 
William R. Shea 3 demonstrate serious disagreement among competent 
scholars, both with respect to the kinds of intellectual influence 
operative during the 16th and early 17th Centuries, and with respect 
to the actual effects of such influences on figures such as Galileo and 
Descartes. It would be unwise, therefore, even to attempt to sketch 
this complex web of relationships within the present narrow scope. 
But it is possible to recognize the general areas of agreement among 
commentators concerning the movements which were afoot during this 
period, and to view them in relation to the revised perspective which 
is to be found in Descartes' new conception of a universal science. 
Without jumping to conclusions with respect to direct lines of in- 
fluence, therefore, it may nonetheless be possible to see with greater 
clarity the directions in which further research might lead. More 
particularly, it may be useful to attempt to isolate definitive criteria 
for determining the precise point at which it is appropriate to recognize 
the actual transition from Renaissance to modern science. 

Because we have chosen to ignore direct lines of influence, it will be 
irrelevant to confront the issue as to whether Galileo was motivated 
by a metaphysical perspective which prompted him to assume the 
universal applicability of mathematics to nature, or whether he was 
led gradually into this conviction by the fact that the individual 
problems with which he dealt were in fact amenable to interpretation 
and resolution by mathematical procedures. Instead, it is simply 
necessary to recognize that both of these influences are clearly present 

1 Procedures and Metaphysics, Berkeley 1936, repr. Hildesheim 1966. 2 The Development of Scientific Method in the School of Padua, in: Renaissance 
Essays , ed. P. O. Kristeller and P. P. Wiener, New York and Evanston 1968. 
Originally published in The School of Padua and the Emergence of Modern Science, 
Padua 1961. 3 Galileo* s Intellectual Revolution, second ed., New York 1977. 
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among the forces which molded the newly developing conception of 
science as the 17th Century got under way. Moreover, rather than 

viewing such contrasting perspectives as mutually exclusive, it is 
useful to see them as complementary poles of a continuum, in which 
the "conceptual" approach to science, and the "experimental" 
approach are moving toward their integrated union in what we now 
like to call "modern science". 

Perhaps the best way to recognize the requirements of this process 
of integration is to view the extreme elements of the continuum, with 
an eye to those aspects which appear incompatible, and which thus 
seem to militate against any potential union. The most essential areas 
for our investigation will be those of metaphysics, mathematics, 
method, and of course the conception of science itself. We shall con- 
sider each of these areas in turn. 

The question of a metaphysical grounding of the new science is 
rather complex. With Strong, one may agree that the new science is 
not directly based on the Platonic or neo-Platonic metaphysics of the 
16th Century. The connecting links were simply not yet available to 
tie the facts and processes of the new science directly to such a con- 

ceptual foundation. But one may still argue, with Shea, that Galileo 
was Florentine (or Platonic) in orientation, rather than Paduan 

(Aristotelian), and that this outlook provided the motivation to seek 
mathematical procedures to deal with physical problems. Shea speaks 
of Galileo's commitment to mathematics, or his faith in mathematics, 
rather than a commitment to a metaphysical view which would entail 
a mathematical interpretation of reality. Galileo seems to have been 
first of all a mathematician, secondly one who applied mathematics 
{i.e., a physical scientist), and only thirdly was he concerned with 
whether his findings fit into one or another preconceived metaphysical 
scheme. 

This view is supported by the fact that Galileo does not even seem 
to be interested in the quest for a universal mathematics, so popular at 
this time. He seems rather to have been concerned to find applications 
of mathematical procedures to particular problems- a search based on 
the general faith that mathematics is applicable to physical contexts, 
but not based on any metaphysical position which could prescribe 
universal principles for such application. True enough, Galileo did 
demonstrate an interest in a universal science, and he expected this 
science to be realized by means of the application of mathematics to 

physical problems. But that is not precisely the same thing. The 
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application of mathematical procedures to specific problems in a 
variety of different contexts might very well (eventually) disclose the 
harmony of natural phenomena when considered from a mathematical 
perspective. But this process need not imply that mathematics, as a 
discipline, is universalizable- or even that it is universally applicable. 
In contrast, a universal mathematics must provide at least a set of 
universal procedures for dealing with all sorts of problems, and ideally 
these procedures would be based upon principles sufficient to guarantee 
their validity and universality. In spite of the fact that there was an 
important tradition, and a rather impressive contemporary move- 
ment,4 Galileo did not become involved in the search for such a 
generalized mathematics. 

This simply points out that clear distinctions must be drawn 
between different notions of science and the related issues, such as a 
metaphysical framework or a conception of method, which might lend 
support to, or even promise to fulfill this science. 'Sdentici' had always 
meant absolutely certain knowledge- the equivalent of the Greek 
'етотгцху)'. But now the term was also beginning to mean ''knowledge 
which conforms to the facts", since previous theories which had been 
accepted as knowledge were being disqualified (e.g., in astronomy) by 
the observable facts. No appeal to authority, or rhetorical elegance, 
could undermine for long the cogency of facts available to any careful 
observer- and empirical data began to take on a dignity (i.e., the role 
of criterion of knowledge) which it had seldom enjoyed since Aristotle. 
' S cientia' still meant "knowledge", but the criteria for knowledge were 
more than ever open to discussion. 

The question of universal science is even more difficult to evaluate 
with precision. The metaphysics of Plato, especially as revised by 
Plotinos, is usually considered the ideal spawning ground, or at least 
the most obvious justification, for a science of all reality. The emana- 
tion of all things from the One, as specified through Nous, provides 
a perfect basis for interpretive principles which could reintegrate the 
variety of empirical detail to be found in nature by the human observer. 

Aristotle, on the other hand, had affirmed an essential difference 
between the realm of earthly nature and the quintessential sphere of 
the heavenly bodies. Even within nature, the method of classification 
which he employed stressed the distinctions among entities, and thus 
made it more difficult to coordinate and integrate them all under the 

4 See G. Crapulli, Mathesis Universalis, Rome 1969. 
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principles of a single system. And yet, what could be a more perfect 
conception of a universal science than Aristotle's vision of every entity 
striving to imitate the perfection of the Prime Mover, according to the 
limitations of its own individual form. Diversity is recognized, opera- 
tion is accounted for, and unity (of goal or purpose) is projected. Not 
until Leibniz do we find such a forthright recognition of the diversity 
of nature, without any attempt to reduce it all to some mere aspect or 
reflection of a "more real", or "more important" unity beyond nature. 

As the 17th Century got under way, however, any attempt at a 
universal science would have to deal concretely with the vast array of 
new material being uncovered every year, and would have to employ 
the recognized "language of science" (mathematics), in terms of which 
alone nature seemed to divulge her inner secrets. There were many 
attempts to establish a universal science on the basis of a universal 
language, or by means of a mechanical process of combining concepts,5 
but these gradually fell by the wayside, or took on the aspect of visions 
which must await the application of a universal science that had 
already been achieved. They could no longer be considered the practical 
procedures by means of which this science might be attained. 

In fact, therefore, it was the prominent mathematicians (Kepler, 
Galileo, Descartes) who made the most important contributions to 
scientia during this period, and a group of more obscure mathematicians 
{e.g., Benito Pereira, Adriaan van Roomen, J. H. Alsted) who provided 
what may be seen as the ultimate key to a universal science. These 
latter figures gradually developed the notion of a generalized mathe- 
matics, a mathesis universalis , which might be taken seriously as the 
means by which a universal science was to be achieved. This develop- 
ment has been examined and recorded by Giovanni Crapulli (note 4, 
above) and need not be restated here. But it is important to note that 
the evolution of this concept in the 16th Century involved primarily 
the shift from mere procedures which were applicable to a general class 
of problems, to the conception of a prima mathesis , a discipline anal- 
ogous to prima philosophia , which was understood to provide the 
principles for all other divisions of its subject area. This science, 
therefore, was seen as universal not simply in terms of procedures 
which were conveniently applicable to problems involving discrete or 
continuous magnitude. Rather, it was universal in virtue of the fact 

6 See Paolo Rossi, Clavis Universalis. Arti mnemoniche e logica combinatoria da 
Lullo a Leibniz , Milano/Napoli i960, esp. Chapters II and VII. 
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that ail other branches of mathematics had their validity only because 
they were an expression or application oí prima mathesis. The important 
thing to note here is that scholars who were seeking a universal science 
could readily adopt this mathesis universalis (in its essential form as 
prima mathesis) as the universal science itself, or at least as the method 
by which this universal science could be attained. And this method 
was conceived as containing its own inherent principles.® 

During this same period, Prof. Randall points out, there was an 

important contrasting movement at Bologna and Padua. There, 
scholars had consistently interpreted Aristotle's method with emphasis 
on its empirical aspects, following his medical, rather than his purely 
logical works. Their intent was to eliminate the strong emphasis upon 
nous by means of which other Aristotelians of the tradition had 
confined Aristotle to a strict intellectualism. This tradition had tended 
to reduce all evidence (in Aristotle) to the significance and validity 
which it received through being comprehended by pure understanding. 
In contrast, the School of Padua offered an interpretation which 

grants greater significance to the role of empirical data in its own right. 
Culminating in the work of Augustino Nifo, this movement provided 
"a clear formulation of the structure of a science of hypothesis and 
demonstration, with the dependence of its first principles upon 
empirical investigation plainly set forth".7 Rather than some perceptive 
power of the intellect, therefore, it was asserted that what gives 
validity to principles is the method by which they are attained. From 
this standpoint, the principles are dependent on that method, and it 
is the "cause" of their explanatory power.8 

When these two contrasting movements are combined, the result 
is extremely interesting: On the one hand we have an emphasis on 
method which would make it the very cause of the validity of the 

principles (and thus of the science) which it reveals. On the other, 
it is asserted that mathesis universalis (i.e., prima mathesis) contains 
its own inherent principles. It would seem, therefore, that a program 
of universal science was finally within reach. For the mathesis univer- 
salis, which contained its own principles would need no further valida- 
tion, and when employed as a method, it would extend its own validity 

• A. van Roomen, Universae mathesis idea, qua mathematicae universim sumptae 
natura, praestantia, usus et distributio brevissimi proponuntur, Herbipoli 1602, 
p. 20: "Principia habet tantum propria". 7 Randall, op. cit., p. 237. 8 IUd. 
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to all the other areas of knowledge to which it was applied. But this 
vision, like so many other partial insights of the Renaissance, was 
marred by internal contradictions. For mathematics- even a universal 
mathematics- cannot provide a universal science. 

In order to make this fact more obvious, let us now sharpen the 
focus on the movements which contributed to the new science, in 
order to see the precise nature of the incompatible elements which 
they offered. To begin with, both the procedures and the achievements 
of the new science were incompatible with either the Platonic or the 
Aristotelian metaphysics which might be seen as contributing to its 
rise.9 Not only did this science arise on a piecemeal basis, with a 
variety of different mathematical procedures applied to divergent 
problems, and even at times with a disregard for consistency and 
uniformity 10- more important, the results produced by the application 
of mathematics to physics were startlingly at variance with the old 
metaphysics. The difference in kind between terrestrial nature and 
the sphere of the heavenly bodies had to be repudiated. The heavens 
turned out to be as mutable as the objects directly at hand. In the 
same manner, mathematics turned out to be not at all a medium by 
which we could come to know the true significance of empirical data 
by going beyond them to the forms. Instead it revealed the essential 
order and unity of nature by demonstrating the mathematical relations 
inherent in (or among) physical objects as entities which are them- 
selves worthy of investigation. Thus, while the faith and hope which 
motivated the new science were blatantly conceptualist in origin, the 
resultant interpretation of nature was not a mere conceptual scheme, 
but an attempt to correlate and explain empirical data as it occurred 
in common experience. 
9 Again, this contribution must be seen not as the foundation for a system, 
but as the psychological, aesthetic, or motivational framework within which it 
is possible to formulate a unified conception of nature based on the mathematical 
interpretation of phenomena. 10 See, for example, Shea's comments on Galileo's use of parallax, op. cit., 
p. 84. Actually, these metaphysical perspectives would have rendered any such 
application of mathematics unacceptable. Galileo makes it clear that the 
Aristotelians of the period thought that mathematics lost its formal validity 
when applied to physical phenomena. See Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief 
World Systems, trans. S. Drake, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1962, p. 203. On 
the other hand, the Platonic perspective would require an absolutely uniform 
and consistent application of mathematics, derived from an insight possible 
only after the integrity of nature had been grasped through the forms. But 
once this insight had been attained, the employment of mathematical procedures 
to gain knowledge at a lower level would be unnecessary. 
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Similarly, while the new science flowed from the same conceptual 
framework which produced the movements toward a mathesis univer- 
salis and a universal science (and, indeed, envisioned their ultimate 
fulfillment), the great contributors to scientific advancement, such as 
Kepler and Galileo, made virtually no contribution to either of these 
two movements.11 That is, progress in science was fragmentary and 
highly particularized. There was no general preconception of a universal 
method, and as yet no general commitment to some ultimate scheme of 
empirical reality- except that it would be mathematical in character. 
But this uncommitted stance- this freedom from any orthodox 
metaphysical position- was at best a mixed blessing from a philos- 
ophical point of view. For, while it permitted the scientist sufficient 
psychological space to search out new solutions to old problems, these 
solutions (even when confirmed by the evidence at hand) were left 
in a kind of limbo: They had neither metaphysical status, nor epis- 
temologica! status, and thus did not qualify as "scientia" in the old 
sense.12 

The criteria employed in formulating scientific hypotheses- e.g., 
simplicity, harmony, testability in terms of mathematical procedures- 
were excellent grounds for an aesthetically satisfying view of nature. 
But within the evolving framework, there was as yet no justification 
for these criteria that could constitute them explanatory principles 
in their own right, or refer them to antecedent principles through 
which they could claim validity (and thus confer validity in their 
turn on the hypotheses in which they were employed).13 Until an 
adequate basis in principles was provided, the new science could not 
claim to be absolutely certain, and whatever validity it might claim, 
it necessarily fell short of scientia . 

11 Giorgio de Santillana has mentioned that Galileo and Kepler were almost 
alone in this period in foreseeing "the three forces of mathematics, physics and 
astronomy converging toward a junction which would make them irresistible 
and creating a physical science of the heavens" {Historical Introduction , in: 
Galileo Galilei, Dialogue on the Great World Systems , Chicago 1957, P- xsriv). But 
even this major insight does not yet constitute the vision of a universal science, 
or even a universal mathematics. 
12 Shea, op. cit., p. 67. 13 Randall writes of the School of Padua: "These men were concerned with the 
discovery and use of 'principles' in science. Like all thinkers from the twelfth 
century to Newton, they understood principium as Aristotle understood àpxh> 
as that from which a thing proceeds and has its origin in any way whatever; 
specifically, in science a principium is that which is in any way a source of 
understanding" (The Development of Scientific Method . . . , p. 225). 
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In part, at least, the employment of mathematical procedures was 
intended to set aside (or at least undermine) this objection. For, as 
we have seen above, mathematics was considered a science in its own 
right, and its principles were understood to require no further justifica- 
tion. But this ignores two crucial questions for which the new science 
had provided no answers: While mathematics has the greatest claim 
to the title 'science', its validity is precisely a product of its status as 
an abstract, formal discipline. What justification is there for the claim 
that its validity also characterizes the procedures and results which 
flow from the application of mathematics to physical phenomena? 
Secondly, 'scientia' was not a term which was applied in a restricted 
sense to a particular area of knowledge (as we tend to employ the 
term 'science' today), but was the term used to denote any knowledge 
that is absolutely certain. How could the validity of mathematics, 
which by definition is a science of quantification, be extended to all 
areas of knowledge? In effect, the commitment to mathematical 
procedures, as the means by which scientific problems were to be 
solved, was an unjustified commitment to the position that all know- 
ledge is mathematical in character, or at least that the only acceptable 
answers to scientific questions are those which are demonstrable in 
terms of mathematical procedures. This entails that those writers who 
were attempting to achieve a universal science by means of a universal 
mathematics would have to settle for that portion of science which 
would submit to quantification, or else find some way to extend 
mathematics beyond the realm of quantification (a contradiction in 
terms). 

These are the problems which confronted Descartes as he considered 
the status of knowledge in all disciplines in this age of the new science; 
and his way of solving these problems has prompted us to call him not 
only the father of modern philosophy, but also "the father of modern, 
mathematicizing science".14 In a massive intellectual revolution, he 
established the new science on a sound metaphysical and epistemo- 
logica! foundation; justified the empio yment of mathematical proce- 
dures in natural science; and by clarifying the relation between 
mathematics and method, he worked out a universal method (his 
mathesis universalis), the application of which would provide a uni- 
versal science. To accomplish all this, it was necessary to revise the 
Renaissance conception of science and of method, and to demonstrate 

14 H. Schmidt, Philosophisches Wörterbuch, Leipzig 1934, P- "6. 
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their essential relation to metaphysics. In effect, what this amounts to 
is the establishment of methodology as a metascientific discipline. 
We must examine briefly how this was done. 

What Descartes did not revise under his program of reform was the 
traditional conception of scientia as absolutely certain knowledge. But 
this point is often misunderstood. When Descartes sets out to find 
necessary truth, and to establish absolutely certain knowledge, he 
does not aspire to some ultimate knowledge of reality as this might 
exist in the mind of God.15 Rather, he sets out to determine the human 
potential for knowledge, and to attain perfect and complete knowledge 
insofar as it is available to man.16 It is sufficient for his purposes, 
therefore, to establish analyticity as the criterion for the truth of the 
propositions of science- a properly anthropocentric criterion. He then 
provided a careful analysis of man's cognitive faculties to establish 
that a mind so constituted cannot fail to respond to this criterion. 
That is, the understanding and the will are so constituted and so 
related that (with respect to speculative truths) the mind must 
assent to (accept as true) all and only those propositions which are 
analytically sound, and thus necessarily true. Only then does Descartes 
appeal to the providence of a veracious God in order to preserve the 
ultimate stability of the logical and epistemological foundation of 
science. 

But we must examine more specifically what Descartes was doing 
in relation to the traditional themes which we have already considered. 
First of all he recognized that the conditions under which we may 
assert that something exists (metaphysics) are identical with the 
conditions under which we may assert that we know it to exist (epis- 
temology). In short, he recognized that the traditional distinction 
between metaphysics and epistemology cannot be maintained if we 
remain within the framework of what reason can attain on its own- i.e., 
as distinct from revelation, or some form of mystical experience. 

15 This is what Descartes calls "adequate" knowledge, which "must embrace 
all the properties existing in the thing known. Hence there is none but God who 
knows that he has adequate knowledge of all things". Reply to Objections IV: 
Œvres de Descartes (AT), ed. С. Adam and P. Tannery, Paris 1897-1910, 
Vol. VII, p. 220; The Philosophical Works of Descartes (HR), trans. E. S. Haldane 
and G. R. T. Ross, Cambridge 1931, Vol. II, p. 97. 16 "Scientific knowledge is conviction based on an argument so strong that it 
can never be shaken by any stronger argument." Letter to Regius, 24 May 
1640: AT, III, p. 65; Descartes : Philosophical Letters , trans, and ed. Anthony 
Kenny, Oxford 1970, p. 74. 
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Therefore, metaphysics must contain the principles of knowledge.17 
It is in this sense that Descartes sees metaphysics as providing for the 
certainty of all the other sciences. 

In addition, Descartes realized that once these principles of know- 
ledge were established, they would serve as the basis for a universal 
method- a method based on the functions of the mind itself, and 
therefore applicable to any subject matter with which the mind can 
deal. This is the method which Descartes refers to in the Discourse 
on Method , and which, in the Rules for the Direction of the Mind , is 
called mathesis universalis (Rule IV) : not a universal mathematics, 
but a universal process of learning.18 This method was discovered 
when Descartes examined the essential nature of mathematics. In 
brief, he found that the certitude of mathematics was not a product 
of the subject matter with which this discipline dealt, but rather a 
consequence of the manner in which the mind was applied to this 
material. Therefore, the attainment of a universal science did not 
require the extension of mathematics itself to all other areas of science, 
but rather the extension of the functions of the mind in the same way 
that they had previously been applied only in mathematics.19 But at 
the same time that Descartes rejected a universal mathematics as 
the means to a universal science, he simultaneously established 
mathematics as a science for the very first time. This requires clarifi- 
cation. 

In agreement with the philosophers of the School of Padua, Descartes 
recognized that the validity of a science depends upon its method. 
His way of expressing this insight is to say that we must not only know 
that the propositions of a discipline are true, but also why they are 
true and how they were discovered. Therefore, mathematics- or any 
other discipline- can be a science only when its method has been 
established as sound. But Descartes goes farther still. He points out 
that, for absolute certainty to be assured, method itself must be a 
science. That is, we must be able to say why the procedures of the 
method are sound, and how they provide truth. Descartes' way of 

17 Preface to the French edition of the Principles of Philosophy (AT, IX, part 2, 
p. 14; HR, I, p. 211). 18 This point has previously been established in my Descartes' Mathesis Univer- 
salis , in : Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie, 61 (1979), 154-74. 19 Nonetheless, it should be recognized that, by defining material substance as 
extension, Descartes did provide the justification which had been lacking for 
the application of mathematical principles and procedures to all the data of 
the empirical sciences. 
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satisfying these conditions is to show that the method is based on the 
natural functions of the mind, which when critically employed cannot 
fail to provide truth. 

This extraordinary insight- the first meta-scientific recognition of 
the requirements proper to methodology- provided at the same time 
the grounds on which (for the very first time) the ancient discipline 
of mathematics could claim the status of a science in the fully validated 
sense of scientia : absolutely certain knowledge. In addition, all other 
disciplines could be seen as potentially equal in status when the method 
had been applied to them, and they had taken their proper position 
in the body of knowledge which would constitute the universal science. 

Descartes' resolution of the many-faceted scientific conundrum of 
the Renaissance was therefore quite extraordinary. Not only did he 
change the conception of science itself to that of a critically grounded 
body of knowledge (with metaphysical-epistemological roots) ; but he 
also developed a revolutionary conception of method which would 
make it possible to attain this kind of knowledge in any discipline 
whatever. Perhaps most important of all, he demonstrated by his 
uncompromising analysis of the criteria necessary for scientia that 
until his time nothing had ever really qualified as a science: i.e., no 
discipline had ever been demonstrated to qualify for this title€ 

On the basis of this examination of the way in which Descartes 
eliminated the problems of Renaissance science, it seems appropriate 
to suggest that he should be seen not merely as the first major figure 
of the modern period, but rather as the individual who actually 
created the boundary between Renaissance and modern science. For 
surely that individual must be one who was not caught up in the 
various issues, but rather explicitly focused on them, dealt with them, 
and resolved them. This is precisely what Descartes did, and his efforts 
are deserving of a more profound recognition. 

Edmonton, Canada 
University of Alberta 
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Vivarium XIX, 2 (1981) 

On Ancient and Mediaeval Semantics and Metaphysics (3)* 

L. M. DE RIJ к 

5 Plato's Semantics in his Critical Period ( С ont.) 

5.6.2 The problem of giving several names and the Communion of Kinds 

The of 
problem 
this section: 

is stated 
"Let 

with 
us explain, 

all due 
then, 
clarity 

how 
in the 

it is 
opening 
that we 

words 
call of this section: "Let us explain, then, how it is that we call 

the same thing - whatever is in question at the moment (Corn- 
ford; hekastote) - by several names?" (251 A 5-6). So the puzzle is 
that of one man (or any other physical object) with many 

' names' . 
The EV explains: 

251 A 8 - В 4: Well, when we speak of a man we give him many names 
other than his essential name [viz. 'man1; eponomazontes] : we attribute to 
him colours and shapes and sizes and defects and good qualities. And in 
all these and countless other attributions is implied that we say that he is 
not merely 'man' but also good and any number of other things. And so 
with every thing else: we take any given thing as one and yet we designate 
it as many in using a multiplicity of names. 

First a preliminary remark. There seems to be quite a lot of confusion 
on the part of the modern interpreters concerning what exactly is 
under consideration here. Cornford (252-233) and Bluck (ioy) have 
indeed recognized that Plato is indicating here the puzzle of 'one 
thing - many names'. However, in one breath Cornford speaks (255) 
of the consideration of "statements (logoi) in which the words 'is' and 
'is not' occur ; ... so we pass to statements (italics mine) in which we 
give names to things". On a similar line Bluck considers it natural to 
assume that predication is referred to, "since predication was the 
issue where the 'one man with many names' was concerned". It is 
true, Bluck may have felt some hesitation on this score, for he warns 
us that, at the same time, the various terms used by the EV in the 
next argument "are all metaphors and it would be very unsafe to 
assume that in the arguments to come they have a precise, technical 

* Parts (1), (2), (3) and (4) are found in this Journal 15 (1977), 81-110; 16 
(1978), 81-107; 18 (1980), 1-62, and 19 (1981), 1-46. 
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meaning; although they may be used in reference or in allusion to 
what we would call 'predication', it does not follow that their meaning 
is necessarily bound up with our notion of predication". So far his 
hesitation is quite to the point. But what he next adds (10J-108) 
testifies, again, to his mixing up what we would set apart nowadays 
as semantics and syntax. He remarks that "the other important 
term, 'communion' ( koinônia ) which the EV uses in 251 E, was used at 
250 В 9 very obviously with reference with what we should call 
attribution, and is so used again here". For that matter, in a footnote 
Bluck refers to Cornforďs denial (incorrect, to Bluck's mind) that this 
is all about predication. 

However, we have to state again that this section does not discuss 
at all predication as such, nor statement as such. What is investigated 
here is name-giving, which, of course, has also much to do with sen- 
tential attribution, i.e. predication, but still is something quite distinct 
from predication. Names are not predicates, formally speaking, but 
they certainly may be, and most often are, used as predicates. Any 
name used may, from the material point of view, be a predicate, but 
the formal distinction between name and predicate is not affected 
by that. 

Cornford denies (256-257), quite to the point in my view, that the 
relation between Forms that combine ('participation') which is dealt 
with in the next arguments has any thing to do with that of subject 
to predicate. One must also take to heart his warning that the Aristo- 
telian terms 'subject', 'predicate', and 'copula' should certainly not 
be used to describe what is here in Plato's mind.49 However, I cannot 
grasp at all that Cornford keeps on, all the same, asserting that the 
combination and non-combination of Forms among themselves (the 
well-known koinônia ; see below, p. çiff.) that is intended here 
by Plato, is the one which turns up precisely in true and false state- 
ments .50 

A similar puzzlement as is described in our dialogue concerning 
49 Cornford has been- rightly defended by К. M. Sayre (Plato* s Analytical 
Method , Chicago 1969, 256-7) against Professor Ackrill (J. L. Ackrill, op. cit., 
[above, (4), p. 2, n. 1], 2ff.). - It should be stressed that the 'Aristotelean' 
label copula is even completely absent with Aristotle himself. The label copula 
seems to date from as late as the eleventh century. See our section 6. 
50 It should be noticed in this connection that in his presentation (253; see 
above, (4), p. 46) of the link of thought (to be found, on his view, at 250 A - 251 
A) Cornford's insertion of the Greek term logoi could raise the false suggestion 
that it is Plato himself who speaks of statement here. For that matter, the word 
logos in the sense of statement is found nowhere in the whole discussion of 
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the relationships of such Forms as 'Being', 'One', 'Many', 'Change' 
and 'Rest' occurs with modern interpreters on account of the notions 
of 'name-giving' and 'predication', or: attribution as such and sen- 
tential attribution. For that matter, either of the puzzles should be 
solved by means of the distinction between material coincidence 
('identity') and formal diversity (see above pp. 43 and 45). In doing 
so one proceeds along the same line as Plato himself. 

To take up now the discussion of Sophist, 251 A ff., the EV makes 
much of opposing the fundamental puzzle he has in mind to that 
trivial question of how one individual thing can have many names 
(which is the semantic counterpart of the old question of the partici- 
pation of a particular thing in many Forms). Cornford is right in 
pointing to Parmenides, 129 A ff., where that question was already 
dismissed. What is under discussion now is the relations of Forms to 
one another, the so-called 'Communion of Kinds' ( koinônia genôn). 
It seems useful, however, to pay some attention to the trivial question 
first. 

5.6.2.1 On the 'trivial' question of 'one individual - many names' 

The trivial question which the EV wishes to dismiss right at the 
outset as "merely entertainment for the young and the late-learners" 
(231 В 6-y) is commonly put in connection with Antisthenes (see 
Cornford, 254; see, however, Guthrie III, 214; 216-218). For that 
matter, Plato's words are ironical enough to be intended for that 
'bastard' (251 В 7 ; С 3-6) : 

251 В 6 - С 6: Thereby, I think, we have provided a magnificent enter- 
tainment for the young and for a number of old men who have turned to 
study late in life (< opsimathesi ). No wonder, for anyone can at once 51 take 
a hand in the game and object < against this practico that many things 
cannot be one, nor one thing many. Indeed they delight in forbidding us 
to give a man the name 'good' <and saying > that we must only give the 
name 'good' to a good and the name 'man' to a man. I suppose, Theaetetus, 
you often meet with such fanatics, sometimes elderly men whose poor 
little minds are thrilled with such discoveries, and who even think they 
have uncovered here a treasure of perfect wisdom. 

25 j A - 259 D and statement as such does not come up for discussion until 
259 E 6. See below, our nr 6. 
61 euthus' the word apparently points to the objection that can be made at 
once by anyone who just started his first study of the matter, and is here 
synonymous, in fact, with 'without serious reflection*. To Plato's mind the 
late-learners are so many Johnnies-come-lately. 
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The theory meant here is rather poor indeed: a thing bearing many 
names must itself be many instead of one, so that, for example, you 
may call a man only man , a stone only stone etc. and cannot call them 
substance , beautiful and the like, since, in doing so, you would make it 
two or more things, in fact an aggregate of a man plus a beautiful 

(thing) etc., and destroy its metaphysical unity. The theory is at- 
tributed to Antisthenes who is commonly charged with denying the 

possibility of any non-identifying predication. Well, this view of 

predication is certainly implied in the general thesis concerning the 
use of names. For arguing that a physical object (man, stone, and 
so on) can only be given its essential name ('man', 'stone', etc.) 
decidedly implies the impossibility of any non-tautological predication. 

Indeed, in Aristotle, in Metaph . A 29, Antisthenes is also repre- 
sented, it seems, as admitting only tautological predication . However 
on closer inspection it is not non-tautological predication as such, but 

giving non-tautological names (whether or not used as sentential 

attributes) that is under discussion. For that matter, in this chapter 
Aristotle deals with 'false account', that is, the many-worded de- 

scriptive name that may or may not be assigned to a thing, e.g. as its 

definiens . Of course such compound names may occur, and most often 
do so, as the predicative part of a complete statement (e.g. a definition), 
but the predicative function of the name (or definiens ) is of no im- 

portance as such : 52 

Metaph. A 29, 1024 b 26-39 : A false account (logos) is the account of 'things 
that are not' (tôn mê ontôn) inasmuch as it is false. Therefore every account 
is false when applied to something other than it applies to, e.g. the account 
of a circle is false when applied to a triangle. In a sense there is one account 

52 I have to correct myself on this score (see Part 3 [1980], 14 where only 
tautological predication is spoken of. Ibid., p. 61 I spoke - more cautiously 
- of predicate names.) - It should be noticed that Ross (ad loc.) misleadingly 
renders ' account , or statement' (italics mine) for logos (taking 'account* and 
'statement' as synonyms) and has definition where he apparently means defi- 
niens (e.g. the account (logos) 'a figure bounded by a line all the points on which 
are equidistant from a point called the centre' is called by Ross the definition 
of triangle, instead of the definiens of that definition). Of course, common usage 
takes the terms 'definition' and 'definiens' indiscriminately. But it could make 
us fail to see that 'account' (logos) here stands for 'composite expression', 
'compound name', irrespective of its use as the predicative part of a statement 
(e.g. as the definiens of a definition). See also Gerold Prauss, Piaton und der 
logische Eleatismus, Berlin 1966, who has convincingly shown (43-60) that 
logos should be taken as an aggregate consisting of single words (onomata) as 
its smallest parts and of rhêmata as combinations of onomata and that it is a 
characterization of things operating in the manner of a (complex) name, rather 
than a statement. 
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of each thing, i.e. the account of its essence; but in a sense there are many, 
since the thing by itself (auto) and the thing itself taken together with a 
property of his ( auto peponthos) are the same in a sense. E.g. 'Socrates' and 
'musical-Socrates' [or: 'Socrates-musician']. A false account strictly 
speaking is an account of no thing. 

Hence Antisthenes was too simple-minded in claiming that nothing 
could be brought up (legesthai) except by the account proper to it : one 
account to one thing. From this the conclusion used to be drawn that 
there could be no contradiction, and almost that there could be no error. 
But in regard of each thing it is possible to bring it up not only by its 
own essential account (tôi autou logâi) but also by that of something else. 

Some comment, (i) The notion 'false' is here apparently synonymous 
with 'not-applying', as 'true' (alêthês) stands for 'applying' (see the 
opening lines of this passage). (2) Account (logos) obviously stands 
for definiens , not definition and, accordingly, means 'incomplete 
(many-worded) expression', not 'statement' (assertion), (or: more 
specifically definitory statement). (3) 'Socrates' and 'musical Socrates' 
are materially the same, though formally distinct.53 (4) That a false 
account strictly speaking is an account of no thing seems to mean that 
when a false account (e.g. 'barbarian' said of the Greek Callias) 
is applied to a certain thing, it turns out in fact to have no denotative 
force ('to refer to nothing'), since e.g. 'barbarian Callias' is not an 
existing thing. (5) Antisthenes is charged with claiming that nothing 
could be ' 

brought up' = 
' indicated ' ( legesthai ) except by its own 

essential name or formula. Ross translates described which is quite 
acceptable, unless one takes it (as Ross probably does) to stand only 
for asserting in a definitory statement. In fact the word legein here, 
as often, loosely stands for 'to bring up' (for discussion), 'to mention', 
'to call', and the like, which all include, but are not equivalent to, 
'to assert'. Accordingly Ross' translation of the phrase (hen eph' henos , 
at 1024 b 33) by: 'one predicate to one subject* is too specific. Rather 
Aristotle means to say: one account to one thing. For that matter, 
such a false account may also occur in calling Callias 'that barbarian 
fellow' (as in "that barbarian fellow insulted me") without explicitly 
asserting: 'Callias is a barbarian fellow'. 

In Metaph . H 3, 1043 b 28-32 Aristotle is restating in his own 
language the Antisthenean theory (see Ross ad loc.). We are told there 
that, in the view of those 'uneducated people' (apaideutoi) , the essence 
(to ti estin ; lit. 'the what some thing is') cannot be stated, since the 
definiens (horon) is a 'long rigmarole' {logon makron ). So the definiens 
is a complex name (compound descriptive expression) which fails to 
53 Cf. Parts 3 (1980), 26-33, and above (4), p. 43ff; below, p. hi. 
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grasp the true nature of the thing one wants to define. In fact the 
Antistheneans denied the possibility of any definition because of the 
inevitable deficiency of any definiens (definitory account). Again, 
logos {account) stands for 'many-worded expression', rather than 
statement [assertion) and accordingly is taken as a compound name . 
So Antisthenes' doctrine about definition is in line with his view of 
name-giving in general : any entity can only be brought up ('indicated') 
by its own name (man by 'man', stone by 'stone', the^good by 'good' 
etc.). Accordingly, if one tries to define it the attempt is bound to be 
abortive, since the definiens (predicative part of the intended de- 
finition) is nothing but an irrelevant combination of such names that 
are different from the only one applicable to the thing under dis- 
cussion, viz. the essential name. 

In the Theaetetus we are told of Socrates 'dreaming' (201 D - 202 D) 
a theory about the possibility of knowledge. It is substantially built 
upon a certain semantic theory which is commonly ascribed to, or 
at least, connected with, Antisthenes.54 It is worth while having a 
close look at what the dream theory tells us about naming 'concrete 
individual natural objects' (as Cornford rightly has it, 144; cf. 201 E 2 : 
'we and all other things'). 

Theaetetus , 201 E 1 - 202 В 5: What might be called the basic elements 
(próta stoicheia) of which we and all other things are composed are such 
that no account can be given of them (logon ouk echoi, lit. they have no 
account; see below p. 89). Each of those basic things just by itself can only 
be named just by itself, for one cannot give it another appellation (proseipein 
alio), neither that it is being nor that it is not-being , because in that case 
one would be attaching 'being1 or 'not-being' to it, whereas one ought to 

54 It seems that in the Theaetetus Plato does not think more specifically of 
Antisthenes, which might appear from the absence of the scornful tone found 
in Sophist, 251 В as well as in Arist., Metaph. 1024 b 32 ; 1043 b 24. On the other 
hand, the correspondence between the Antisthenean thesis and the fundamental 
conception of the dream theory of the Theaetetus is quite striking, as has been 
rightly remarked by John McDowell (Plato, Theaetetus , translated with notes, 
Oxford 1973, ad loc.). McDowell seems to have been successful in pointing 
(op. cit., 234-237) out the occurrence of the dream theory's fundamental con- 
ception elsewhere in Plato's works (Euthydemus, 283 E 7ff.; Cratylus, 429 D ff.), 
so that there is no real need to think of its insertion into the Theaetetus as a 
foreign importation. I can accept his suggestion (237) that the semantic con- 
ceptions common to the dream theory and what is found in Aristotle's account 
of Antisthenes' doctrine were quite widely held at the time. I would think that 
Antisthenes, when he became interested 'late in life' in matters involved in the 
dream theory, went on to debase the doctrine and exploit it against Plato's 
metaphysical and epistemological theory. - At any rate, the dream contains 
fundamental notions which are also found in what we are told Antisthenes 
taught. 
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add nothing (prospherein) if one is going to bring it up just by itself, alone. 
Forthat matter (epei) one should not even add (prosoisteon) such appella- 
tions as 'itself' or 'that', or 'each', or 'alone', or even 'the', or any other of 
quite a lot of such terms. For running loose about the place as they are 
they get added to everything, being different from the things to which they 
are applied, whereas if it were possible for a basic element to be brought up 
in any account and to have it proper to itself, that account would have to 
be expressed without all names other <than the thing's proper name>. 
And so < those people asserted that> it is impossible for any of the basic 
things to be brought up in an account, because in their view it can simply 
and solely be named, since a name [i.e. its own appropriate name] is all 
it has. 

But as for the things composed of such basic things : just as those things 
themselves are woven together, so their names woven together come to be 
an account (logos), for in their view an account substantially is a tissue 
of names. 

Some comments. The term 'basic elements' (' stoicheia') was com- 
monly used for 'letters of the alphabet'. Its literal sense is probably 
something like 'members of a series'. Plato seems to have been the 
first to use the word in the sense of 'ultimate constituents' (see Corn- 
ford and McDowell, ad loc.). Well, they cannot be expressed in an 
account, that is, in a many- worded expression ('formula'), but only 
named, that is, indicated by the name strictly proper to them. It 
should be noticed that at 201 E 2 the phrase 

' auto kath ' hauto ' is to be 
taken as both determining the subject Çeach of them by itself) and 
the verb ('can only be named by itself , i.e. according to its proper 
being). For this latter connotation, see above, p. 20 and below p. 119 ff. 
and also Part 3 [1980], 30-33. 

The basic thing, then, can only be brought up by the name proper 
to it, since any other appellation 55 would not apply. Even 56 the 
appellation 'being' ('that it is', 201 E 4) cannot be assigned to it, 

55 proseipein (201 E 3) certainly means 'denominate' (cp. prosêgoria used by 
Aristotle, Categ. 1, 1 a 13 for 'appellation'), rather than 'to say in addition', as 
it is commonly taken here. (It should be remembered that proseipein is aorist 
infinitive of prosagoreuein ('to denominate', 'to appellate' etc.), while proslegein 
('to say in addition') has the aorist infinitive proslexai. Notice, further, that in 
the Theaetetus Plato has prospherein for 'to add', 'to say in addition'; 202 A 2 
and 4). Accordingly, the ouden alio should be taken as an accusative determining 
the verb: 'to give another appellation', ('internal object'), not: 'to name some 
other thing'. For the rest, the eipein in proseipein seems to be loosely taken up 
in the explication: '<you cannot even say> 'that it is' = 'you cannot even 
give the appellation 'being". и I would prefer to omit (with the Vienna codex Y) outW hôs ouk estin and 
change the first outh' into ouď. (The aspiration of the following hôs may have 
caused the reading outh'). To my mind ouď hôs estin would give a better sense 
('not even that it is'), as the preceding ouden alio seems to ask for a climax. 
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since this is a common appellation, which does not grasp the thing by 
itself. Cornford seems to be wrong in taking the appellation 'being' 
to stand just for 'existence'; rather it has the vague, more compre- 
hensive sense of 'being' (see also above, p. 18). 

Further, expressions 57 such as 'itself', 'that', or 'each' etc. ought 
not to be added to the only name applying to the basic thing in such 
a way as to make expressions as 'man itself ('stone itself'), 'that man', 
'each man', since they all are not proper to things. Even expressions 
containing the article 'the' are ruled out 58 on this ground. In fact, 
the addition of 'that', 'each' or 'the' etc. would render the only ap- 
propriate name a common name. 

The lines 202 A 6-8 contain an argument ex absurdo : if the (many- 
worded) account were one proper to a basic thing, it could never be 

many-worded but could contain only the one appropriate name, that 
is, be a one-worded account, which is a contradiction in terms. 

In the final lines of our passage {202 В 3-5) the 'things composed 
of the basic things' ( synkeimena ek toutôn) are opposed to the basic 

things. The texture of the composition of the many-worded expressions 
('names') proves to run parallel to the texture of the things they are 
intended to indicate and the dream theory calls, in fact, the many- 
worded formula (or: account) a 'texture of (appropriate) names'. 

The crucial point in the dream theory seems to be that it is built 

upon what might be called a 'double-edged atomism'. Both the natural 

(perceivable) things and the accounts (logot) running parallel to them 

are, in point of fact, mere juxtapositions of 'basic elements' (or 'ap- 
propriate names' respectively). And that is, in Socrates' view, the 

very reason why their epistemological application should fall short. 
Cornford is quite right in pointing out (146) that the only 'things' 
the theory recognises as the objects of any sort of cognition are con- 
crete individual things, the perceivable parts of which are mere 

aggregates (italics mine). The earlier suggestion (made at 201 C-D ) 

" There cannot be any doubt that at 202 A 2-4 'expressions' are meant, not 
'things', since words are added to the only name acceptable, not things. 
McDowell (238) must be completely mistaken on this score. 
58 Bnttman's conjecture to to for touto (at 202 A 4 as at 205 С 8) is quite plausible 
since (1) a definite article is wanted (hence Heindorf's (less plausible) emenda- 
tion to touto), (2) touto has little sense after ekeino (at A 3), (3) as the last item 
in the series the climax 'even not <such an unimportant thing as> the article' 
makes good sense, (4) to to may be paralleled with Cornford's quite plausible 
conjecture at Soph., 239 A 3; see Cornford, 143 and 207. 
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that knowledge = 'true belief with the addition of an account' {ten 
meta logou alethê doxan) is bound to be useless, since, if logos means - 
as it does in this semantic atomism - an account (explanation) con- 
sisting in the mere enumeration of the juxtaposed constituents of a 
complex thing (being itself a mere juxtaposition of simple elements), 
one cannot help ultimately reaching simple parts that are unknowable 
and only perceivable themselves, which would imply that, in the end, 
no knowledge is yielded, in spite of that addition of an. 'explanatory 
account'. 

So the key-concept is 'having an account'. The phrase echein logon 
means (cp. Liddell-Scott, s.v.) 'to have an account' = 'to be ex- 
plainable'. When used of persons it stands for something like 'to have 
a conduct that can be explained ('accounted for', 'justified') ; so e.g. 
Plato , Apology , 31 В 7. The well-known phrase logon didonai ('to 
account for') may be recalled here. When it is said of things or states 
of affairs it means 'to be arguable, explainable, reasonable' ; so Phaedo , 
62 D 5. It has, then, the connotation of 'being capable of reasonable 
account' (as opposed to 'being unclear or intricate'). We have already 
found it said of onoma (at Soph., 244 D 1 ; see above, p. 27) in the sense 
of (a name) 'lacking reference', 'being empty' = 'which cannot be 
explained by lack of content' ('intension'). In our passage (at 201 E 2) 
the phrase logon ouk echoi said of the basic elements means that they 
are not capable of being explained in an account (since they can only 
be named by their only appropriate name, which is strictly proper to 
each of them). 

The complex natural things (such as ourselves and everything else 
of the kind; 201 E 2) having only such an 'atomistic account', or: an 
account that, so to speak, sticks together like grains of sand, are 
bound to remain unknowable, as such an account is of no help. There- 
fore Socrates must reject the theory ( 202 С - 206 С) and tries to make 
clear that its failure is entirely due to the 'atomism' implied in it. He 
suggests (203 E ff.) that the compound thing (syllable) is not a mere 
aggregate of separate things (letters) but rather a unity over and 
above the constituents and, accordingly, an entity arising out of the 
constituents as something distinct from them (204 A). 

So the compound thing cannot be a mere juxtaposition either and 
its constituents are not 'parts' in the sense of the dream theory 
(205 A-E). Rather the compound must be an intelligible whole, 
knowable, indeed, up to its constituents, inclusively (205 E). But that 
implies another view of the nature of the 'whole'. Thus a man is no 
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longer, as he is in the dream theory (see Cornford, 151) 'a trunk plus a 
head plus limbs', but rather the substance or essence Man , being some 
unity over and above the discernable 'material' parts, as Plato (later on, 
in the Sophist) and Aristotle (in his Metaphysics) come to view him. 
On their interpretation the logos will really be an explanation, an in- 
telligible account (definiens) consisting of genus and specific difference. 

As to the Theaetetus, this dialogue is already most explicit (206 E - 
208 В) in rejecting, quite irrespectively of the dream theory, the view 
that an account [logos) is a mere enumeration of elementary parts 
juxtaposed. Even if, unlike the dream theory, we hold that those 
parts are as knowable as the compound thing they make up, still the 
mere enumeration of them will yield no knowledge at all. Any se- 
mantic atomism should be dismissed together with any ontological 
atomism (or: materialism). 

As is well known, the Theaetetus concludes with an aporia: all 

attempts to define knowledge have failed so far (210 B-D ). However, 
the discussions there are far from abortive. It is true, a third possible 
meaning of logos : 'being able to name some characteristic mark by 
which the thing under discussion differs from any thing else' (208 С 

7-5), is also disposed of (208 С - 210 В ), in spite of the fact that, in 

giving a characteristic mark, it much resembles the well-known later 

procedure of defining things by genus plus specific difference. It 
should be noticed, however, that Socrates is still speaking (as the 
adherents of the dream theory started to do at 201 E) about concrete 
natural objects (a wagon, the person Theaetetus, the sun). Though 
they are no longer taken as atomistic wholes, the semantic atomism 
cannot be overcome until one ceases to consider particular things as 
such (as is most clearly done at 208 D , where 'something common to 
other things' (D 8) is explicitly ruled out) and goes on to relate our 
semantic behaviour to the world of Forms. It is that conclusion 

('classic' indeed) that is reached, again. The correct procedure starting 
from the intelligible World of Forms will be explained in the Sophist 

It can be easily understood, now, why Plato (in Sophist , 251 A-C; 
see above, p. 88) so impatiently dismisses the trivial question of how 
one particular thing can have many names as not deserving further 
discussion. The peroration of the Theaetetus had already settled such 

questions, as had been done before in Parmenides (12g A if.) from a 
different point of view. The EV now intends to approach the matter on 
the level of the intelligible Forms. 
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A second remark. It should be noticed that in Soph., 252 E - 253 D 
the EV puts his view forward by taking up the analogy with the letters 
of the alphabet. There 'Vowel Forms' are distinguished from 'Dis- 
junctive Forms', the former being of a higher rank than their counter- 
parts such as to make the 'whole' not just a juxtaposition. And so 
the fundamental mistake of the dream theory is definitely disposed of. 
For that matter, the true meaning of 'tissue' (symplokê) will be 
explained later (see our Part 6). 

A final remark. It may be suggested with good reason that the 
theory which we know from the description in Socrates' dream 
( Theaet ., 201 E - 202 С) has been adapted by Antisthenes for the sake 
of his own materialist (atomistic) view,59 and that, as a reaction to 
this, Plato wants to give, in fact, his own emended version of the 
original theory, putting it into the mouth of the EV in Sophist , 251 
С ff. If that is the case, it is more easily understood why Plato placed 
the attack upon the fanatics and late-learners at the start of the 
discussion in the Sophist. He urgently wants to dispose, first, of the 
rude version of the original theory put forward by the bastard Anti- 
sthenes, the more so because the latter not only presented a rather 
'simple-minded' theory, but even was bold enough to use it as an 
ironical weapon against the sacrosanct World of Forms. 

5.6.2.2 Giving several names and the Communion of Kinds 

The EV now turns away from the trivial question and simple- 
minded people like the Antistheneans and addresses himself to 'all 
those who have at any time discussed being (ousias) in giving any 
view whatsoever' (251 С 8-9). He asks: 

Soph., 251 D 4 - E i : Are we to refrain from attaching Being to Change and 
Rest, or anything else to anything else, and to treat them in our discourse 
as unmixed (ameikta) and even incapable of partaking (adynata meta- 

5Í That Antisthenes' view suffers from what I have labelled 'double-edged 
atomism' is obvious. His assertion that an individual thing bearing more than 
one name (i.e. its only appropriate name) must itself be many (see above, p. 84) 
implies, apart from a semantic atomism, an ontological doctrine of a truly 
atomistic flavour, which makes all things mere juxtapositions of material 
parts, to the extent that in giving a man, say, three names (e.g. 'trunk-head- 
limbs') you would make him an aggregate of the parts referred to by those 
names, (viz. a 'trunk plus head plus limbs creature'), which amounts to 'onto- 
logical atomism', since you are supposed to construe a compound expression 
('a trunk-head-limbs') which is nothing but a mere enumeration of separate names ('semantic atomism'). 
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lambanein) of one another ? Or are we to lump them all together as capable 
of associating ( dynata epikoinônein) with one another? Or shall we say 
that some can, some not ? 

The discussion here is about Forms (not: particular things as such) as 
'mixed up' or 'not-mixed up'. This is easily understood when we 
consider the contrast between this discussion and that of the previous 
section (our 5.6.2.1) and is clear also from the summary at 253 В g-io ; 
"now that we have agreed that the Kinds stand towards one another 
in the same way as regards mixing up". We shall see presently (below, 
our nr. 5.6.4), however, that the opposition between Forms and 
particulars should not be pressed, since it is the Forms as partaken of 
by particulars (i.e. immanent Forms) that are dealt with. 

A The three possible alternatives suggested by the EV are now 
considered. The first ('no Form mixes up with any other') is discussed 
at 251 E 8 - 252 D 1. A number of odd implications seem to follow 
from this assumption: 
(1) Change and Rest alike will not partake of (metechein) Being 
(1 ousias ) ; then all metaphysical theories discussed previously (242 В - 

24g D) will be sheer nonsense, since in fact all the adherents to those 
theories attach Being (proshafitein to einai) to Change and Rest,60 
the one group saying that things really ( ontôs ) change, the other that 
they are really at Rest (252 A 8- jo). - Bluck is right in pointing (108) 
to the rather loose sense of 'to attach"; what is attached is indicated 
here once by the verb 'to be' (to einai), once by the adverb 'really' 
(ontôs, literally 'in the way of being'; 'being-like'). Plato intends to 
point to people who mix up 'Being' with either Change or Rest which 
is implied in assertions such as 'all things are changing' (and 'all things 
are at rest' respectively). For doing so the predicative expressions 
fis-in-Change' ; 'is-at-Resť) mirror a mixing up of Change (Rest) plus 
Being. The same holds good for predicative expressions such as 

'changes being-like'. 
It should be remembered again (with all due apology for the pedan- 

tic repetition) that it is not predication as such that is discussed here, 
but naming, viz. the unavoidable insertion of the name 'Being' in 
certain predicative expressions predicated of things. As is easily seen, 
60 Bluck is quite right in asserting (108) that the crucial point here is that all 
those people attach Being to Change and Rest, not that they attach it (as they 
also do, of course) to things. He seems to be quite negligent, however, in saying 
(108, n. 2) that the theories all presuppose the existence of one or the other of 
these two concepts (italics mine). 
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Being is not predicated of Change and Rest in those theories (since the 
subjects of the statements are, all of them, things) but is part of the 
description found in these predicative expressions. Cornford is cer- 
tainly right in pointing out (259) that the 'Being' meant here is not 
the copula which connects subject and predicate in a statement, but 
stands for the Form 'Being' (he wrongly has: 'Existence'). He is also 
quite right in asserting that the view represented by Ritter and 
Burnet that this section is about judgment (and predication, I would 
add) is entirely unfounded. 
(2) Some special attention is given to the semantic aspect of the first 
alternative when the EV puts forward ( 252 В 8 - С ç) those who do 
not allow one man to be called by any name other than his essential 
name (cp. 251 A-B ' see above, p. 83) as champions of the first alter- 
native in rejecting both Communion (koinônia) and non-tautological 
denomination. Those people, in fact the Antistheneans of Soph., 
251 A-B and Theaet., 201 E - 202 D (see our nr. 5.2.6.1), are actually 
presented as not allowing anyone, on account of a thing's communion 
with a quality other than itself, to denominate (prosagoreuein) it with 
any other than its own appropriate name (252 В 8-ю). The argument, 
then, runs as follows: those who reject any denomination of a thing 
on account of a (supposed) koinônia cannot help in point of fact 
themselves using additional names, such as 'being', 'by itself' etc. 
(252 C). Therefore the semantic behaviour of those die-hards is a 
living proof of the impossibility of the first alternative,61 no less than 
of that of their semantic theory. 

В The second alternative (252 D 2-11: 'all Forms are capable of. 
mixing up with another') is so simple that Theaetetus himself can 
refute it under his own steam: Change itself would come to a complete 
standstill and Rest itself would change, if each were to supervene upon 

el Cornford is mistaken in thinking (257) that the first alternative is analogous 
to Antisthenes' view that a thing must not be called by any name distinct from 
its own; " apply that to Forms, he adds, and the result is that a Form can only 
be named; nothing can be said about it". This may be all true, but it is not the 
EV's point here, where the Antistheneans appear only in the EV's last argument 
against the first alternative. - Bluck (109) gives a wrong translation of 252 В 8- 
io but seems to have the correct interpretation of the next lines (252 С 2-д) 
as implying that their talking (semantic practice) involves communion with 
'Being', 'Otherness' etc. However, what he adds: "Неге again it seems clear 
that communion implies the possession of an attribute" escapes my under- 
standing. 
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the other; and that is absolutely impossible ( D 6-jj). So only the 
third alternative is left, then ( D 12 - E 8). 

However, there is some discussion about the nature of the impossi- 
bility of the second alternative. Moravcsik (45) abandons the idea that 
this passage is simply concerned with 'predication'. To his mind the 
EV intends to say (at 252 D 9-10): 'if there were a thoroughgoing 
universal mixing up, then Change and Rest could not be (regarded as) 
separate contradictory Forms'. I think he is quite right in doing so. 
Bluck sticks (jjj) to the notion that predication is specifically in- 
volved here. But this is merely due to his parti pris (see above, p. 16, 
26, 41, n.44; 81). In fact, the EV is speaking here of the Forms taken 
in their mental states, that is, as concepts in our mind [see our Part 1 

(I977), 1 07-110], or names, whether used as sentential predicates or in 
their primary denotative function only. The 'Communion of Kinds', 
in fact, concerns the two other status of the Forms, viz. the tran- 
scendent and the immanent ones [see Part 1 (1977), I02ff.], which are 
also referred to by our names. The discussion still is about naming 
things (including predicative names), not about predication as such. 

С The third (and only remaining) alternative ('some Forms will mix 

together, others will not') turns out to be a fruitful one. In fact, it is 
at the root of all further considerations in the dialogue and will be 
established as the first basic conclusion in the summary of 258 A-B. 

The EV compares the Forms, some of which will mix together, 
others which will not do so with the letters of the alphabet. Of these, 
too, some do not fit together while others do (252 E 9 - 253 A 2). 
This analogy will play an important rôle: Plato distinguishes special 
letters (vowels) which are conspicuously good at combining and 

compares them with some special Forms which pervade the whole 
world of Forms. Well, just as special arts are needed (viz. grammar 
and music) for finding out which letters can have communion (koi- 
nônein) with which others, or which sounds with which others, so 
some science is needed 'as a guide on the voyage of discourse' : 

2 53 В 9 - С 5 : Well, now that we have agreed that the Kinds [geni = all 
eidê except for the lowest ones, or: infimae species; see below, p. 107 f.] 
stand towards one another in the same way as regards mixing up (meixis), 
there surely is some science (epistêmê) needed as a guide on the voyage of 
discourse, if one is going on to point out correctly which Kinds harmonize 
with which and which are mutually incompatible, and especially of course 
(kai dê kai) whether there are some Kinds 62 that running through all hold 

62 For this suppletion, see below, 96-99. 
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them together to render their blending possible, and again, where there 
are divisions (diaireseis) , whether there are certain < Kinds > running 
through wholes (di' holôn) that [i.e. Kinds] are responsible for the division. - 
No doubt, some science is needed, perhaps the very greatest of all. 

Now the reader is prepared for an important digression on Dialectic 
before the EV goes on to the next stage of the argument, where the 
five most important Forms, in fact the ones pivotal in matters of 
Communion and Division, are dealt with. 

5.6.3 Dialectic and the Communion of Forms 

In order to clarify the Communion of Kinds an analogy is drawn 
between the vowels which 'form a sort of bond running through the 
whole system' (253 A 4-5) and certain Forms that are 'running through 
a-ll' i253 С J)- Jus* зз without the help of vowels it is impossible for 
one of the other letters to fit in with any other (. A 5-6), similarly it is 
the special Forms that make possible Communion and are responsible 
for Division (C 2-3). It seems to be useful to have a look at the impact 
of this analogy. 

5.6.3.1 The precise impact of the vowel-analogy 

What is precisely suggested by Plato's analogy of the vowels? 
Bluck rightly warns us (118) that a great deal more has sometimes 
been made of this passage than the text warrants. Moravcsik (49) 
seems to interpret the analogy most strictly and think of 'Being' as 
somehow sandwiched between two Forms that mix up, as a vowel 
comes between the two consonants that fit together. He even com- 
pares it with the way in which mortar connects bricks. Bluck rejects 
(121) Moravcsik's interpretation as probably extraneous to the purpose 
of the analogy. I think he is right, the more so as Moravcsik's repre- 
sentation of the corresponding metaphysical texture too much re- 
sembles the atomism so eagerly disposed of by Plato in the previous 
sections. Bluck rightly points (121-122) to the 'pervasiveness' which is 
clearly suggested by the analogy. It rather excludes such juxtapositions 
as of mortar and bricks. 

What does the analogy really consist in? First: as grammar is 
needed for knowing which vowels can combine and which cannot, so 
dialectic is needed when the Communion and Division of Forms are 
concerned. Secondly: as there is a distinction between vowels that 
render combination possible and other letters that need the vowels in 
order to combine, so there are Forms that render mixing possible and 
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others that need them to mix. Bluck distinguishes (124) 'Vowel- 
Forms' and 'Disjunctive Forms'. However, no such explicit dis- 
tinction is made by Plato. He then remarks that there seems, in fact, 
to be only one obvious 'Vowel Form' responsible for Communion, 
viz. Being, and only one Form obviously responsible for Division, 
Otherness. He thinks that the use of the plural need not mean that 
there actually is more than one Form of each kind; it is a result of 
the plurality of vowels with which the one Vowel-Form is compared. 

To my mind, Plato does intend to say that there are more Vowel- 
Forms. Their function may be compared with that of the vowels in 
the formation of words. What he tries to say with the help of the 

alphabet analogy is that, just as in particular words vowels are a sort 
of bond pervading them all ( 253 A 4-5), to the extent indeed that there 
are no words that do not contain any vowel(s), - so all combinations of 
Forms owe their being to some all-pervasive Forms. Plato is, in fact, 
going to speak of particular things partaking of (all-pervasive and 

other) Forms. As a matter of fact, it is the instantiations of the Forms 

(Kinds), that is, immanent Forms, which are meant by the pantôn at 

253 С i, and, at the samé time, all things, which indeed owe their 

being to their partaking of a certain combination of Forms. The EV's 

recapitulation of our passage (given at 254 В ) clearly supports the 

present interpretation of panta (see below, p. 97i.). 
The description of the dialectician's task that follows will confirm 

this view in clarifying the proper nature of Communion and Division. 

5.6.3.2 The proper task of Dialectic 

The passage 253 В ç - С 5 obviously calls attention to the twofold 
task of Dialectic, viz. : 
(a) to 'point out correctly which Kinds harmonize with which and 
which are mutually incompatible' ( В ii - С i). - It should be noticed 
that here a relational, property is referred to, which implies that the 

property is, so to speak, ambulant, in that one and the same Form 
harmonizes with certain Forms, but does not with others. There is no 
Form that is absolutely harmonious or absolutely incompatible. Even 

Being is not absolutely harmonious with all other Forms. For, once 

given a certain particular combination (say, a particular black man), 
Being does not harmonize with certain other Forms (i.e. Brute or 

Whiteness). Accordingly, the phrases 'Kinds harmonious' and 'Kinds 

incompatible' do not designate certain distinct classes. It all depends 
on the nature of the particular combination in question 
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(b) to find out which kinds are responsible (in diverse particular 
cases) for combining and separating, respectively ( С 1-3). The clause 

opens with hai dê, which, as often, introduces an emphatic statement 
('and what is more important'); hence my rendering: 'especially, of 
course'. The EV is most naturally interested in the why and how of 

(all cases of) Communion and Division. The next phrase 'dia pantôn' 
('running through (or: pervading) them all') is important. Of course, 
the word pantôn cannot refer to the whole collection of Transcendent 
Forms, since, on this interpretation, a rather strange light would be 
thrown on what Communion and Division really are. If there really 
were some Forms that running through all Transcendent Forms hold 
them all together, what about Division for which there would be 
nothing left to do ? For that matter, Division is explained in the next 
lines as occurring when certain different ( hetera ) Forms 'running 
through wholes' {di' holôn) effect Division (C 2-3). The Forms thus 
opposed cannot be referred to the Realm of the Transcendent Forms. 
Instead Forms must be meant as instantiations, that is, inasmuch as 
they occur in particular instances. Just as vowels act in particular 
words, so all-pervasive Forms are Forms that are found in all kinds of 
particular instances. They are in fact responsible for certain Forms 
being combined into particulars. On the other hand, any communion 
has a certain division as its counterpart, since the participation of 
some Forms involves the absence of certain other Forms different 
from (c.q. incompatible with) the ones partaken of. Communion and 
Division are actually performed when, for instance, a certain Form, 
say A, mixes with Forms В and С but at the same time does not have 
communion with D and E, or when Form В goes with D and A, not 
with С . It all depends, again, on the nature of the particular combina- 
tion in question. So our interpretation is being confirmed: the dia 
pantôn must mean : running through all instantiations of Forms (and, 
thereby, all instances), and the all-pervasive kinds involved are their 
bond (cp. desmos, 253 A 5). 

What then, of the 'wholes' referred to by the phrase di' holôn at 
C2 ? In line with the above interpretation they must also be certain 
instantiations of Forms, this time taken as 'wholes', whose division 
from other wholes is brought about by their Forms being different 
{hetera) from other Forms that constitute some other wholes. When 
actually entering into one particular combination, the combining 
Forms cannot help but exclude others from this combination. The 
diverse 'wholes' accordingly, are particular combinations of immanent 
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Forms mixing together and make up all together the panta mentioned 
at С i. For example, if Form animal mixes with the Forms man and 
blackness (effecting the combination black man), there is no room 
left for the Forms brute and swanness to join the company, whereas 
the Form animal may eventually admit swan and white and so 
make room for white swan. Both the former ('black, man-rational- 

animal-living-body-composite-substance') and the latter ('white, 
swan-brute-animal-living-body-composite-substance') are wholes and 
it is the different Forms swan-brute and whiteness that are re- 

sponsible for their being different from one another, whereas they 
have the subwholes 'animal-living-body-composite-substance' in 
common. 

5.6.3.3 The description of the dialectician's practice 

This interpretation is strongly supported by what is said some Unes 
further on where that 'greatest science of all', Dialectic, is described: 

253 D i - E 2 : Dividing by Kinds (gêne) and not holding a certain Form 
(eidos) [lit. 'the same Form*] for another one or vice versa, is not that the 
proper task of Dialectic ? - Yes - So he who is able to do that clearly 
discerns one Form (mian idean) entirely extended through many things 
(dia pollón ), though each one (henos hekastou) still lies apart, and many 
Forms, distinct from one another, completely embraced (exôthen вз peri- 
echomas) by one Form, and again <he clearly discerns > one Form through- 
out many wholes in its being collected together, as well as many Forms in 
their being entirely marked off apart. Well, this amounts <to knowing> 
how to discern, Kind by Kind, how each set of things can or cannot have 
communion. 

Some comment . I shall argue presently (below, p. I07ff.), against the 
usual view, that the words genos (Kind) and eidos (Form) are not just 
synonyms. 

As is quite clear from this passage, there is no reference at all here 
to any Transcendent Forms that, as such, are 'all-pervasive', but to 
Forms pervading many [pollón, D 6) Forms (or: things partaking of 

them). Bluck thinks (127 f.) that therefore by 'many-pervasive' the 

'all-pervasive' Forms, Being, Sameness, and Otherness, cannot be 
meant here. But he fails to explain how the discernment of such 

important Forms as Being etc. could possibly have been omitted in 

63 The word exôthen ('from without) added to 'embraced' seems to strengthen 
the connotation of the prefix peri in periechomenas : 'embracing on all sides' = 
'entirely embracing'. Cf. Aeschines, On the Embassy , 5: tis tôn exôthen periestê - 
kotôn = 'any man among those who are standing on all sides around the bar' 
('almost the whole city is in the court', Aeschines adds). 
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this description of the true philosopher's task. For that matter, the 
Forms Being, Sameness etc. are included here, as may appear from a 
closer inspection of the passage under discussion. First, then, some 

preliminary remarks. 
The EV speaks of a clear distinction of 'Forms' (eidê) through a 

division 'Kind by Kind' ( kata, gene, D i; cf. kata genos , at E 2). Ob- 

viously the phrase refers to the interrelationships of the diverse 
Forms which from the point of view of logic may be arranged in a 
hierarchic order [see below, p. 107, items (4) and (5)]. Any Form 

[eidos which may itself be considered the genus of another eidos, of 

course) should be correctly inserted into the scheme by way of a clear- 
cut distinction of the genera [Kinds, gene) under which it should be 
subsumed. 

There is some discussion about the genitive case, at 253 D 2-3, tês 
dialektikês. Does it mean : 'is the proper task of Dialectic' (Cornford) 
or 'belongs to (the task of) Dialectic' (Moravcsik, 51, Bluck, 125) ? 
The latter are of the opinion that Cornford's rendering might suggest 
that Division is the whole of the business of Dialectic, while it is not, 
of course, since Collection seems at least as important. However, 
Bluck and Moravcsik start from the wrong assumption that only 
Division is under discussion here. As a matter of fact, lines 253 D 1-2 
describe the two skills of Collection and Division, as it were, in one 
breath, as is also clear from the explication given at D 4 - E 2 : 'holding 
a certain Form (the Greek usually has in such cases: 'the same Form') 
for another' is, in fact, a mistaken Collection. 

The detailed description of the dialectician's task should be seen, 
of course, as giving further details about what was said on the subject 
before, at 253 В д - С 5 (see above, p. 96-8). Against Campbell 
(followed by others M) Cornford takes 'one Form extended throughout 
many' [253 D 5-6) to mean: 'one Form extended throughout many 
Forms' and rejects Campbell's assumption that the polla ('many 
things') are particulars, on the ground that 'the whole procedure 
deals with Forms only' (Cornford, 267, n. 2). But, as has been rightly 
remarked by Bluck [i2j), the Greek word pollón must be neuter, as 
the apposition henos hekastou ('each thing lying apart') shows, whereas 
the word used here for Form is the feminine idea . So particulars must 
be meant, not Forms. Bluck is quite right in thinking here of the 
particulars subsumed under a Form (or Forms and Kinds). I shall try 

64 See H. Meinhardt, Teilhabe bei Platon , Freiburg/Munich 1968, 40, nn. 2-5. 
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to show presently (below, p. 103 ff .) that in the Sophist all Communion 
is concerned with particulars, that is, with the Forms taken in their 
immanent status. 

The phrase 'each one lies apart' (D 6) refers to the material non- 
identity of the particular instantiations of a Form, of which each one 
is materially distinct from, though formally the same as, the other in 
the group of particulars collected. 

The phrase 'many Forms embraced by one' (D 7-8) refers to those 
Forms that all are included in one other Form. For the word 'em- 
braced' Bluck rightly points (i2j) to 250 В g-io ('Rest and Change as 
embraced by Being'). The one embracing many others must be a 
higher genus embracing a plurality of lower genera and species. 

The next Unes (D 8-9) have been eagerly debated (see Bluck, 127- 
130; Crombie, 418). I think the EV intends to say here that the dia- 
lectician further knows how to discern one Form throughout many 
wholes in its being collected together, as well as 'many Forms apart in 
their being entirely separated' , where I take, at D 9, the two participles 
synêmmenên and diôrismenas predicatively, determining the respective 
modes of being of instantiations that are discerned by the dialectician. 

So the following types of relationship are distinguished: 
- 253 D 5-7: 'one Form entirely extended through many things, 
which each still lie apart'. This concerns any Form whatsoever 66 

discerned in many particulars. The dialectician is able to know the 
true nature of particulars by discerning one special Form running 
through a plurality of things that have that Form in common. For 
example, he discerns man in a plurality of men, or animal in a plura- 
lity of animals (men, lions, swans, etc.), or body in a plurality of 
bodies (men, lions, stones, etc.). 
- D 7-8: 'many distinct Forms completely embraced by one Form'. 
Here all sorts of Forms subsumed under their several genera are 
meant. For example, body with all, or some, of its species (which may 
themselves be arranged Kind by Kind, as just so many lower 

genera). 
- D 8-9 : 'one Form throughout many wholes in its being collected 
together'. Here a higher genus covering two (or more) collateral sets 
(the so-called 'wholes') of its species (which may be themselves lower 

65 There is no good reason, indeed, to assume, with Bluck (129), that such a 
Form (his Form C) should be less comprehensive than others. One might call 
a set of particular men 'men' or 'animals' or 'bodies' or 'substances' etc. 
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genera) must be meant. For example, living body including plant, 
lion, man etc. and its collateral counterpart inorganic body in- 
cluding stone, liquid and so on, both subsumed under body. 
- D 9: 'many Forms in their being entirely marked off aparť. This 
phrase refers to any set of Forms ( pollas : the 'wholes' mentioned 
before) taken quite apart from all the rest. So the dialectician is able 
to discern a plurality of instantiations that occur together in certain 
wholes, as marked off from certain other instantiations found in some 
other wholes. For example, the cluster body - living body - animal - 
lion is discerned from its collateral cluster inorganic body - stone - 

JEWEL. 
The lines at D 2 - E 2 contain the general conclusion : the dia- 

lectician's proper task is to discern the categorial distinctions and 
resemblances of all things. So it is quite understandable that Bluck 
takes (j26ff.) all this as a description of a part of a genus-species 
hierarchy within the world of Forms. I have my doubts upon that. 
At least he seems to be too explicit in illustrating it in a certain hier- 
archic order (129). What is here presented by the EV has certainly 
not so much of the later Porphyrian Tree, since the enumeration of 
the elements mentioned seems rather unsystematic.68 Thereforé it may 
be regarded as an enumeration of several types of relationships, rather 
than an arrangement (let alone, a hierarchic order) of items (Forms 
and Particulars related). 

The whole procedure described at 253 D 1 - E 2 should be taken 
primarily as the dialectician's investigation into the true nature of 
particulars. The first stage of this procedure ( D 5-7) concerns some 
particular, say Socrates, who is described in terms of something he 
clearly has in common with a group of other particulars, viz. 'being a 
man', and at the same time 'being a man' is characterized by its 
occurring in particulars other than Socrates. 

The second stage (D 7-S) is about some particular (Socrates) 
partaking of many diverse Forms (man, animal, body etc.) which 
have certain interrelationships (of one subsuming the other or 
being subsumed whichever is the case). This stage concerns another 
way of discerning the true nature of the individuals involved, in 

ee Meinhardt may be right in believing (38) that Plato's terse description here 
suggests some schematic formulation of the Kinds current in the Academy, but 
I would rather suppose that the more technical schematization of the genus- 
species hierarchy was elaborated after the Sophist (whether by Plato himself or 
in the Old Academy). 
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recognizing, this time, the relationships between the diverse instantia- 
tions occurring in the particular under discussion. 

The third stage (D 8-9) is about discerning some higher Form 
(Kind) in its different species. Here it is no longer the particular as 
such that is in the focus but its relationships to other particulars is 
considered. For example, the instantiation of body in Socrates is 
related not only to those of living body - animal - man that are also 
found in him, but also to the collateral set inorganic body - stone - 

jewel (etc., etc.) by which comparison he turns out to be not-in- 
organic, not-stone etc., etc. and so he is taken together with its natural 
companions, viz. other men, other animals and other living bodies. 

The fourth stage ( D 9) shows the highest degree of extrapolation 
(abstraction, if you want). Here all the instantiations occurring 
in a certain particular (Socrates) are taken together and marked off 
from the collateral set, whereby the formers' occurring in that parti- 
cular is out of scope. This stage seems to come rather close to the 
later Tree of Porphyry. 

The EV's concluding remark (at D 9 - E 2) is most vital to the 
correct understanding of the entire section. It offers another op- 
portunity to discuss more thoroughly the proper na'ture of 'Com- 
munion' as something that occurs on the level of particulars, not on 
that of the Transcendent Forms. Again, we may start from Cornford's 
rendering {263) : 'That means knowing how to distinguish, Kind by 
Kind, in what ways the several Kinds (italics mine) can or can not 
combine'. As is rightly argued by Bluck (Jjo), the word hekasta ( E 1) 
cannot mean 'the several Kinds', since in the Greek the phrase 'Kind 
by Kind' (i kata genos ; E 2) comes after the word hekasta which, there- 
fore, is unlikely to mean 'the several Kinds' . Besides hekasta is neuter, 
whereas in this passage the feminine idea is used for 'Form'. So the 
neuter plural hekasta most likely refers to 'each set of particulars' 
(Bluck, 131). We have already seen (p. 99) that in 253 D 6 the word 
pollón must also refer to 'many instantiations of Forms', c.q. many 
particulars partaking of them. 

It should be noticed, then, that it is the instantiations that are 

primarily considered rather than the particulars, but on no account 
the Forms in their transcendent status. So Bluck's conclusion (jjj) 
that what is said in the summary at 253 D 9 - E 2 ('well, this amounts 
etc.') is that to discern the genus-species relationships within the 
Realm of Forms (my italics) is to be able to distinguish, Kind by Kind, 
how each set of particular things (Bluck's italics) can or cannot have 
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communion is somewhat confusing. He is quite right in viewing the 
relations of Forms on the level of the particulars partaking of them, 
but his speaking of 'the Realm of the Forms' suggests that he is also 
thinking of the Realm of Transcendent Forms. For that matter he 
actually seems to see two parallel areas, that of the Transcendent 
Forms and that of the particulars. On his interpretation: ''if two 
Forms have communion with one another, the two corresponding 
sets of particulars can have it too, and if the Forms cannot have 
communion with one another, then neither can the sets of particulars" 
(jjj). He thinks that this could only be true if the Forms are regarded 
not as concepts, but as " designata of common nouns which are also 
used in reference to particulars" {ibid,). 

However, the distinction is not a clear one (see also below, p. 105-7) . 
Are the designata the Transcendent Forms or the particulars partaking 
of them? Bluck apparently thought that they are both and can 
actually be found in the two parallel Realms. To my mind, the de- 
signata are neither the Transcendent Forms nor the particulars but 
the instantiations of the Forms as occurring in the particulars. As we 
will see later on, the quintessence of the Sophistes is that Plato tries to 
get rid of the problem of participation in putting the parallel areas of 
Forms and particulars to the background and focussing their on- 
tological rendez-vous , the instantiations. It is most significant that he 
uses the neutral hekasta , which cannot refer to the feminine ideai 
(Forms), but, at the same time, the word koinônein , which is used for 
designating a particular's partaking and the Communion of Forms as 
well. Indeed, the natural place of the Communion of Forms is the 
transient world, not the Transcendent Realm. 

5.6.4 On the Communion of Forms as occurring in particulars 
As we have already remarked, Bluck holds (131) that if two Forms 

have communion with one another, the two corresponding sets of 
particulars can have it too (my italics). So he does not only assume, so 
to speak, two distinct facts, one occurring in the domain of Forms, 
the other in the transient world, but he takes also the Communion of 
Forms as preceding that occurring in the transient world. He even 
opposes an actual communion of Transcendent Forms ('if two Forms 
have communion') to a possible communion in the sensible world 
('the corresponding sets of particulars can have it, too'). 

As I have already suggested, he is entirely mistaken. To my mind, 
the Communion of Forms is that of Forms taken in their immanent 
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status. Indeed, formally speaking Communion takes place between 
the instantiations, rather than between Transcendent Forms or 
between particulars as such. But there is a material identity between 
an instantiation (immanent Form) and the particular involved and 
that is the very reason why Form and particular are referred to in 
our discourse by the same token, the common name. 

Indeed, we are not to think of the Communion of Forms as some 
sacrosanct occupation of the inhabitants of the Transcendent World, 
as a Sublime and Elite Game between Very Distinguished Lords in 
their clubhouse ('shall we, or shall we not?') after which simple 
particulars may imitate them in mixing. On the contrary, the Forms 
meet with one another in the sensible world where they mirror them- 
selves in matter (in the intricate way we are told of in the Timaeus 
and the Philebus) and are, accordingly, immanent Forms. 

This interpretation finds strong support in the text we have just 
discussed but also elsewhere. At 250 В ç-io the EV describes Rest and 

Change as embraced by Being or rather supposes that Theaetetus will 
conceive of them in such a way. What are we to understand by this 

'embracing' ? Either only our notions ('concepts') of Rest, Change and 

Being are meant or also Rest, Change and Being taken ontologically, 
that is, the designata of those nouns (names). With Bluck (131) we 
have to reject the first horn of this alternative (see above, p. 103). 
But if we take them ontologically, we are decidedly not justified in 

taking them as Transcendent Forms. For in the Transcendent World 
being, is not comprehensive of the opposite, mutually excluding 
Forms, rest and change, as this would make being a two-headed 
monster of self-contradiction. Only one possibility remains: to take 
these Forms in their immanent status, that is, as inhering in parti- 
culars partaking of them. 

What is said at 253 D 7-8 should be interpreted along the same 
lines (see above, p. 98-102). 

That at 253 D 5-y ('one Form entirely extended through many 
things') particulars are meant, as is also the case in the summary 
(at 253 E 1-2) has been argued before, following Bluck (see above, 
p. 99). Well, nobody will endeavour to suggest that, therefore (!), 
the Forms cannot be meant. But again, the inclusion of the Forms is 

only possible, if we take them in their immanent status. 
Later on (see below, p. 109; no) another argument will be given 

which takes the Communion of Forms as occurring in particular 
instantiations rather than in the Transcendent World. 
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The passage 251 D4 - E i (see above, p. giff .) should also be explained 
following this line. Bluck pays much attention (107-113) to the 
different comments it has provoked. In his view it is natural to assume 
that the various terms used, 'attaching' (prosaptein), 'partaking of' 

(metalambanein) , 'associating' (epikoinônein) all refer to predication , 
"since predication was the issue where the 'one man with many names' 
was concerned" ( 107 ). That he is decidedly wrong in assuming this has 
been argued many times (16 ; 26 ; 41,11.44 ; 81 ¿94) . For the rest, he weakens 
this assumption a little because of an implied anachronism (cp. ibiděf 
p . -Г07), but still goes on to associate 'communion' (koinônia) with 
'attribution', which term he apparently uses in the sense of sentential 
attribution (= predication). In fact, he always discusses (logical) 
attaching and (ontological) participation and communion in terms of 
assertion (statement-making) instead of taking them as occurring (or 
being implied, at least) in our naming things (see above, p. 16 ; 26 ; 81 ; 94) . 

To his mind, the passage containing the second horn of our alter- 
native ('all Forms are capable of associating with one another'; 
251 D 7-8) raises a difficulty, "Why should we not, he asks (hi), 
attribute Change to Rest and Rest to Change?", in spite of the EV's 
accepting Theaetetus' denial ( 252 D 4) ? He tries to solve this problem 
by distinguishing the 'concept' 

' 
change 

' and the 'designata' of the 
common noun ' change '. Leaving aside the fact that the common 
noun 'is a concept, we may say that he is on the right track, again 
inasmuch as he focuses his attention on the particular instances 
('designata') of the Forms (i.e. Change and Rest as well). But he goes 
so far as to distinguish between the Forms serving as universais (the 
'concepts') and as being the only true designata of common nouns - 
as paradigms. In doing so he can only think of the Transcendent Forms 
(not the immanent Forms, let a] one the particulars partaking of them), 
since they alone are what he calls the 'True Designata '. 

To his mind Theaetetus does not assert that, on the second alter- 
native, the concept 

' 
change 

' would be the concept 'rest', but treats 
'Change' and 'Rest' as denoting the several instances of change and 
rest. In this way they might still be described as 'Kinds', but it is 
then true, still following Bluck's view, that they cannot be attributed 
to one another. He supposes that his interpretation has several 
important advantages over any other. "It allows us to admit, simul- 
taneously", he (114) asserts, (1) that the EV, even when he accepts 
Theaetetus' verdict, is thinking in terms of attribution, (2) that the 
example does prove what it is meant to prove, that participation 
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between Kinds is not always possible, and (3) that it is nevertheless 
possible (as we know it must be) to attribute Rest to Change". 

Bluck's exposition is tantalizingly obscure, I am afraid. It contains 
some pioneering hints of utmost importance, such as that the par- 
ticular instances of the Forms are involved, but also quite a lot of 
terminological and doctrinal confusion. First let us have a look at the 
supposed advantages of his view: 

ad i : the EV thinks of attribution in the general sense of 'attaching 
a name', not per se in the specific sense of 'attributing a name 
in statement-making'. Well, Theaetetus did quite the same. 

ad 2 : why should the example be meant to prove that participation 
between Kinds is not always possible ? It is true, it does show 
(or rather: implies) that Communion (rather than 'participa- 
tion') between Kinds is not always possible, but what it really 
means to prove through an argument ex absurdo is simply that 
the second alternative is foolish, because it would imply such 
contradictory notions as 'Change-Rest', such inconsistent 
entities as 'what is in change and in rest similarly and simul- 
taneously' and such foolish statements as 'change is rest'. 

ad 3 : indeed, Bluck's thesis allows us to admit that it is possible to 
attribute Rest to Change. But again one has to take, unlike 
Bluck himself, 'attribution' in the larger sense of 'naming' 
(otherwise the thesis falls short).67 

As to Bluck's thesis as such, as has already been remarked before 
(p. 99ff .) is quite convincing in taking the particulars into consideration. 
However, his distinction between 'concept' and 'common noun' is 
unsound and is bound to lead to serious confusion (as it did in Bluck's 
thought too). The distinctions previously made [Part (1), 1977, 
p. I02ff.] between the different status of the Forms seems more 
fruitful. The Forms have a threefold status: 

(1) as Transcendent Form, that is, existing separately in the In- 
telligible World, quite immaterial and independent from human 
thinking 

®7 Bluck's thesis allowing us to explain to 'attribute' Rest to Change may be 
useful to clarify the third alternative, but does certainly not help us understand 
the fact that Theaetetus and the EV argue against the second one. In fact, 
when discussing their treatment of the second alternative, Bluck anticipates 
his view about the third one. 
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(2) as immanent Form, that is, existing embodied in the transient 
world 

(3) as conceived of by the human mind, or: the form in its mental 
status. 

From the viewpoint of human thinking and name-giving the same 
distinction runs as follows : Our common nouns (names) may stand for : 

(4) the Forms taken by human thinking as Transcendent 
(5) the Forms taken by human thinking as immanent 
(6) the Forms taken as mental entities. 

Well, as is easily seen, Bluck's proposal to single out the 'concept' of 
Change etc. is rather unclear because 'concept' is an equivocal term. 
It can stand for a Form's being conceived of as either Transcendent, 
or immanent, or mental. It seems to be more useful to start with the 
common nouns (names) and investigate their different meanings (or 
rather: uses). In fact, this semantic approach is the one the EV himself 
is using throughout the entire dialogue (see above, p. 8-11; 13; 15; 
20; 25; and below, p. hi). 

5.6.5 The question of 
' what is not ' reduced into a problem of name-giving 

The EV now returns from his digression on Dialectic to continue 
the argument broken off at 253 С 5. Now that they have agreed 
{252 E) that some of the Kinds will have communion with one another 
while others will not, the EV proposes to consider a selection of Forms 
from among those that are said to be most important. His proposal is 
preceded by a short recapitulation : 

254 В 8 - D 2 : Now that we are agreed (1) that some of the Kinds (genôn) 
will have communion with one another and some will not, and (2) that 
some have communion in few cases only, others in many, while others, 
again, even run through all and there is nothing to prevent their having 
communion with everything, - let us next follow up the argument as 
follows and consider not all the Forms (eidôn) for fear of getting confused 
in such a multitude, but a selection from among those that are said to be 
most important, considering, first, what each of them is like, and, then, 
how they stand in respect of the power to have communion with one an- 
other. By doing so, even if we cannot grasp 'what is' and 'what is noť with 
all due clarity, at least we shall not have failed to give a full account of 
them, so far as the character of the present inquiry permits, considering 
whether there is some means for us to assert with impunity that 'what is 
not' really is some thing that is not. 

Before giving some comment on this important passage, first a 
preliminary question may be asked about the words leide ('Forms') 
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and 'gene' ('Kinds'). It is commonly assumed that the two terms are 
synonymous (so Cornford, 261, n. 1 ; Warrington, 204, n. 1, etc.). 
Bluck has (133) : 

"It is interesting that what are called Kinds (geni) in 254 В appear to be 
the same things as axe called Forms (eidi) in 254 C. Coming as it does 
immediately after the discussion of Dialectic, this passage seems to be a 
clear indication that the reader acquainted with Platonic doctrine should 
interpret what follows in terms of Platonic Forms." 

To be sure, the 'Kinds' certainly are Platonic Forms, no doubt about 
that. However, is not it rather striking that at 253 D 1 Plato has 
genê and eidos in one formula: "not confusing two different 'Forms' 
by dividing the 'Kinds'" ? In our passage, too, Kinds are said to have 
communion ( 254 В 8) and we are invited to consider special Forms 
(Ca). 

The simplest answer is that all Kinds are Forms but not vice versa . 
Indeed, the lowest eidos (the later infima species) is not a Kind (genos). 
The higher eidê may be called by that name as well as by 'genos'. If 
they are taken as subsuming other eidê , they are called genê , while 
they are called eidê in as far as such relationship is left out of con- 
sideration. So it is easily understood that the formula runs 'dividing 
by Kinds' у rather than 'by Forms' , since their being a starting point 
for division is precisely based upon their being genê. 

This consideration may throw some light on what is meant by 
'Communion of Kinds' mentioned at 253 B-C. On my interpretation, 
only generic Forms have communion. By this I do not mean the 
communion of two collateral generic Forms, since they are always 
each other's opposites and are fit only to divide, not to combine. So, 
as far as a particular's proper nature is concerned, the communion 
should be understood as the communion of a higher genus with a 
lower one (or the lowest eidos) and the phrase 'communion of Kinds' 
should refer to the communion of genera (one genus, actually in each 

case) with another (lower) genus or its lowest eidos . It should be noted 
that when communion is taken this way, it bears no trace of the 

juxtaposition of constituents which was so eagerly rejected by Plato 
in the previous discussion (see above, p. 95f.),88 since a juxtaposition 
always occurs between equally leveled elements. Further, on this 

interpretation, it is as natural that Plato should speak of the commu- 
nion of Kinds f as that he should speak of 'dividing by Kinds'. 

ee For the higher eidos being contained in the lower one, and the differentiae 
being constitutive, rather than divisive, see also Part 3 (1980), 36. 
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Next some comment on the passage quoted. First. The EV speaks 
of an agreement on the following points : 

(1) 'Some Kinds have communion with one another and some do 
not'. This ought not to be taken as a distinction between a supposed 
group of 'communion-minded' Forms which should be opposed in an 
abstract way to the class of solipsists that never are to have com- 
munion. On the contrary, a relative property is meant (see above, 
p. 96) and the first thesis agreed means that there are Forms that have 
communion with certain others, but not with others. For example, 
assuming that there is a particular man, say Theaetetus, the Form 
body has communion with animal and man, but not with plant and 
donkey. And if you see, say, a particular jewel, there is communion 
of body with inanimate and stone, and division with immaterial, 
animal, man and donkey, and so on. (Incidentally, this is a further 
argument for assuming that, in the Sophist at least, the communion of 
Forms occurs only in the particular instances partaking of them, 
rather than in the Transcendent World. Therefore the ethelein, at 
254 В g, should be taken as meaning 'to be accustomed', 'to be in the 
habit of', rather than 'to be willing', 'to wish', 'to be inclined'). 

It is true that the first thesis may also concern the necessary 
exclusion of collateral genera and species, for instance, animal and 
inanimate, or man and lion. It should be noted, however, that 
though they do form certain constant classes, yet their non-commu- 
nion (= division), too, is found only in particular things partaking of 
one of those opposite Forms. For as we have seen already (above, 
p. 102), now (say, in the case of a particular man) animal excludes 
inanimate, then (say, in the case of a particular jewel) it is inanimate 
that excludes animal, not the other way around as in particular 
men. 

(2) 'Some Kinds have communion in a few cases {ep' oligon, D 9) 
others in many ( epi polia, D ю), while others, running through all 
(diapantôn), have combined with everything. The phrases 'ep' oligon', 
'epi polla', and 'dia pantôrí, are not entirely congruent grammatically, 
yet combined as they are here they must be put on a level and taken 
to mean 'with a few others - with many others - with all others'. It 
should be noticed in this connection that at 254 В д-ю communion 
between certain Kinds is said to take place not often, and in many 
cases, and always respectively. It is quite clear, then, that the first 
two phrases cannot possibly refer to a Communion between Transcen- 
dent Forms, since such a Communion would be either eternally present 
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or absent. So here we have another clue for locating the Communion 
of Forms in the transient world. 

Unlike the first part, the second part of the thesis prepares the 
reader to make a selection from among those Forms that have com- 
munion. From those, then, some of the most important (see 254 
С 2-3) wiü be picked out for further discussion. 

One may well ask which these 'all-pervasive' Forms are and what 
precisely all-pervasiveness consists in. As will be seen presently, they 
are, at least, Being, Sameness and Otherness. Well, these Forms are 
'all-pervasive' in the sense that all of them are included in everything. 

Of course, two things should be remembered. (1) The EV does not 
mean that being or sameness formally include otherness, but from 
the material point of view it may be said that 'what is (being)' always 
must also 'be the same' and 'be different', as its 'being the same' also 
includes its 'being different'. (2) When discussing (above p. 97i.) the 
same phrase dia pantôn it was argued that pantôn (at 253 С i) does 
not stand for 'all Transcendent Forms' but for 'all instantiations 
occurring in particulars'. On my interpretation of the Communion 
of Forms (see above p. I02ff.), we must conclude, then, that the all- 
pervasive Forms are those which are found in every particular in the 
transient world. To say it using a distinction which was previously 
made (above, p. 43i.) : though being, sameness and otherness are 
formally distinct (i.e. not mutually inclusive; see above), yet they are 
materially the same, that is, 'what is' materially coincides with 'what 
is the same' and 'what is different'. It is quite clear from the foregoing 
that 'all-pervasiveness' is strictly concerned with the transient world 
and certainly does not occur in the Transcendent World. 

On this interpretation, then, the phrase dia pantôn (at 253 С 1 and 
254 В io) should be translated as 'through all immanent Forms', or 
even as 'through all things', if only we understand by 'things' the 
particulars partaking of the Forms involved. So there is no reason 
to reject the all-pervasiveness of the Forms, being, sameness, other- 
ness and change and rest as well, provided that we take them all 
as immanent, that is, as occurring in particulars. The immanent forms 
and the particulars in which they inhere are, and are not, simulta- 
neously being, the same, other, changing and at rest. 

To continue our comment on the passage quoted (p. 107), it is 
striking that not all important Kinds are considered here, but just 
some of what are called 'the important ones' (254 С 2-4); cf. D 4-5 : 
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'What is' itself and Change and Rest are some important ones; megista , 
not ta megista ; cf. Cornford, 273, n. 2). 

They are considered in respect of their nature and, of course, 
their capability for communion (C 4-5). The purpose is to have a 
better notion of 'what is' and 'what is not' ( D 5-8), which has been 
the aim of all investigation from 237 В onwards (see above, p. 13). 
Now, that pious and rather vague desire is given some profile in 
sharpening the question: how are we allowed to say of 'what is not' 
that it really is some thing that is not (254 D 1-2) ? 

Phrasing the question this way apparently meets the requirement 
stated at С 7, to "give a full account of 'what is' and 'what is not'". 
Well, in fact the question is phrased in such a way that it is focussing on 
what we have labelled (p. 43ff.) the distinction between 'formal di- 
versity' and 'material identity' which runs parallel with that between 
a name's denotative and descriptive uses. It is precisely this pair of 
distinctions that will play the decisive role in the next discussion 
(254 D - 256 D). In fact what the EV intends to consider 'without 
failing to give a full account' (C 7) is whether there is some means by 
which - audaciously enough, at first glance- one may use the name 
'what is not' to stand for some thing that is not. It will appear that 
it can be done. 

A series of antinomies is given which all try to elucidate the com- 
plicated and rather equivocal interrelationships between five of the 
most important (and, in fact, all-pervasive) Kinds ('What is', 'Change', 
'Rest', 'Sameness' and 'Otherness'). Their solution will enable the 
reader of the dialogue to have a clearer insight into the true nature of 
'What is'. 

5.6.6 Four Antinomies concerning the Five Kinds raised and solved 
(254 D-255 E ) 

The relations between the Five Kinds are discussed one after the 
other. They all seem to entail diverse perplexities for anyone who 
inspects them more closely. For that matter, the perplexity itself is 
consistent in that the successive antinomies reinforce one another and 
might be taken as four rounds of one antinomous argument on the 
true nature of the Five Kinds. 

5.6.6.1 The first round : on the relations of Being, Rest and Change 
The EV considers first (254 D 4 - 5) the three Kinds, Being, Rest, 

and Change, and argues as follows: 
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2 ¡4 D 7 - 12 : Well, look, two of the three, we say, cannot mix (ameikta) 
with one another   but 'what is' can mix (meikton) with both; for 
surely they both are. So these prove to be three. 

Next, he states that two other Kinds, which are implied in the pre- 
ceding part of the argument, call for serious consideration: 

254 E 2 - 255 A 2 : Well, each one of them is other than the other two, and 
the same as itself. - But what on earth do we mean by these words we have 
just used, 'same' and 'other' ? <Do we use them> as if they [i.e. the 
designata of these words] axe a pair of Kinds distinct from those three, 
though always necessarily mixing with them, so that we must consider the 
Forms as five in all, not three ? Or are we unconsciously using that pair of 
denominations (to te taùton touto kai thateron prosagoreuontes) as referring, 
in fact, to one or another of these three Kinds ? 

What does the antonomy consist in? Most interpreters seem to be 
on the wrong track in looking for the meaning of the premisses and 

trying to justify them (so Runciman, Moravcsik, and Bluck, see 
Bluck, Ï34 - 137). But to my mind, this is all not to the point. The 

antinomy simply consists in what we may express thus. Rest and 

Change are not-mixing ( ameikta ) and therefore 'other' than one an- 
other; 'what is', on the contrary, is meikton and therefore 'other' than 
the two ameikta. So they must be three 'other' (= different) things. 
But though each being other than the other two, yet they are each the 
'same' as itself. So what on earth do we mean with such (apparently 
equivocal) words, 'same' and 'other' ? A confusion similar to the one 

concerning the three previous Kinds is bound to occur: are Same and 
Other distinct from the three previous Kinds, in spite of their neces- 

sary communion with them (such as to make the number of Kinds 
involved five in all), or are we just failing to notice that we in fact use 
the names 'same' and 'other' as standing for just one of the three, 
Being, Rest, Change ? 

So the antinomy seems to be the result of the equivocity of the five 
names used. 

Indeed, the approach is the semantical one: if we say so and so, how 
do we use those names, the EV somewhat impatiently (with stylistic 
impatience, of course) asks (ti poť au nun ; E 2). Notice that the sug- 
gested alternative, too, is introduced as a matter of semantics (ê ..... 
hos  prosagoreuontes ? 2 54 E 5 - 255 Ai). The translator, or the 

interpreter at least, has to take 'name' for both the linguistic entity 
and its designatum. However, this is quite common in Greek (as it 
sometimes is in modern parlance, too); see Part 3 [1980], 37; 44-45- 
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Therefore, any objection on this account 69 entirely misses the point. 
Next the EV sets out to clear up the situation in searching for the 

relationships between the pair of Change and Rest and that of Other 
and Same. But the attempt will lead to a consolidation of the initial 
antinomy. 

5.6.6.2 The second round : on the relations of Change, Rest, Same and 
Other 

The EV starts with undermining what he has been suggesting in his 
final remark, as far as the four Kinds other than Being are concerned. 
It should be noticed that the matter is still approached from the 
viewpoint of name-giving: 

255 A 4 - В 6: But certainly Change and Rest are neither Other nor the 
Same. - Why not ? - Well, whichever name we give in common ( hotiper an 
koinêi proseipômen) to Change and Rest, precisely 70 that [i.e. its designate] cannot be either of them, because otherwise Change will rest and Rest, in 
its turn (au), will change. For, then, it holds good for both of them that 
whichever one of the two becoming the other will force the other to trans- 
form, in its turn, into the opposite of its own nature, having come to 
partake as it does < through the actual way of giving names > of its op- 
posite. - Quite so. - Indeed, but both do partake of the same and the 
other. - Yes. - Let us not, then, say that Change, or Rest either, is the 
same or the other. 

There is much confusion among the interpreters about the impact of 
the EV's conclusion that Rest and Change will each be forced to 
transform into its opposite nature (255 A 11 - В j) as it seems to 
imply that, if Rest or Change has its opposite said (of course, they say : 
predicated) of it, it must reverse its nature (see Bluck, 13g - 143). 

" Such as is made by F. R. Berger (Rest and Motion in the Sophist ), in Phronesis 
10 (1965), 72-73; see Bluck, 140 , n. 1 ; cf. our note 72. 70 the phrase hotiper an  touto (A 7 -£) means litterally : 'that name 
precisely' (whichever it may be) that (we use), that  etc. The generalization 
(whichever) comes from the particle an going with the conjunctivus generalis 
( proseipômen ), whereas the suffix *~per' profiles hoti : 'which' precisely (cp. Part 3, 
[1980], p. 25, n. 24). My translation adds 'precisely' to touto that in fact takes up the antecedent included in hotiper. At 255 В 6-j Plato himself repeats the '-per' : ' hotiper  touto auto hoper'.-lt should be noted, finally, that hotiper is to be 
taken as an internal object of proseipein (cp. e.g. Theaet ., 152 D 2 - 4: 'nothing is one thing just by itself nor can you correctly name it through a thing-name or 
a qualitative name'). Cf. the phrase onomata onomazein (See Gabriel Nuchel- 
mans, Theories of the Proposition , Ancient and Medieval Conceptions of the 
bearers of truth and falsity, Amsterdam-London 1973, 14-15). 
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Bluck remarks (142) that one has to recognize that Rest and Change 
are being treated not as concepts, but as designata of common nouns, 
as in the previous argument. As we have seen before (p. 103; 105-7), 
such an opposition is unsound and should be replaced by a distinction 
between the 'names designating some thing' and 'some thing designated 
by that name', which are not to be too strictly opposed to one another. 
The antinomy in fact is due to neglecting such a distinction, as was 
the case in the first round, too. 

Again, the EV points to some awful consequences of our practice 
of name-giving. Special attention should be given to the tense of the 
participle metaschon (at В i). Bluck is quite right in arguing (156) 
that "the aorist here strongly suggests that the reference is not to the 
established and unquestioned relationship of contrariety between 
Change and Rest (or Same and Other) but rather to something which 
arises ex hypothesi in this particular argument". Well, the hypothesis 
concerns a certain practice of giving names, as is unmistakably clear 
from the discussion. 

Indeed, name-giving is the pivotal issue and it is that practice of ours 
that seems to force Rest and Change to reverse their own nature. This 
is obvious from the EV's words. So at 255 A 7 - 8 he asserts: "which- 
ever name we give to Change or Rest, its designate cannot be Change 
or Rest". Incidentally, Bluck's rendering (as well as those of Cornford 
and Warrington) is less fortunate in their failing to notice Plato's 
proper wording. So Bluck translates 'whatever we say that both 
Change and Rest are' (his italics) and seems to disregard the usual 
meaning of proseipein = 'to denominate', 'to name',71 which should be 
compared with prosagoreuontes (at 255 A 1). Therefore one better had 
translate: 'whichever name we use   its designate  

' etc.72. 
The EV turns over, then, to consider his previous suggestion (made 

at 254 E 5 - 253 A 2), now regarding Being and 'the Same'. 

5.6.6.3 The third round : 'What is' and 'the Same' disentangled 
He proposes, for the argument's sake, to conceive of 'What is' (or: 

Being) and 'the Same' (or: Sameness) as identical (hôs hen ti, litt, 'as 
something one'). He is himself the first to signalize the problems one 
inevitably meets with, then: 
71 Cf. above, p. 87, n. 55. 73 Moravcsik (46 i.) is aware of the semantic nature of the argument and is 
wrongly criticized for that by Bluck (140) and Berger {71), but I have to agree 
with Gordon Neal (op. cit., 140, n. 2) that M.'s treatment of the passage does not 
throw much light on it. 
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255 В 11 - С 7 '• Well, if the words 73 'Being' and 'the Same' have no dif- 
ference in meaning, then, once more (au paliti), when we say that each 
of the two are both, we shall thereby be denominating (proseroumen) them 
as being the same. But that of course is impossible. - Y es, and therefore it 
is not possible that 'the same' and 'what is' 74 is one thing. - Hardly. - 
Then, we may set down 'the Same' as a fourth Form (eidos), in addition to 
the three < mentioned above >. - Certainly. 

The pivotal sentence (at В I2 - С j) is commonly mistranslated. 
Cornford and Warrington have: "when we say that Motion and Rest 
both 'exist'" and Bluck translates (144) : "when we say that Change 
and Rest are " (his italics). Peck is right in objecting (48) that, then, the 
expression 'the same' is obviously intended to be understood, and is 
in fact understood, by Theaetetus to mean "the same as each other" , 
and he correctly thinks that this is illegitimate. Bluck agrees ( 144 ) 
that the singular tauton (at С i) may be adduced in support of Peck's 
view and that it is true that the substitution of 'are the same as each 
other' for 'are' would not be justified by the hypothesis that Being and 
Sameness are identical in meaning. Yet he rejects Peck's remark and 
rather strangely suggests ( 145 ) that the EV's wording is deliberately 
misleading (but that it is Theaetetus rather than the reader who is 
meant to be misled). He adds that for Plato the point will have been 
the general one, that we cannot substitute 'is the same' for every 
occurrence of 'is', such that the argument looks like the one we had at 
250 A - B, as he had well recognized earlier ( 144 ). To his mind, Plato 
must certainly have regarded the present argument, in one form or 
another, as valid, for the next argument seems to run in the same line. 

I think that Peck's objection is correct and Bluck's rejection of it 
not well founded, as is not his own comment on this passage either. 
However, both Peck and Bluck start from the usual wrong translation, 
which disregards amphotera twice occurring. The EV says, not "when 
we say that Change and Rest both are (or: exist)", but (notice the 
double amphotera = 'each of them, both') : "when we say that each 
of them [amphotera) is both [amphotera)" , that is,76 if both Rest and 
78 It appears from the article added to 'taûton' (so to taûton = the 'the same') 
that the words are meant. To my mind, the use of the verb sêmainein ('to signify') is not a reason sufficient to translating so explicitly 'the words' etc. Modern 
parlance, too, may retain, and in fact sometimes does, an apparent vagueness. See Part 3 (1980) p. 44-45. 74 Here taûton (without the definite article) and to on indiscriminately stand for 
the names and their designata. The vagueness should be retained; see the 
previous note. 
76 Of course Plato's argument makes use of what we consider two different 
meanings of amphotera ('either', 'both'), viz. 'each of two things' and 'two 
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Change are 'Change plus Rest'. This translation is the only possible 
one, grammatically speaking, and has the advantage that, now, the 
inference is sound. 

Next, the EV goes on to disentangle 'What is' and 'Other' (Being 
and Otherness, if you want). 

5.6.6.4 The fourth round'. ' What is' and 4he Other ' disentangled 

The ЕУ comes to a last semantic proposal in order to avoid the 
conclusion that our five Kinds really are five distinct Kinds. He 

suggests that 'the Other', at least, may be the same name as 'Being' : 
"And should we call Otherness a fifth Kind?; or must we regard it 
and Being as some two names for one Kind ?" (255 С 8 - io). Again he 
is himself the trouble-maker in pointing out that there is no means to 
evade the conclusion that Otherness, too, is a Kind distinct from the 
other four: 

255 С 12 - E 2 : But you will surely admit that among things that are (tön 
ontôn) some are named (legesihai) on their own (auta katW hauta ), others 
always in respect to other things (pros alia). - Yes indeed. - And that the 
'other' (; to de ge heteron) is only called so in respect to some 'other' thing 
(pros heteron) ; is not it?. - Yes.- But this would not be so unless Being 
and Otherness were totally different (pampoly diepheretên). For if Otherness, 
like Being, partook (meteiche) of both types <of being named >, then 
among the 'other' things some thing would be 'other' without respect to 
some 'other' thing. Actually, however, we find beyond all hesitation that 
whatever precisely is 'other', by necessary implication is what it precisely 
is in respect of some other. - It is as you say. - Well, then we must mention 
the nature of 'other' [= Otherness] as a fifth Kind among those we are 
selecting. - Yes. 

Bluck seems to share ( 146) Runciman's opinion [go), that "Plato 

surely considered it true to say of any Form that it is (copula) kath' 
hauto - 'non-relational' [to my mind, quite an unfortunate label; see 
below, p. 122 f.] - at any rate in a sense". He adds in a note ( 146 , n. 2) : 

things taken together'. For the sense 'both together', see Ion , 541 В 9-10: 'at 
once the ablest general and ablest rhapsodisť (amphotera aristos 6n  kai 
stratēģos hai rhapsôidos) ; Phaedo , 68 С i - 2: 'a lover of wealth and reputation, 
one or the other, or both together' (êtoi ta hetera toutôn è amphotera) ; Parm ., 
148 С 8 (D 2) 'on both grounds together' (kať amphotera) ; ibid., 159 A 3: 'in 
respect of both characters taken together (kata ď amphotera). - It must be 
agreed that the 'confusion' is intended, since at 250 A - В Plato opposes am- 
photera ('both together') to hekateron ('each severally'), as he at 250 С 3 has 
synamphoteron for 'both together'. Notice the difference with the .argument at 
250 A - B. There Being was shown to be something distinct from both Change 
and Rest and their combination, while here the natures of Change and Rest 
themselves are discussed in respect of Being. 
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"we axe not told in this dialogue that all Forms must be kath y hauta , 
but it would seem reasonable to suppose that a Form qua concept 
(sic! De R.) could still be so described. From earlier works it would ap- 
pear that even Forms whose instances were relational would them- 
selves be non-relational: cf. Symp ., 211 a-b". 

There seems to have been quite a lot of confusion on this account, 
as may be illustrated by taking the Symposion passage into considera- 
tion. There everlasting BEAUTIFUL is described as something 
that is "not of the flesh  ; not something that exists in something 
else, such as a living creature  or anything that is - , but subsisting 
of itself and by itself in an eternal oneness, while every beautiful 

particular thing partakes of it" (211 A 8 - В 2). Indeed, here the 

Intelligible, Transcendent Form BEAUTIFUL (BEAUTY) is 
described as a 'being by Itself 

' 
(kath' hauto), However, Bluck seems to 

have had a rather confused notion of what he calls 'non-relational' 

(his rendering of kath ' hauto), as one page below (14g) he supposes Plato 
to intend that Man was non-relational but Servant (vis-à-vis Master) 
relational. Thereby he seems to take 'non-relational' (Bluck uses 
Moravcsik's (47t) rather unfortunate rendering of kath ' hauto) in- 
discriminately for 'subsistent' and 'non-correlative'. In fact, this 
rendering of kath ' hauto is rather unclear (though Moravcsik does not 
himself confuse 'relational' with 'correlative', it seems). 

The pivotal question seems to be which is here the precise meaning 
of the phrase kath ' hauto . I shall insert now a digression on the several 
uses (meanings) of that phrase. 

5.6.6.5 On the different uses of kath ' hauto 

The following uses of the phrase 'kath' hauto (auto kath ' hauto ; 
auto eph 

' 
heautou) are found in Plato's work. 

A General use (where its meaning is not further specialized): 'by 
itself', 'in itself', 'on its own', 'being in no need of others': 

Hipp, maior , 299 С 6-8 : 'The pleasure of seeing is not caused by sight and 
hearing and that of hearing not by hearing and sight but  each of 
those pleasures is lovely just by itself . 
Phaedo , 64 С 4-5: 'Is death  the separate condition of the body by 
itself when it is released from the soul ?' 
So many other places are found in the so-called 'middle dialogues' : Phaedo , 
65 С 5; 66 E 6; 67 С 6; E 6; 79 D i; 83 A 9 - В i etc.; Rep . II, 358 В 5, 
D 2; IV, 476 В ii; VII, 516 В 5; 528 В i; 572 А 2; 604 А 3. The phrase 
occurs also in the later dialogues : 
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Theaet ., 156 E 8 - 157 A 3 : 'nothing is hard, hot, or anything, just by itself ', 
(as indeed we explained just now; 156 D - E) but it is in their intercourse 
with one another that all things arise in all their variety'. 
Ibid., 182 В 3-7: 'No doubt you will remember how we were stating this 
earlier: nothing is, just by itself, a definite thing (hen), not even the thing 
that acts or the thing that is acted upon, but as a result of their intercourse 
with one another  some things come to be of such or such a quality, 
while others come to be perceiving'. 
Statesman, 307 E 3 : 'They want to keep themselves to themselves (autoi hath ' 
hautous monoi) and to mind their own business. 
Philebus, 18 С 6-8: 'nobody of us could ever get to know one out of the 
collection (viz. of sounds) just by itself, in isolation from all the rest'. 
Timaeus , 89 D 8 - E 2 : 'a minute discussion of the subject would be, alone 
just by itself (auto hath' hauto monon) [i.e. without any additional discus- 
sion] quite a serious task'. 
Critias, 112 В 3-6: 'the fighting force has its abode alone, on its own round 
the temple of Athena and Hephaistos, girdled by a single wall, like the 
garden of one house'. 

As is seen from this survey, Plato often uses this common Greek 

phrase in a non-technical sense. 

В Specific uses: 

(1) said of the transcendent Forms: 'Existing by Itself' 'Self-subsistenť 

Phaedo, 100 В 5-6: 'I am assuming the existence of Beauty on itself and 
Good Itself and Great Itself, and so on'. 
Symp. 211 A 7 - В 2: '(the Beautiful is not) something that exists in some- 
thing else, such as a living creature, or the earth, or the heavens, or any- 
thing that is, but Subsisting of Its own and by Itself (auto hath' hauto meth' 
hautou) in an eternal oneness, while every beautiful thing partakes of iť. 
Parm, 128 E 6 - 129 A 3: 'Do you not recognize that there exists, just by 
Itself, a Form of Likeness and again another contrary Form, Unlikeness 
Itself, and that of these two Forms you and I and all the things we speak of 
as "many" come to partake?' 
ibid., 130 В i - С з : 'Have you yourself drawn this distinction you speak of 
and put apart on the one side Forms by themselves, and on the other the 
things that partake of them ? Do you believe that there is such a thing as 
Likeness Itself apart from the likeness that we possess ?', and so on ?  
And also in cases like these ; is there for instance, a Form of Rightness or of 
Beauty or of Goodness, and of all such things ? - And again, a Form of Man, 
apart from ourselves and all other men like us - a Form of Man by Itself 
{auto ti eidos anthrâpou) ; or a Form of Fire or Water ? 
Timaeus, 51 В 8 - С 6: 'Is there any self subsistent (auto eph' heautou) Fire, 
and are all those things which we always call, each of them, "Self-subsistent 
Beings" (auta hath ' hauta onta hekasta) or are only those things which we 
see or in some other way perceive through the bodily organs, endowed 
with true Being and nothing whatsoever besides them ? ; and are those 
Intelligible Forms which always are in our mouth, nothing at all, and only 
words (logos, litt, "a formula") ?' 
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(2) said of the sensible things : 'in virtue of its (their) own nature' 

The opposition of this lemma to (B i) might make one assume that 
this use concerns the subsistence of sensible things and expect such 
items as 'particular man1, 'animal', 'stone' etc . to be inserted, which all 
of them, unlike 'white', 'beautiful', 'righteous' etc., have no need of a 
substratum, being themselves the substrates to qualitative, quanti- 
tative, and other properties. However, to my knowledge Plato never 
uses the phrase kath ' hauto in order to indicate such particular sub- 
sistence in the transient world. Of course, we need not wonder at all 
about that. Ontologically speaking, the only truly subsistent entities 
are, in Plato's view, the Transcendent Forms. It is Aristotle who 
will put true subsistence in the 'first substances' ( prêtai ousiai, see 
Categ. 5; cp. Part (3) 1980, p. 3gff.) and thereby in the every-day 
world. 

In point of fact Plato uses the phrase kath 9 hauto with reference to 
sensible things in order to indicate their specific nature or their 
essential constituent : 

Theaet., 152 D 2-3: 'nothing is just one thing in virtue of its own nature 
(auto kath ' hauto) ; cp. 153 E 4 and J57 A 7-9:' The conclusion from all this 
is, as we have been saying from the outset, that nothing, just by itself, is 
one thing but is always coming to be several things (I read tina instead of 
tini , at A 9). 

Sophist, 238 С io: 'what all by itself [= in virtue of its own nature] is noť; 
see above, Part (4), p. 20. 

It should be remarked that equivalent phrases (such as 
' kata ten 

hautou physin) are also used to indicate the substantial (essential) 
constituent of sensible things (particulars). So Soph., 250 С 6 - 7 (see 
above, Part (4), p. 43): "in virtue of its own nature ( kata ten hautou 
physin) 'what is' is neither at rest nor in change". (It is quite obvious 
that in this passage particular being is meant, not the Transcendent 
Form, Being, since when said of a Transcendent Form the deter- 
mination 'in virtue of its own nature' is rather senseless, whereas it has 
good sense to distinguish between a particular and its specific nature). 

Of course, the particular's specific nature designated by the phrase ' auto kath ' hauto ' is nothing but the immanent form it essentially 
possesses. 

Every student of Plato's philosophy will be acquainted with all 
those beautiful passages where Plato associates a man's pure, 'un- 
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adulterated' thinking with the knowledge of the unadulterated nature 
of the sensible things. It is quite remarkable, then, that by the 'un- 
adulterated nature' now the Transcendent Form partaken of by a 
particular is understood, now the immanent form occurring in the 
particular: 

Phaedo, 65 E 5 - 66 A 3, where the man who will get grip with [litt, 'will 
hiť] 'what is' (ho teuxomenos tou ontos ; A 7) is described as 'the man who 
approaches each thing, as far as possible, with thinking only (autêi tèi 
dianoiai), without taking into account any of the senses  - the man 
who, using unadulterated thinking just by itself (autêi hath' hautên eilikrinei 
dianoiai), sets about to hunting what in each of the things there are (he- 
kaston tón ontón) 78 is the unadulterated self-by-itself [= its proper nature, 
just by itself]. 

It is evident that here the immanent form of particulars is meant. A 
few pages below, however, Plato is undoubtedly speaking of the 
Transcendent Form: 

ibid., 79 D i - 6: 'But when the soul investigates just by itself [that is, not 
by means of the senses, see 79 C], it passes into the realm of the Pure and 
Everlasting and Immortal and Changeless, and as being of a kindred 
nature, when it has become itself just by itself (autê hath ' hautên) and free 
from interference, consorts with It always .... and remains, in that realm 
of those Things, constant and unchanging, through its contact with such 
things'. 

About three Stephanus pages further the immanent forms are meant, 
but with an unmistakable connotation of the Transcendent Forms: 

ibid., 83 A 7 - В i: 'Philosophy encourages the soul to collect and con- 
centrate itself by itself (autên de eis hautên) and to trust nothing but just 
itself (autên hautêi) whichever of the things there are it, being itself by 
itself, comes to know as they are just by themselves*. 

The next passages taken from the Theaetetus clearly refer to the 
immanent form as the ontic constituent of sensible things (to speak 
with Boethius, the forma essendi ), 77 but, again the Transcendent Form, 
True Being is certainly connoted: 

Theaet 186 A 2-5 : 'Well, under which head do you place Being ? For that, 
above all, accompanies all things. - I should put it among the things which 
the soul tries to reach at, by itself and without an intermediate'. 
Cp. ibid., 187 A 5-6; Rep. IX, 572 A 2. 

7e In fact, hekaston goes ad sensum both with tân ontân ('each of the things there 
are') and with auto hath ' hauto eilikrines ('the unadulterated each-self, just by 
itself') . The present translator cannot help straining English language to even a 
higher amount than he usually does. 
77 Cf. L. M. de Rij к, Boèce logicien et philosophe. Ses positions sémantiques et sa 
métaphysique de l'être, in the Acta of the International Congress of Boethian 
Studies (Pavia, 5-8 October, 1980), Milano 1981, 141-56. 
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On the other hand the same dialogue instances the use of kath' hauto 
referring to just the immanent form of particular things: 

ibid., 201 E з, where the phrase is best to be taken as referring to both the 
the object (subject, in the translation) and the verb (see above, Part (4), 
p. 86 f.) : 'each of them just by itself can only be named just by itself 
[= can only given its own appropriate name]'. 

As is easily seen, when having a technical meaning the phrase kath ' 

hauto either refers to the Self-Subsistence of a Transcendent Form 
(our item В i) or the specific nature of a particular in the transient 
world (our item В 2). So В I concerns in fact the Platonic Forms taken 
in their transcendent status, as В 2 in their immanent status. 

Let us see, now, what may be opposed by Plato to those things 
referred to by the kath' hauto formula. One may expect that they will 
be all things Plato considers non-subsistent, that is, either a particular 
taken as a whole or its specific nature, since, unlike the Transcendent 
Form, both the particulars and their specific nature (immanent form) 
are 'non-subsistenť. Well, this use answering to our item {B 1) is 
found in all those passages where Plato opposes both the particular 
things and the immanent forms (which they possess by partaking the 
Transcendent Form) to the latter: 
(1) 'not-kath' hauto' said of both particular things and their immanent 
natures: 

Symp 211 A 7 - В 2, [see above, 118] where the Transcendent Form 
BEAUTIFUL is opposed to what is apparently not 'subsisting by its own 
and by itself', that is, the beautiful 'particulars'. Their class turns out to 
contain both particular things partaking of the BEAUTIFUL (see A 7 
where they are implicitly opposed to the Transcendent Form that does not 
partake) and immanent forms occurring in those particulars (see A 8 - В i 
where is stressed that the Transcendent Form is not in something else). 
Parm., 128 E 6 - 129 A 3 and 130 В 7-9 (see above p. 118), where also* both 
the particular things are meant ('you and I and all the tilings we speak of 
as "many"; 12g A 2 ) and the immanent forms as well that the particulars 
possess ("the likeness that we possess", 130 В 4'.) 

(2) It is obvious, however, that the label 'not- kath' hauto ' can also be 
used, in correspondence with our item (B 2), with reference to 'what is 
not a particular's own nature'. This use is most likely to be found 
whenever Plato speaks about our naming things according to their 
own nature (kath' hauto) as opposed to giving them a name after 
something else, as well as whenever he speaks of our way of considering 
them : 

Lysis , 220 С 2-5 : 'evil were to be removed out of our path and were never 
again to come in contact either with body or soul, or any of these things 
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which, indeed we call, according to their own natnre, neither good nor evil'. 
Rep. VII, 528 A 1 1 - В i : 'we went on to solids in revolution before studying 
them in their proper nature (auto kath' hauto labein)'. 

Let us take up now the passage again for some more discussion of 
what is under consideration in the fourth round of the antinomy 
raised by the EV. 

5.6.6.6 'What is' and ' Other ' disentangled . Continuation 

First some comment on the passage as it stands 255 С 12 - E 2 ; see 
above, p. 116. 

The discussion clearly starts from the semantic viewpoint. See 
onomata in the previous lines (C 9) and legesthai at С 13 , whereas the 
same verb is to be supplied at D 1. Besides, in the lines D 4 - 5 by 
'the both types' (amphoin toin eidoin) the two ways (kat. h' hauto and 
pros alio) must be meant in which things that are may be named .78 
For the use of * eidos* for 'type', 'sort' etc. (quite common in Greek, of 
course), see Phaedo , 97 E 5 ('any other type of cause'); Cratylus , 386 
E 8 ('a class of beings' ; besides 38g В io , 390 A 6, E 5, where it has the 
technical sense of 'Form') ; Rep . Ill, 406 С 2 and quite a number of 
other places in the Republic ('this type of medicine' etc., besides 402 
С 3 where it means 'Forms', as it does in many other passages in the 
Republic ). 

Bluck's interpretation (148 - 150) does not consider the EV's own 
semantic approach at all. He explains the labels kath' hauto and pros 
alio as two ontic ones and speaks of 'non-relational' and 'relational' 
things (c.q. instances), respectively. But Plato explicitly distinguishes 

78 Bluck (following Taylor, Campbell, Cornford, Moravcsik and Runciman) 
thinks (. 146 , n. 1) that eidê refers to the (supposed) Forms 'Relationality' and ' N on-Relationality ' 

(in Moravcsiks' terminology). He must concede that they 
nowhere occur in Plato's theory. Frede (work quoted above, p. 2, n. 1) is quite 
right in rejecting (24) all attempts to take the expressions auta kath' hauta and 
pros alia as referring to two Forms, since there is no evidence of them anywhere 
in Plato. He correctly takes them as referring to legesthai , but takes, unfor- 
tunately enough, this verb for 'to be predicated' and even neglects the distinc- 
tion between 'being* and 'being predicated' to the extent that, in fact, he takes 
the phrases referring to the modes of being of entities, instead of the modes of 
their being named. - Of course the preceding meteiche (at 255 D 4) has contrib- 
uted to the misunderstanding of eidoin. However, for the non-technical use of 
metechein (= 'to have a share'), see Ed. des Places, Lexique de la langue philo- 
sophique et religieuse de Platon (Platon, Oeuvres complètes, tome XIV, Paris 
1964), s.v. (p. 340-1). It may be stated as a corollary that this place cannot 
be taken any longer into support of Cornford 's thesis (281, n. 1) that 'partaking' 
is symmetrical in the case of Forms. 
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between those 'things that axe' which are named on their own and those 
which are always 79 named after others (255 С 12 - 13). He must have 
had in mind such beings as man, tree, stone as opposed to father, son, 
daughter, master, servant etc . The former can be given names 'on their 
own1, that is, without respect to other entities, while the latter can 
only be named after their (supposed) relation to some other thing. 
Compare Aristotle's definition of 'relatives' (Categ. 7, 6 a 36 - 37) : "all 
such things are said [either named or predicated] as relative {pros ti) 
things that are either said to be just what they are of or than other 
things, or in some other way of relation to something else". 

As is easily seen this has absolutely nothing to do with the kath ' 

hauto character of Transcendent Forms, such as is attributed to them 
in Symp., 211 A - B, (see our item (B 1), above, p. 118). The phrase 
has, on the contrary, just the general sense of 'on their own', 'being in 
no need of others' (our item (A), above, p. 117i.), and even the technical 
sense of '< being named> after its own nature' such as is found in 
Theaet.y 201 E 3 (see above, p. 121), seems to be only weakly con- 
noted.80 

Likewise the purport of the whole passage is rather simple: Being 
and Otherness must be formally different since 'What is' may be 
named either on its own or in respect to others, while 'Other' must 
always be named after some other thing; if, really, Otherness, like 
Being, could be named in the two ways, some 'others' could be named 
after themselves and the correlative nature inherent to 'other' would 
be lost, whereas correlationality belongs to the precise nature of 
'other'. 

It may be asked, now, what exactly Plato means here by 'things 
that are' {ton ontôn , С 12) and 'other things' {D 1). It should be noticed 
that he speaks of some things that are named on their own, as op- 
posed to some that are always named in respect to others. Bluck says 
( 146 ) that we must rule out both the possibility that at 255 D 3 - 7 
Plato is thinking of Forms qua concepts , and the possibility that he is 

79 Frede has given (36) an intelligent explanation of the occurrence of aei right 
before legesthai (instead of before pros alia) and refers to similar uses elsewhere 
in Plato ( Philebus , 16 С 9; Euthyd 272 В 1; cf. Charm., 164 E 6: legei pros ton 
aei eisionta - 'always speaks to those who enter'; Gorg., 464 D 2: tâi de aei 
hêdistôi thêreuetai = 'she always uses pleasure as a bait to catch'). So the com- 
mon interpretation (Schleiermacher, Taylor, Diès, Bluck) should be preferred to 
Cornford's who takes aei with auta kath' hauta as well as pros alia. 80 So Frede seems to be wrong in taking (i6-2ç) the kath * hauto phrase as having 
an on tic reference. 
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thinking of things that partake of Otherness and of Being. He 
suggests (148 - 150) that the EV is talking here about the Forms, 
Otherness and Being, but treating them as he treated Change 
and Rest at 252 D and at 254 D - 255 Bt as (what Bluck calls) 
'paradeigmatic standards'. Again, he is tantalizingly obscure in 
what exactly are 'paradeigmatic standards'. On the one hand he 
apparently means by this term what I have labeled /immanent 
form', when he refers to Phaedo , 102 D - 103 В, where instantiations 
of beauty or tallness are said to be in us. On the other hand he 
speaks {ibid) of "Otherness itself qua paradeigmatic standard". Bluck 
was presumably rather confused about the paradeigmatic character 
of Transcendent Forms and their paradeigmatic function (of being 
partaken of) in the particulars.81 

Leaving aside Bluck's terminology (which is rather obscure, I am 
afraid) it may be said that the solution he suggested seems to be the 
correct one. Neither the particulars partaking of the Forms under 
discussion are meant nor the Forms in their mental status (Bluck's 

81 W. K. Guthrie (History of Greek Philos. V, 146) is well aware of the difference 
between the 'paradigm' conception of the Forms and the notions of 'sharing' and 
'presence in'. However, in emphasizing the former at the expense of the latter 
(as he agrees he does) he is neglecting the very purport of our dialogue, viz. to 
find 'a middle way between Parmenides' philosophy and the doctrine of total 
flux, because the former was not a philosophy that could be lived with' (Guthrie, 
op. cit., 123). He who searches for such a way must emphasize the 'presence in' 
notion rather than the paradigm conception. It must strike his readers that a 
few pages further Guthrie remarks (161) that the Transcendent status of the 
Forms (called by him their 'exalted status', J59) does not contribute anything 
to solve the logical problems of the Sophist and only causes trouble. In point of 
fact, Guthrie fails to see that the paradeigmatic function of the Forms is exer- 
cised through their presence in particular things, and the difference between 
immanent form and particular thing is of such an importance as to shield a 
Platonist from sliding down to 'the doctrine of total flux'. - Neal, too, seems 
(148, n. 1) to be somewhat confused about 'the precise nature of this duality in 
Being'. His note is the more interesting as it informs us about Bluck's own 
perplexity (appearing from a passage in his original manuscript which Neal has 
by mischance omitted because as it stood it did not square with Bluck's view). 
It concerns, in fact, Bluck's unfortunate view of the supposed Forms 'Rela- 
tionality' and 'Non-Relationality'. - Finally Michael Frede, too, confines 
( 12-29 ) himself to take the dual aspect of 'what is' as the basic Platonic distinc- 
tion between Forms and particulars (see also Neal, ibid.), instead of between the 
transcendent and the immanent status of the Forms. Indeed, Bluck's mis- 
understanding the precise meaning of kath ' hauto (at 255 С 13) as well as his 
unclear view as to the label 'paradeigmatic standard' has hampered him (as it 
did Frede) to fully exploit their fundamental findings concerning the ambiguity 
of Plato's terminology. 
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'Forms qua concepts', 146). No more are the Transcendent 
Forms referred to but just their particular instantiations, which 
are in the particulars, that is, the Forms taken in their immanent 
status. 
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Vivarium XIX, 2 (1981) 

The Concept of Natura in John Scottus Eriugena 
(De divisione naturae Book i) 

DOMINIC J. O 'MEARA 

The dialogue, 
first book 

the De 
of 

divisione 
John Scottus 

naturae, 
Eriugena's 
begins as follows: 

great philosophical 
dialogue, the De divisione naturae, begins as follows: 

"Master. As I frequently ponder and . . . carefully investigate the fact that 
the first and fundamental division of all things which either can be grasped 
by the mind or lie beyond its grasp is into those that are and those that 
are not, there comes to mind as a general term for them all what in Greek 
is called <púaiç and in Latin Natura. Or do you think otherwise ? 

Pupil. No, I agree. For I too, when I enter upon the path of reasoning, 
find that this is so. 

M. Nature, then, is the general name, as we said, for all things, for those 
that are and those that are not. 

P. It is. For nothing at all can come into our thought that would not 
fall under this term." 1 

The concept of natura introduced here will strike the reader as 
unusual and the emphatic presentation given it at the very beginning 
of the De divisione naturae would suggest that it is fundamental to the 

inquiry conducted by the Master and the Pupil in the remainder of the 

1 De divisione naturae I, 1, Migne, Patrologia latina CXXII, 441 A; translation 
by I. P. Sheldon-Williams Johannis Scotti Eriugenae Periphyseon (De Divisione 
Naturae) I, Dublin 1968, p. 36. The De divisione naturae , henceforth DDN 
(Periphyseon is the correct title of the work, but I follow the common usage 
here in referring to the DDN), will be cited by reference to column numbers in 
Migne, PL. The Latin text as edited by Sheldon -Williams reads as follows: 

Nvtritor. Saepe rnihi cogitanti diligentiusque quantum uires suppetunt 
inquirenti rerum omnium quae uel animo percipi possunt uel intentionem 
eius superant primam summamque diuisionem esse in ea quae sunt et in ea 
quae non sunt horum omnium generale uocabulum occurrit quod graece 
ФУС1С, latine uero natura uocitatur. An tibi aliter uidetur? 

Alvmnvs. Immo consentio. Nam et ego dum ratiocinandi uiam ingredior 
haec ita fieri reperio. 

N. Est igitur natura generale nomen, ut diximus, omnium quae sunt et 
quae non sunt ? 

A. Est quidem. Nihil enim in uniuerso cogitationibus nostris potest 
occurrere quod tali uocabulo ualeat carere. 

It might have been better to translate animo percipi by "perceived by the mind" 
(taking "perception" in the broad sense to include both sense-perception and 
intellection; cf. infra, pp. 132; 135) but Sheldon-Williams' "grasped by the 
mind" will be retained in the following. All translations from DDN I in this 
article are those of Sheldon-Williams (with slight modifications). 
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work. However, the meaning of this concept of natura has not yet been 
adequately determined, nor has its bearing on the work as a whole 
been made clear. In his excellent study of Eriugena, Cappuyns indeed 
claims that the " conception tant vantée de la ybciq" is almost com- 
pletely forgotten after the first lines of the work.2 

In this article I shall attempt (I) to isolate as far as possible what 
Eriugena means by his concept of natura , by reviewing both the sources 
he was inspired by and his use of these sources in the elaboration of 
this concept.3 I shall then seek (II) to determine the bearing of this 
concept on the general inquiry conducted in the De divisione naturae 
by examining its relationship to conceptions presented immediately 
after it, i.e. the well-known fourfold division of nature and the fivefold 
classification of modes of being and non-being. Finally (III), the 
philosophical implications of Eriugena's conception of a study of natura 
(physiologia) will be discussed briefly insofar as this study is suggestive 
of an unusual metaphysical project. 

I 

Although natura is a multiplex nomen , a word used in many different 
ways and which can take on many different meanings,4 the Master's 
use of natura to cover all things grasped by the mind or transcending 
its grasp nevertheless seems to go beyond the wide range of meanings 

2 M. Cappuyns, Jean Scot Erigène, Louvain-Paris 1933, герг. Bruxelles 1969, 
p. 311; R. Roques, Remarques sur la signification de Jean Scot Erigène, in: 
Divinitas, XI (1967) = Miscellanea André Combes, p. 253 finds that the distinc- 
tion between being and non-being (which will be seen to be fundamental to 
Eriugena's concept of natura) constituted a "problématique . . . disparate" in 
relation to which Eriugena did not develop his system, preferring to it the four- 
fold division of nature. Problems involving not only the initial concept of natura 
but also other parts of Book I of the DDN and their unclear bearing on the rest 
of the work appear to have driven Sheldon-Williams to supposing that the 
DDN was, in its first stage of composition, "an essay in dialectic, perhaps abandoned before completion . . . evidence of [this primitive version] may be 
seen in Book I of the final version" (op. cit., p. 5). Such a hypothesis need not 
however be adopted if Eriugena's ideas in Book I and in the rest of the DDN 
can be shown to be related and to constitute an integral project. 3 Cf. Roques, art. cit., p. 247 n. 8: "L'inventaire de toutes ces sources [of 
Eriugena's doctrine], l'évaluation de leurs dosages, de leurs amalgames et de 
leurs utilisations devraient éclairer beaucoup la signification de l'entreprise 
érigénienne." 4 To paraphrase Gilbert of Poitiers, who quotes Cicero De inventione I, 24, 34 on the difficulty of defining natura (Commentary on Boethius' Contra Eutychen et Nestorium, ed. N. Häring, The Commentaries on Boethius by Gilbert of Poitiers, 
Toronto 1966, pp. 242-3). 
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it normally has. In Latin usage natura usually designates either the 
physical or psychic properties, powers, proper characteristics of 
things; or the power which animates and organizes the world (the 
Stoic natura artifex, for example, which constructs the world and which 
Eriugena could find in Pliny's Natural History) ; or indeed the world 
itself as a totality.5 

Natura is used however in a way coming close to the Master's un- 
usual usage in Boethius' Contra Eutychen et Nestorium, Chapter i, and 
indeed this text has been identified by Cappuyns e as Eriugena's source. 
In this text, in controversy with the Eutychians concerning the 
interpretation of Christ's dual nature,7 Boethius presents as a step 
towards resolving the issue three possible modes of predication of 
natura, (i) Natura can be said of bodies', (ii) it can be said of substances 
(both corporeal and incorporeal) ; or (iii) it can be said of all things 
which can be said to be in one way or another ("de omnibus rebus quae 
quocumque modo esse dicuntur"). Boethius then explains that if 
natura is taken in the third sense, it can be defined as follows: "natura 
est earum quae, cum sint, quoquo modo intellectu capi possunt." 
Quoquo modo is added to the definition in order to include God and 
matter, which can be grasped "in a measure through the removal of 
accidents" (ceterarum rerum privatione capiuntur)', quae cum sint is 
added, because all natura is (est) and does not include what is not, 
which is what is signified by nihil.6 

Boethius' definition of natura in the third sense certainly constitutes 
a close precedent to the Master's unusual use of the term and the 

5 Cf. A. Pellicer, Natura : Etude sémantique et historique du mot latin , Paris 1966. 
In the majority of texts cited by Pellicer in which natura designates the world or 
universe (cf. ch. IV, pp. 227ff.), it designates the physical world or universe. 
In some texts in Cicero and Seneca, however, natura can signify "world" 
understood in a broader sense, i.e. "reality" (cf. p. 253; Pellicer suggests that it 
might even mean "being" [oůaía], a suggestion hardly confirmed by the single 
text [quoted infra n. 9] he cites in support of. this). e Op. cit., p. 312; for other evidence of Eriugena s use of the Contra Eutychen , 
cf. Jean Scot Commentaire sur l'Evangile de Jean , ed. E. Jeauneau, Paris 1972, 
152-3, 267. 7 Cf. Cappuyns, in Diet. d'Hist. et de Géogr . ecclés. vol. 9, 373-4. 8 Boethius Contra Eutychen , ch. 1, m Boethius : The Theological Tractates , ed. 
H. F. Stewart and E. K. Rand, Cambridge, Mass. London 1953, PP- 76-8. 
(Boethius adds a fourth definition of natura at the end of the chapter which need 
not concern us here.) This text became a source for standard definitions of 
natura in the twelfth century; cf. Alan of Lille, Distinctiones , PL CCX, 871. 
Boethius seems to have been inspired by the broad meaning natura can have in 
Cicero and Seneca ( supra n. 5). 
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Boethian passage must indeed have inspired the beginning of the De 
divisione naturae. However, comparison of the two texts suggests not 
only similarities but also some differences which require further 
investigation. Boethius' use of natura as a comprehensive term covering 
all that is anticipates Eriugena's comprehensive use of the term. In 
Eriugena, however, the term covers all that is and all that is not , the 
highest division of a totality defined in its scope in relation to what the 
mind grasps and what transcends its grasp.9 This concept of totality 
is clearly not something Eriugena finds in the Boethian text, but is 
brought by him to his reading of Boethius and controls his use of 
Boethius . It seems from this then that Eriugena modified Boethius' 
use of natura as a term for a totality of all that is, making it function 
now as a comprehensive term for another totality constituted of all 
that the mind grasps and that transcends its grasp . 

But is Eriugena doing no more than taking a term and giving it a 
new function? Has he no more reason for selecting in particular 
Boethius' term natura than that Boethius' comprehensive use of the 
term suggests its use in an even more comprehensive way? That this 
explanation is inadequate can be seen from the fact that Eriugena 
knew of other terms which could perform the same comprehensive 
function even better or at least equally well. Universitas is a term 
Eriugena could and does use later for the function which he initially 
gives to natura 10 and which he also uses in adjectival form obviously 

9 On this contrast between Eriugena and Boethius cf M Cristiani, Nature - 
essence et nature-langage Notes sur l'emploi du terme natura dans le Periphyseon 
de Jean Erigene, in: Sprache und Erkenntnis im Mittelalter, ed W Kluxen 
(forthcoming) I have found only one other close precedent to Eriugena's use of 
the term natura, i e. in Seneca Ер. 58, which reports certain Stoics as holding 
that "in rerum natura quaedam sunt, quaedam non sunt et haec autem, 
quae non sunt, rerum natura conplectitur, quae animo succurant tamquam 
Centauri et quicquid aliud falsa cogitatione formátům " (Ер 58, 15, ed 
O Hense, Leipzig 1914, P 181, 1-7). Although manuscripts of Seneca's letters 
could be found in the North of France in Eriugena's time (cf. L D Reynolds, 
The Medieval Tradition of Seneca's Letters, Oxford 1965, pp i52ff ), Eriugena's 
concept of natura can be adequately explained, as I shall try to show, in terms 
of a critical use of both Boethius and the Pseudo -Dionysius, which would make 
recourse to the hypothesis that Eriugena read Seneca (for which no evidence as 
yet has emerged) unnecessary. 10 Cf DDN 527A, 621 A; for other references cf Roques, art cit , 248-9 Eriu- 
gena's unusual use of universitas (which includes both God and the created world) 
is confused by M. D . Chenu, La théologie au douzième siècle, Paris 1957, PP 22-3, 
with the usage which became popular in the twelfth century and which refers 
only to creation and more especially to the world (for which cf DDN 468 D - 
469B, 589A, 620BC) . 
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to support his strained and unusual use of natura.11 But why then use 
natura at all ? Another term could be found by Eriugena in the Pseudo - 

Augustine Categories, chap. i. 
" tamen ingenti quodam et capaci ad 

infinitum nomine omne quidquid est comprehendens dixit ouaiav extra 
quam пес inveniri aliquid пес cogitan potest." 12 Not only would the 
emphasis given to the comprehensive function of ouaia (greater than 
that given to natura in Boethius) have recommended this term to 
Eriugena- who would in any case have been attracted by the Greek 
word- but this chapter in the Pseudo -Augustine seems indeed to have 
motivated Eriugena's attempt at the beginning of the De divisione 
naturae to find a term for his concept of totality, since it stresses the 
mind's need for general terms ( vocabulum , nomen) for classes of things, 
ouaia being the term for the most comprehensive class, outside which 
(as in the case of Eriugena's natura) nothing can be thought . 

It is clear however, that ouaia would be inappropriate in relation to 
Eriugena's purposes, for it would fail to signify- and indeed it would 
exclude- a major part of that totality which it would be supposed to 
cover, namely that which is not . In Boethius natura is also presented 
as covering a totality only of what is, but natura is less bound seman- 
tically to this range than is ouata . If it is fairly obvious why Eriugena 
could not use the term ouaia, it is less easy to determine why he initially 
preferred natura to universitas to signify the totality of what the mind 
grasps and what transcends its grasp, particularly since it has been 
seen that he later indeed uses universitas as an equivalent and as a 
clarification (in adjectival form) of natura . 

It can be suggested however that although both terms in themselves 
could serve equally well (indeed universitas could serve perhaps 
slightly better), natura was found by Eriugena in a context which was 
in a philosophical sense more important than any context that uni- 
versitas might have had, namely in the context of a metaphysical 
position. In Boethius, natura designates a totality of "what is" and 
which, since it is, as a consequence of its existing, is grasped by the 
mind ("quae cum sint quoquo modo intellectu capi possunt"). For 

11 Universalis natura , natura universalis : DDN 523 D, 525B, 528В, 529A, 545B, 
619AD, 621A, 1018D-1019A, io2OA. 
12 PL XXXII, 1420; Aristoteles Latinus I, 1-5 Categortae vel Praeaicamenta, ed. 
L Minio-Paluello, Bruges-Paris 1961, p 134, 17-19; Eriugena uses this work a 
little later in the DDN (cf Sheldon-Williams, op cit , pp 233, 238-9) and 
paraphrases the present passage in his Annotationes in Marcianum, ed. С Lutz, 
Cambridge, Mass 1939, p 93, 13-14. 
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reasons which will be examined below, this metaphysical position, 
from Eriugena's perspective, is inadequate. For "what is" is deter- 
mined primarily in terms of what the mind grasps. This in fact leaves 
a major part of what Boethius attempts to include in his totality of 
what is, namely God and matter, outside the realm of what is.13 
Boethius' totality of what is must then be corrected and expressed more 
adequately as a totality of what the mind grasps and what transcends 
its grasp, a totality including both what is and what is not. Eriugena's 
retention of Boethius' term natura can thus be understood as an 
appropriation which constitutes an implicit critical modification of 
Boethius' metaphysical position in the light of ideas which will now 
be examined. 

Another major source of inspiration for the beginning of the De 
divisione naturae is the Pseudo-Dionysius. In having natura refer to a 
totality which includes "those that are and those that are not", the 
Master is using a phrase which is found in several places in the Pseudo- 
Dionysius.14 It is not clear from the immediate context what the 
Pseudo-Dionysius means when he refers to "those that are and those 
that are not". However the phrase is used in such a way as to suggest 
the totality of creation which depends on God who transcends it.15 If 
God is not included in the group constituted of "those that are and 
those that are not", He nevertheless elsewhere can be said not to be.16 
No indication however is given that God could be included with 
"those that are not". 

Eriugena enthusiastically adopted the phrase "those that are and 
those that are not" and uses it very frequently, often in a Dionysian 
way as signifying the totality of creation which depends on God who 

13 In DDN 443 A the Master says: "ea vero quae per excellentiam suae naturae 
non solum omnem sensum sed etiam omnem intellectum rationemque fugiunt iure videri non esse -quae non nisi in solo deo materiaque et in omnium rerum 
rationibus atque essentiis recte intelliguntur". (Materiaque is an addition in 
manuscript P ; Sheldon-Williams' dismissal of the addition in his note ad loc. is 
somewhat undermined by the text he cites, DDN 499C.) Cf. infra n. 24. 14 Div. пот. IV io, Migne, Patrologia Graeca III, 708A; IV 19, 716D; IV 35, 
736В; V i, 816B; Myst. theol. I, 997B; cf. V, 1048A. 16 This is the way in which the phrase is used in Pseudo-Dionysius' source 
Proclus (In Parm., ed. V. Cousin, Procli philosophi Platonici opera inedita , Paris 
1864, 1043, 9-10) and in Porphyry (Sententiae 31 ; cf. P. Hadoťs note in Marius 
Victorinus : Traités théologiques sur la Trinité, ed. P. Henry, trad. P. Hadot, 
Paris i960, pp. 7ooff.). ie Div. nom. I i, 588В; cf. I 6, 596; J. Vanneste, Le mystère de Dieu, Bruxelles 
1959* pp. 96-100. 
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transcends it.17 However he also seems to have assumed a specific 
interpretation of the phrase. "What is not" he understood in two ways, 
either as indicating what is not per defectum et privationem or what is 
not per excellentiam . The latter sense applies in the case of "those that 
are not" : "et appropinquare Deo ea, quae non simt . . . non tarnen 

privatione substantiae, sed superexcellentia naturae".18 The reason 

why that which, through its excellence of nature, can be said not to 
be is that it possesses such a nature as to transcend our grasp and 
hence, in relation to our ability to comprehend, "is not". Thus we 
reach Eriugena's explanation of the Dionysian phrase: "quae sunt et 

quae non sunt, hoc est, quae sensu aut intellectu comprehendi possunt 
[compare animo per dpi in the opening lines of the De divisione naturae] 
et quae sensum vel intellectum superant [compare vel intentionem eius 

superanti quarum esse est omni comprehensibili essentia carere".19 This 

explanation of the Dionysian phrase provides us precisely with the 

concept of totality of the beginning of the De divisione naturae if one 
further step is taken. The Dionysian phrase refers, it appears, to 
created reality. However in Eriugena's interpretation of the phrase, 
since ea quae non sunt is understood to refer to what, through its 
excellence of being, transcends our grasp, it follows that ea quae non 
sunt taken in this sense must, above all, include God. Hence the 

Dionysian phrase,, in Eriugena's interpretation, is implicitly extended 
to include God in the totality it represents and which is named natura 
at the beginning of the De divisione naturae . 

In conclusion, it appears from this review of Eriugena's sources at 
the beginning of the De divisione naturae that these sources were sub- 

jected by him to an implicit critical and synthetic interpretation the 

17 A long list of references is given in Jean Scot , Homélie sur le Prologue de Jean , 
ed. E. Jeauneau, Paris 1969, p. 204 n. 1. Eriugena uses the phrase for example 
in his Expositionen in hierarchiam coelestem VII, 413-4, ed. J. Barbet, Turnhout 
i975r P- 102, although the phrase is not found in the Hier . coei. 
18 Versio Dionysii, Prae fatio, PL CXXII, 1035 A (Sheldon -Williams, in The 
Mind of Eriugena, ed. J. J. O'Meara and L. Bieler, Dublin 1973, p. 9, thinks 
Eriugena is here interpreting Div. nom . V 3, 817B12-C1; this is unlikely, since 
Eriugena's preface summarizes the chapters of the Div. nom. in order and there- 
fore must be referring to ch. IV, probably 11 30 A in Eriugena's translation). 
Cf. DDN 443 D, 500B, 502 А, 628В, 634B, 667 A, 966B. The second sense of 
"what is not" is suggested by the Pseudo-Dionysius, Div. nom. IV 19, 716D: 
"nullum enim erit universaliter non 6v nisi in optimo secundum superessentiale 
dicitur hoc" (Eriugena's translation, 1138B). 
19 DDN 644A; cf. 447A, 588D, 628В, 667 A, 871 С, 895В, 907B; Enugenas 
interpretation of "those that are not" as referring to transcendent realities is 
consonant with ideas in Proclus (cf. Elem. theol. 115, 123). 
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major elements of which may be briefly indicated as follows: (i) the 
Dionysian conception of a created totality of those that are and those 
that are not, in Eriugena's interpretation, becomes a totality of what 
the mind grasps and what transcends its grasp, which totality can no 
longer be merely creation but must include creator; (ii) the Pseudo- 
Augustinian Categories indicates the need for terms for general classes 
of things, including the most comprehensive of classes; (iii) Eriugena 
finds a term in Boethius, natura (for which characteristically he 
provides and names first the Greek equivalent, «púcriç), which is used 
to cover a totality appearing to coincide with Eriugena's- it includes 
God and matter-, a totality which is improperly formulated in 
Boethius and which achieves correct formulation in Eriugena in the 
appropriation of natura as a term for the totality of what the mind 
grasps and what transcends its grasp. 

II 

If the above analysis of Eriugena's critical appropriation of his 
sources has shed some light on the concept of natura presented at the 
beginning of the De divisione naturae, it has not clarified the meaning 
of certain features of this concept nor has it brought out the bearing of 
the concept on the rest of the work. The totality of what can be grasped 
and what transcends our grasp is represented as having as its "first 
and highest ( summamque ) division" those that are and those that are 
not. What is intended by Eriugena in this introduction of a first 
division in his totality? This question can be approached in the context 
of discussing certain issues having to do with the problematical 
relationship between the concept of natura , the fourfold division of 
natura and the fivefold classification of modes of being and non -being, 
which are presented immediately after the concept of natura in the 
opening pages of the De divisione naturae. The investigation of these 
issues will also lead to indications of the bearing of the concept of 
natura on the De divisione naturae as a whole. 

The issues may be formulated as follows, (i) The "first and highest 
division" of natura , we are told, is into those that are and those that 
are not. Immediately after this however we are introduced (441B) to 
a fourfold division of natura , a division into that which creates and is 
not created; that which is created and creates; that which is created 
and does not create; that which neither creates nor is created. What 
is the relation of the twofold to the fourfold division of naturai Does 
the latter simply represent subdivisions of the former? Are these two 
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divisions quite different and unreconcilable, to be explained merely in 
terms of the "psychology" of a Medieval grammarian's delight in the 
play of words and distinctions? 20 Are there perhaps different kinds of 
"division" involved and, if so, what relation do they have to each 
other? (ii) Having presented the fourfold division of natura, the Master 
expounds (443A-446A) a fivefold classification of modes of being and 
non-being. What relation does this classification have to the concept 
of natura (whose "first and highest division" is into those that are 
and those that are not) ? Is one of the modes to be preferred to the 
others? If so, on what basis? What purpose does Eriugena have in 
making these distinctions between modes of being and non-being ? In 
order to resolve these complicated issues we might start from where 
the text suggests the elements of a solution to the second set of issues, 
those having to do with the fivefold classification of modes of being 
and non-being. 

It is clear first of all that some relation is intended by Eriugena 
between the concept of natura and the fivefold classification, since the 
latter is presented with the suggestion that it explains and clarifies 
the former. 

"Master. . . . But first I think a few words should be said about the first 
and highest division - as we called it - of all things into the things that are 
and the things that are not. 

Pupil. It would be correct and wise to do so. For I see no other beginning 
from which reasoning ought to start, and this not only because this dif- 
ference is the first of all, but because ... it is more obscure than the others. 

M. This basic difference, then, which separates all things requires for 
itself five modes of interpretation ..." (443 A) 

In what way then does the exposition of the five modes clarify Eriu- 
gena's primary division of natura into those that are and those that 
are not ? 

We might first note that the five modes are not presented as un- 
related and possibly alternative modes of interpretation of the "first 
and highest" division of natura, but that the first mode is described as 
the "first and highest ( summus )" of the modes (443C) and that the 
other modes must therefore be in some way subordinate to it. The 
Master does not indicate specifically how each particular mode is 
subordinate to the first and we are forced to infer this subordination 
from the text. Leaving aside for brevity's sake the particular charac- 
teristics of each of the modes,21 we might work out the subordination 

,e Cf. Cappuyns, Jean Scot Erigine, p. 312; supra n. 2. 
31 Cf. Roques, art. ext.,' pp. 250-3, for a good summary. 
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of the four other modes to the first mode along the following tentative 
lines. 

The first mode is described by the Master as "that by means of 
which reason convinces us that all things which fall within the percep- 
tion of bodily sense or . . . intelligence (corporeo sensui vel intettigentiae 
perceptions) are truly and reasonably said to be, but that those which 
because of the excellence of their nature elude not only all sense but 
also all intellect and reason rightly seem not to be" (443A). The first 
mode, then, is the interpretation we found ( supra section I) Eriugena 
to give of the Dionysian "those that are and those that are not." The 
second mode can be inferred to be subordinate to this mode in that it 
relates what is and is not to what is affirmed and what is denied, 
affirmation and denial relating in turn to what is and is not grasped: 
"it is insofar as it is known by the orders above it and by itself; but it 
is not insofar as it does not permit itself to be comprehended by the 
orders that are below it." 22 The second mode also seems to be less 
extensive than the first: its range terminates at one end with the 
highest created intellectual nature and at the other end with the 
lowest psychic power (443A). The third mode distinguishes between 
what is and what is not in terms of what is hidden, the causes "in the 
most secret folds of nature" and what is manifest, "whatsoever of 
these causes through generation is known as to matter and form, as to 
times and places".23 Again, as in the case of the second mode, it 
appears that this mode is subordinate to the first in that the contrast 
hidden/manifest relates to what is or is not known and also that the 
range of things involved is but part of the totality encompassed in the 
first mode. This latter point is made by an enlargement in manuscript 
P: "Between the first and third [mode] there is this difference: the 
first [is found] generically in all things which at the same time and 
once for all have been made in [their] causes and effects; the third 

" 444 С ; cf. Eriugena's Praefatio to his Versto Diony sii (1035A-1036A) : "Quar- tus [liber] de mystica. theologia, qui, quantum ceteris est coartior in sermonibus, tantum largior in sensibus. Unde et in duas maximas logicae disciplinae dividitur 
partes, cataphaticam plane et apophaticam, id est, in esse et non esse . . 
1196AB (preface to the Versto Maximi ): "Et non solum has duas maximas 
theologiae partes [хата<рат1х7) and á7toçaTOdj] in Deo, sed etiam in omni creatura 
esse manifestissimis declarat [Maximus] exemplis, per eas namque ordinēs 
coelestium essenti arum et discernuntur et ordinantur" (note in the latter text 
the relation between hierarchical ordering and cataphatic and apophatic 
theology). 23 444D ; cf. E. Jeauneau, Quatre thèmes Erigéniens, Montréal-Paris 1978, ch. 1. 
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specifically in those which partly are still hidden in their causes, partly 
are manifest in [their] effects, of which in particular the fabric of this 
world is woven." 24 The basis on which the fourth and fifth modes 
are subordinate to the first is perhaps less clear, but the following 
suggestions might be offered. The fourth mode, which determines what 
is exclusively in terms of what is grasped by the intellect (445B : "quae 
solo comprehenduntur intellectu dicit vere esse"),25 is but a partial 
determination of what is, as determined more broadly by what is 
perceived by the mind through the senses and intellection in the first 
mode. The fifth mode is partial too, but in the way the second and 
third modes are partial, since it refers restrictively to human nature 
(445 С : sola humana natura) which is said to be (or not to be) depending 
on whether or not it is saved. The Master indicates (445D-446A) that 
"reason" can find other modes besides these, and we can assume that 
they too would be subordinate in the ways indicated to the first mode, 
i.e. that the various ways of interpreting the division between what 
is and what is not depend on the first mode (what is /is not as what can 
or cannot be grasped) as expressions of it (affirmation /denial, hidden / 
manifest) or as partial aspects of it, either as referring to part of what 

grasps (intellection) or part of the totality of what is or is not grasped 
(created intellects and souls, the sense-world, human nature).26 

14 445A-445B; cf. Roques, art. cit., p. 252. The enlargements in MS P (Paris 
BN Lat. 12964) are of the ninth century. Sheldon -Williams' arguments in his 
edition (in his note to the present passage, for example; cf. also supra n. 13) 
against the Eriugenian "authenticity'' of the enlargements specific to P do not 
appear to me to outweigh the likelihood that additions in a MS contemporary 
with Eriugena (or very nearly so) were inspired in some way by Eriugena. The 
question deserves further study. 85 The fourth mode is clearly Platonic and is inspired perhaps by the Timaeus 
in Cicero's translation (2, 3) : "[quod est] intelligentia et ratione conprehenditur 
. . . alterum . . . quod opinabile est, id gignitur et intent nec umquam esse vere 
potest" (ed. С. F. W. Mueller, Leipzig 1898, p. 214, 23ff.). ,e Both the relation between the other modes and the first mode and the non- 
exhaustive quality of the classification of modes are suggested in 633 AB: 
"Omne namque, quod intelligitur et sentitur [first mode], nihil aliud est, nisi 
non apparentis apparitio, occulti manifestatio [third mode], negati affirmatio 
[second mode], incomprehensibilis comprehensio . . .et cetera , quae puro intel- 
lectu et cogitantur , et perspiciuntur, et quae memoriae finibus capi nesciunt, et 
mentis aciem fugiunt the first mode is adopted in the Homily on the Prologue 
of St. John (ed. Jeauneau, p. 204, with note ad loc.). Classification of modes of 
being and non-being is quite common in Hellenistic and later Greek philosophy 
(cf. P. Hadot, op. cit., pp. 700-4; one such classification appears in the Senecan 
letter cited supra n. 9) . Ēriugena's classification seems to be primarily based on, 
or rather to evolve out of, interpretation of the Pseudo -Dionysius, although of 
course other sources are made use of also. The idea of developing such a classifica- 
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If these inferences concerning the ways in which the other modes 
are subordinate to the first mode are faithful to Eriugena's clear 
assumption of a subordination of the modes and are consistent with 
his ideas concerning the modes- whether or not this system of sub- 
ordination is consistent in itself is another question- it still remains to 
be seen how the enumeration of a primary and of secondary modes 
clarifies the first and "more obscure" division of natura into those that 
are and those that are not. It can do so, I believe, only if this division 
is in fact a distinction we make in natura and if whatever other ways 
in which we distinguish "what is" from "what is not" reduce to a 
distinction between what we can and cannot grasp. This interpretation 
of the first division of natura as a distinction we make in natura is 
supported by Eriugena's language in his description of the first mode 
as "the first and highest mode of division of those things of which it is 
said that they are and those (of which it is said) that they are not 
{iste igitur modus primus ac summus est divisionis eorum quae dicuntur 
esse et non esse)" (443C). The first mode is a mode of division, and there 
are different "modes of interpretation" of the division "those that are 
and those that are not" in the sense that the division is made in 
different ways by us which are subordinate to one.27 The distinction 
(in its primary mode) in natura between "what is" and "what is not" 
is not however some distinction we make on an arbitrary or conven- 
tional basis, but it is a distinction reflecting a difference between 
realities which are such as to be comprehended by us and realities 
whose being transcends our capacity to comprehend (cf. supra p. 132). 
The "objective" basis of our "subjective" division between what is 
and is not (what we can and cannot grasp) might be emphasized if 
natura is considered as a totality presenting itself to us as the things we 
can grasp and the things that transcend our grasp (cf. 446 С -447 A). 

What makes this however the first and highest division we make in 
natura ? 28 In what consists its primacy in relation to other divisions 

tion may have been inspired by his reading of Marius Victorinus, who provides 
a list of modes of non esse (Ad Candidum 4, iff.; cf. 13, 6; for evidence of Eriu- 
gena's reading of Victorinus, cf. Sheldon -Williams, in The Cambridge History of 
Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy , ed. A. H. Armstrong, Cambridge 
1967, p. w). 
37 This may account for the plural Eriugena uses when he rejects the admission 
of "quod penitus non est [Boethius' nihil] ... in rerum divisionibus" (443 С ; 
Sheldon -Williams' translation does not retain the plural: "in the division of 
things"). 28 It need not be the first and highest division in natura itself, which would be 
rather that between creator and creation; cf. infra n. 34. 
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we might make in natura ? On this point, which is fundamental to the 
resolution of the outstanding issues, the text provides little assistance 
to our analysis of the relation between Eriugena's ideas. It has been 
suggested that the twofold division "those that are and those that are 
not" is prior to other divisions in that it has to do with being, which 
is prior in Aristotle's Categories to the other categories, and thus that 
it is prior to the fourfold division of natura, which has to do with 
action and "passion", categories posterior to being.29 Against this 
ingenious solution it can be objected that the fourfold division, as will 
be shown below, cannot be regarded as posterior to the twofold divi- 
sion, nor indeed does Eriugena provide us with an example of a division 
which is subordinate to the twofold division from which the basis of 
the primacy of the twofold division could be inferred. 

Something perhaps can be gleaned from the way in which the Master 
presents the concept of natura at the beginning of the De divisione 
naturae : 

"As I frequently ponder . . . the fact that the first and highest division of 
all things which either can be grasped by the mind or lie beyond its grasp 
is into those that are and those that are not . . 

It will be seen from this that the first mode of the division "those that 
are and those that are not", i.e. what can be grasped or transcends our 

grasp, is in fact the means whereby the scope of natura is indicated in 
the first place. Thus the twofold division of natura in establishing the 

totality of natura precedes any divisions we might subsequently make 
in natura. From this it would appear that the twofold division is 
"first" as the division constitutive of the concept of totality (natura) 
which forms the subject of investigation in the De divisione naturae. 
However, the totality of natura can also be conceived, as will be seen 
below, in terms of another distinction.30 If then the twofold division is 
not the only distinction constitutive of the concept of the totality of 
natura, its primacy must be specified further, in order to distinguish it 

29 Cf. G. Allard, Quelques remarques sur la ' dispositionis series' du 'De divisione 
naturae' t in: Jean Scot Erigène et l'histoire de la philosophie , ed. R. Roques, 
Paris 1977, p. 214 (I have simplified somewhat Allard's suggestion) ; G. Schrimpf, 
in the same volume (Die Sinnmitte von 'Periphyseon' , pp. 296-7), presents another 
solution, according to which the fourfold and twofold divisions are logical 
distinctions respectively in the subject and copula of the most general proposi- 
tion about reality as a whole, namely "Reality is either creating or created or 
both"; one might doubt however if such a proposition is in fact the context in 
which Eriugena conceived of his divisions and their relation to each other. 
30 That between creator and creation; cf. infra p. 142. 
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from the primacy of other possible constitutive distinctions. This can 
best be done perhaps on the basis of what Eriugena himself understands 
by his twofold division: the division between what is and what is not 
is primarily a distinction between what can and cannot be grasped. 
The totality of natura is conceived thus on the basis of a distinction 
between things in relation to our ability to comprehend. This distinction 
is primary then as the fundamental difference in the totality of natura 
as object of thought and inquiry. The primacy of the twofold division 
is not ontological- although it is grounded in a distinction between 
things- but epistemological (to use anachronistic and clumsy labels) : 
it points to what must count for us as the basic difference, in terms of 
our ability to comprehend, in the totality (natura) which is the subject 
of our investigations. 

If this suggestion is correct, it supplies a means of interpreting 
Eriugena' s intention in introducing a first division in the totality of 
natura : the division is introduced to indicate the difference between 
things, as subjects of thought and inquiry, in a totality (natura) whose 
range is also indicated by that difference. This also provides a position 
from which the question of the relation between the twofold and four- 
fold divisions of natura can be approached. The fourfold division is 
also, as Eriugena explains in Book II (525B), one made by us in 
natura?1 It represents all possible combinations of "that which creates", 
"that which is created" and the negative form of either or both of 
these. The distinction between creator and creation is thus fundamental 
to the fourhold division and the latter indeed can be regarded as an 
elaboration on the former.32 What then is the relation between the 
31 Cf. also 527B-528A; Roques, art. cit., p. 257. 32 Cf. Schrimpf, art. cit., p. 296, and Jeauneau, in the same volume, p. 114. In 
523 D -525 C, the Master discusses the fourfold division in relation to natura as 
constituted of God and creation; cf. 527C, 621 A, 688D-690A, 1019A and especial- 
ly 1 020 A: ' 'quadrif ariam universalis naturae theoriam in praedictis quattuor 
speciebus, quarum duas quidem in divina natura . . . , duas in natura con- 
dita . . cf. Roques, art. cit., p. 249. For Eriugena's sources, cf. Sheldon- 
Williams, Johannis Scotti Eriugenae Periphyseon, I, pp. 222-3; DDN 530AB 
(quoting Maximus the Confessor). B. Stock, in a recent paper In Search of 
Eriugena's Augustine (to appear in the Papers of the 1979 Freiburg Eriugena 
Colloquium, ed. W. Beierwaltes), suggests that the four-fold division derives 
in its form of analysis from four logical modes found in the Pseudo -Augustine 
Categories (ed. Minio-Paluello, p. 147, 5-7). Such a form of analysis can be found, 
however, in a more relevant application, in Calcidius In Tim. 36, ed. J. H. 
Waszink, p. 85, 3-17, where it is said of the first ten numbers, with the exception 
of the number seven, ' 'partim ipsi alios pariant, partim ab aliis pariantur, partim et pariant alios et pariantur ab aliis/' whereas of the number seven it is said that 
"neque . . . nascitur nec . . . parit". 
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fourfold division and the twofold division (those that are and those 
that are not) of natural 

The fourfold division can hardly be construed as a subordinate sub- 
division of the twofold division.33 Three of the four "species" of the 
fourfold division correspond to "what is not" and only one (the third) 
corresponds to "what is" in the twofold division. This hardly represents 
a subdivision of the twofold division, which is what one might expect 
in any case since the distinction on which the fourfold division is based 
(creator /creation) is not a further specification of the distinction 
constituting the twofold division (what can /cannot be grasped). If then 
the twofold and fourfold divisions do not stand in a relation of sub- 
ordination, if they appear both to be in some sense "primary",34 and 
to vie with each other, then, since the fourfold division constitutes the 
matter with which the De divisione naturae is concerned,35 the twofold 
division, once presented, seems after all to be forgotten afterwards for 
all practical purposes, as Cappuyns had thought. 

The twofold and fourfold divisions of natura cannot however be 
regarded as vieing with each other for primacy, for the primacy they 
can each claim is of a different order. What is a primary division from 
the point of view of causation, i.e. the distinction between creator and 
creation, is not primary from the point of view of natura as object of 
comprehension in which the distinction "what can and cannot be 
grasped" must stand as primary.36 Thus creator and creation, when 
expressed in the twofold division, are brought together as one in the 

33 The division which the Master proposes in 44 iB, and which results in the 
fourfold division, is a division of the genus natura and not of the twofold division 
of natura (the text is misunderstood in this way by Honorius of Autun in his 
summary of the DDN, Clavis Physicae ed. P. Lucentini, Rome 1974, 4, 4ff.; 
M. Cristiani, art. cit., also discusses Honorius's alteration of Eriugena's ideas). 84 The fourfold division, might be taken to be primary in that it is described as 
a universalis divisio of natura (523D); the division of natura into creator and 
creation is described as primary in 621 ACD. 
36 Cf. 1018D-1019A: "A. Nihil video, nisi ut totius operis materiae, hoc est, 
universalis naturae divisionis aliquantulam ávaxecpaXaícocrtv subjicias. N. Quadri- 
formem universalis naturae, quae in Deo et creatura intelligitur, fecimus 
divisionem . . ." Cf. 528C, 529D, 690B, 741C-743D. 3e This distinction is suggested, in terms which are perhaps not quite appro- 
priate, by J. Huber, Johannes Scotus Erigena (1861), repr. Hildesheim i960, 
pp. 160, 163, who describes the twofold division as made from the standpoint of 
"das Erkennen" and the fourfold division as "in der Wirklichkeit objectiv vor- 
handene". He believes however that the twofold division bears only a loose 
relation to Eriugena's system as a whole and that, once announced, it is not 
considered again. 
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realm of "what is not" (which includes the primordial causes as well 
as God) and contrasted with another part of creation which is "what 
is". The distinction creator /creation is thus not material to the distinc- 
tion what can or cannot be grasped, as the latter is not material to the 
former. Primacy then can be maintained for both divisions of natura , 
as long as the different perspectives to which they relate are clearly 
distinguished. 

The bearing of the twofold division of natura on the rest of Eriugena's 
great work can easily be inferred from these considerations. The De 
divisione naturae is intended by Eriugena to deal with natura , taking 
as its subject-matter the articulation of natura in the fourfold division. 
Thus the work progresses from God as creator through the primordial 
causes ("that which creates and is created"), the created world and 
ending in the last book with God as end ("that which neither creates 
nor is created").37 However, this subject-matter entails different 
approaches , depending on whether it can or cannot be grasped, i.e. 
on whether "it is" or "is not". Thus the treatment of God as creator 
and of the primordial causes will call for the use of Pseudo-Dionysian 
techniques of thinking and speaking about what transcends our grasp 
(including discussion of these techniques), which are not required in 
discourse about the created world.38 The concept of natura, or, more 
precisely, the "first and highest" division of the totality of natura 
(whose scope is also expressed by this division), as presented at the 
beginning of the De divisione naturae , is therefore essential to the whole 
work insofar as it establishes a fundamental difference in approaches 
in the work to natura which, however, as subject-matter, is articulated 
according to the fourfold division. 

The subject of the De divisione naturae , we can conclude, is a totality, 
natura , whose scope is indicated by the primary division or distinction 

37 Such at least is Eriugena's intention as expressed in the texts cited supra n. 35. 
There are however difficulties in matching precisely the progression of the discus- 
sion in the DDN with the order of the species of the fourfold division; cf. 
Cappuyns, op. cit., pp. 316-7; Allard in The Mind of Eriugena, p. 147. 38 Thus the first book of the DDN is largely an exercise in negative theology; 
cf. Roques, art. cit., p. 269 n. 76. On the primordial causes which, like God, 
cannot be grasped and can only be discussed in relation to lower manifestations 
of them (their effects), cf. 550C-552A, 624AD, 626C, 692B. The approach to 
the discussion of the created world (what can be grasped, i.e. "what is") is the 
obverse of this in that it emphasizes the "theophanic" or manifestatory character 
of "what is". "What is" is thus approached as what appears, the appearing or 
"presenting" of itself of "what is not"; cf. Roques, pp. 293-6 (quoting DDN 
665C-666A). 
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it presents for us as an object of thought and inquiry, namely as what 
can be grasped and what transcends our grasp. This totality, as the 
matter to be investigated, can be divided on the basis of a distinction 
between creator and creation, a distinction which also serves to 
indicate the totality of natura (cf. 523D, 525BC). Thus both divisions 
establish the totality of natura and express a primary distinction in 
that totality, each from a different standpoint. 

111 

The preceding examination of Eriugena's use of his sources and of 
the relation between his ideas is indicative of the critical and systematic 
thought implicit in the way Eriugena conceives the subject of his great 
work, as indeed is the fact that he introduces a new study or science, 
physiologia, which is directed to the subject of inquiry, natura (<póaiç), 
as formulated by him.39 This suggests the idea of a universal study or 
science which represents an investigation of the totality of what can 
be grasped and transcends our grasp and which encompasses all other 
sciences, not as subordinates of it but as portions of one comprehensive 
inquiry. It will include physics , for example, (what one might have 
expected physiologia to be) which becomes a science of the natures 
grasped by the senses and intellect ("naturarum sensibus intellectibus- 
que succumbentium naturalis scientia" 629B), i.e. a science of "that 
which is", part of the totality encompassed by physiologia . Eriugena 
does not discuss formally the character and methods of physiologia , 
but the De divisione naturae , as a "physiology", proceeds along a 
clearly conceived path of inquiry, whose principles are those of 
"dialectic" as understood by Eriugena.40 
39 DDN 741 С : "N. prima nostrae physiologiae intentio praecipuaque materia 
erat, quod uiTepouaiÓTTjç, hoc est superessentialis natura, sit causa creatrix 
existentium et non existentium omnium . . cf. 750A; this seems to have 
inspired the title given to Eriugena's work in one MS (Liber phisiologiae : cf. 
Sheldon -Williams' edition of Book I, p. 17). Eriugena's use of physiologia is a 
departure from the way in which the word is used in Boethius (In Isagogen 
Porph. ed. S. Brandt, Vienna 1906, p. 9, 8: natural philosophy; cf. also (puaioXoyia 
in the heading of ch. 1 of Eriugena's translation of Gregory of Nyssa, quoted by 
Cappuyns, op. cit., p. 174) and is not identical to the special sense of «puaioXoyia 
in Proclus (cf. Roques, art. cit., p. 261 п. 47; W. Beierwaltes, in: Gnomon 41 
(1969), p. 131). Eriugena's adaptation of physiologia in relation to his concept of 
natura might be compared to the role physiologia assumes in relation to another 
new concept of natura in Kant (Critique of Pure Reason II, 3, A 845 = В 873, 
Kemp Smith trans., London 1968, p. 662 ; of course the particular concepts of 
physiology and nature in Kant are quite different). 40 Cf. Cappuyns, op. cit., pp. 305ff. ; Roques, art. cit., pp. 259-61 ; my L'investiga- 
tion et les investigateurs dans le De divisione naturae de Jean Scot Erigène, in: 
Jean Scot et l'histoire de la philosophie, pp. 225-233. 
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These ideas, despite their relatively small impact on later phil- 
osophy 41 and despite (or because of) the fact that they are clearly 
present in Eriugena and yet scarcely expressed as fully and as system- 
atically as we might wish, might tempt us to make ambitious claims 
for Eriugena's philosophy of the sort rightly criticized by Cappuyns.42 
One such claim, which can be discussed in relation to Eriugena's notion 
of a universal science of natura , is that which describes the De divisione 
naturae as a "metaphysical" system.43 Eriugena's achievement then, 
this implies, is such as to be quite unprecedented and unparalleled in 
the Latin West prior to the thirteenth century. This claim has at least 
the merit of indicating that the De divisione naturae is not a con- 
glomeration of different materials, but is inspired by a unity of con- 
ception of a very comprehensive sort. The claim, however, is hardly 
true if by "metaphysics" we mean Aristotelian "first philosophy" as 
represented, for example, in Boethius' description of theologia, the 
science of divine substance, or if we mean "first philosophy" under- 
stood as the science of being qua being.44 Physiologia in Eriugena clearly 
corresponds to neither of these characterizations of metaphysics. 

However, Eriugenian physiologia does have metaphysical implica- 
tions which can allow us to regard it as assuming- in a philosophical , 
not historical context- a critical position in relation to metaphysics as 
characterized above, a position which also entails its assumption of 
the task of metaphysics. Two brief illustrations of this point might be 
given here. 

41 Eriugena's concept of natura is summarized by Heine of Auxerre (cf. Sheldon - 
Williams, op. cit., p. 222 n. 5 ; E. Jeauneau, in The Mind of Eriugena, pp. 1 14-123) 
and especially by Honorius of Autun's Clavis physicae ( supra n. 33), the title of 
which, P. Lucentini points out, refers to Eriugena's concept of <púatç or natura 
[La Clavis physicae di Honorius Augustodunensis ' e la tradizione eriugeniana nel 
secolo XII, in: Jean Scot Erigine et V histoire de la philosophie, p. 412). Honorius 
does not however reproduce faithfully Eriugena's concept of natura-, cf. supra 
п. 33- 42 op. cit., pp. 2Ólff. 
43 Gilson sees Eriugena's system as an "immense épopée métaphysique" (La 
philosophie au Moyen Age, Paris 1947, P- 222 ) '» M. Grabmann describes Eriugena 
as a "genialer Metaphysiker" (Geschichte der scholastischen Methode, vol. I. 
Freiburg im. В. 1909, p. 205). Eriugena has also been seen as responsible for 
the absence of metaphysics (I) in the early Middle Ages (cf. A. Mignon as 
quoted by Cappuyns, op. cit., p. 263 n. 7). 44 Cf. De trinitate ch. II, where Boethius seems to thinV of the science of divine 
substance as the science of being: ' 'inspicere formam quae vere forma ... et 
quae esse ipsum est et ex qua esse est" ('. Theological Tractates, ed. Stewart-Rand, 
p. 8, 19-21). I am not of course taking a position here on the question of what 
"first philosophy" or "metaphysics" is in Aristotle. 
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(i) For Eriugena, Boethius' most comprehensive class of omne quoi 
est, which includes God and matter, must become a totality of what is 
such as to be grasped by us and such as to transcend our grasp, a 
totality of "what is" and "what is not". This expansion of Boethius' 
class is also a restriction and assimilation of "what is" to what is 
manifest to us: the "being" of things is the "appearing" of things.45 
In this perspective, the study of the "being" common to things and in 
abstraction of their specific attributes must be a study of the "being" 
of things as "appearing", the appearing of "what is not". Physiologia 
is metaphysics, then, in its attention to the being fundamental and 
common to all things, but this being is understood as an appearing 
pointing "inwards" to that of which it is an appearing but which is 
not the appearing, i.e. what "is not", what is "beyond being". 

(ii) Eriugenian physiologia can also become metaphysics if we con- 
front it with Boethian metaphysics ( theologia ) to the degree that it 
too is a theologia, a science of divine substance,4® but a theologia which 
is not set off from other sciences as a special science with a special 
subject-matter. Physiologia, as theologia, must be a science embracing 
other sciences and directed towards all things, for the science of divine 
substance must study it as appearing in all that can be grasped. All 

things will then be studied in several sciences, but within the unity of 
a perspective in which all things are thought of as the manifestation of 
the divine, as theophany.47 

Physiologia can thus assume the role of a metaphysical inquiry, if 

important changes are made in the way the subject and science of 

metaphysics are conceived: if "being" is seen as an "appearing" 
pointing to "what is not" ; if metaphysics is broadened to become a 
universal inquiry expressing itself in several sciences and directed to 
all things as appearances of, but not identical to, the divine; if, in 
short, we renew- with important modifications- the dialectic of Plato.48 

Washington, D.C. 
Catholic University of America 

48 Reference is made here to "manifesting" or "appearing", not in order to give 
priority to the third mode of being and non-being in Eriugena's enumeration of 
five modes, but in order to emphasize the "objective" basis of the distinction 
in natura between what can and cannot be grasped. 
44 Cf. G. Allard's useful discussion m The Mtna of Eriugena, pp. 148-9. 
47 Cf. T. Gregory, Note sulla dottrina delle 'teofanie' in Giovanni Scoto Eriugena, in : 
Studi Medievali, IV (1963), pp. 75-91- 48 These final remarks are not mtended to be exhaustive or conclusive. A study 
of an important metaphysical theme in Eriugena has recently been made by 
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G. Allard, The Primacy of Existence in the Thought ofEriugena, in: Neoplatonism 
and Christian Thought ed. D. J. O'Meara, Albany N.Y. 1981. The problem of the 
relation between the concept of natura in DDN I and the concept of natura 
(distinguished from oòaia) in DDN V (cf. 867 AB) is discussed by M. Cristiani, 
art. cit . In preparing this article I did not find B. Bošnjak, Dialektik der Theo - 
phanie. Uber den Begriff der Natur bei J. S. Eriugena, in: La Filosofia della 
Natura nel Medioevo (Third International Congress of Medieval Philosophy), 
Milan 1966, pp. 264-271 helpful. I am grateful to J. J. O'Meara and J. F. Wippel 
for their valuable comments. 
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Vivarium XIX, 2 (1981) 

A Medieval Critic of M aer obius' Cosmometrics 

ROGER A. PACK 

The two 
poem 

books 
De 
with 

mundi 
a total 

philosophia, 
of 406 verses, 

as yet 
of which 

unpublished, 
all are hexameters 

consists of 
two books with a total of 406 verses, of which all are hexameters 
except 1. 15-32, composed in elegiac distichs. In the prologue 

to his first book the author says that he grew pale with the effort of 
hammering out his poem and he adds that his name is "olim" in 
reverse, or Milo.1 It was suggested many years ago that he might be 
identical with the well-known Milon de Saint-Amand (saec. IX),2 but 
his technique is demonstrably different from that exhibited by the 
authentic poems of this Milon,3 and Peter Dronke, one of the few 
scholars who have studied our text in manuscript, places his floruit 
plausibly around 1150 and regards him as a disciple of Bernardus 
Silvestris, author of the Cosmographia .4 However that may be, Milo's 
subject is also cosmographical: in his first book he deals chiefly with 
the universe in time and space and man as the microcosm, and in his 
second book he treats especially the cosmometrics of the earth, sun, 
and moon - their relative sizes and the distances between them. Here 
his principal source, immediate or ultimate, was Macrobius' com- 
mentary on the Somnium Scipionis of Cicero, and here his achieve- 
ment was little more than the versifying of rather intractable material, 
though perhaps this alone was enough to make him grow pale. 

There is one passage, however, in which Milo, or conceivably some 
unidentified source of his, displays a certain degree of independence or 

1 Milo 1. 1 3-1 4: Palluit inventor dum cuderet ista labore, / cuius habes nomen si 
versum legeris "olim." 
2 L. Delisle, Note sur un manuscrit de Tours , in: Bibliothèque de l'École des 
Chartes, 30 (1869), 323-24. 8 L. Traube, Poetae latim aevi Carolini, Berlin 1896, 557-684. 4 P. Dronke, Fabula : Explorations into the Uses of Myth m Medieval Platonism , 
Leiden- Köln 1974, 88, 160; idem, Bernardus Silvestris : Cosmographia, Leiden 
1978, Ii. Traube, op. cit., 558, note 8, conjectured that our Milo might be the 
same as the cardinal and bishop of that name (saec. XI-XII) who wrote a 
eulogy of Pope Paschalis II, but this poem (PL 163.27) of only nineteen verses is 
too brief to provide a basis for a stylistic comparison. 
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originality by taking issue with Macrobius, and I suggest that this is 
not without interest for the history of science. 

Quod solis globus terre globo non sit octuplus.6 
Non valet, ut quidam scribunt, sol octuplus esse 
terre collatus sed quincuplus hemiolusque, no 
nec diametris est horum proportio dupla; 
immo super inquarta cadens his est habitudo, 
sic ut septem sunt ad quatuor; his cubicatis 
arguitur terre numquam sol octuplus esse; 
quincuplus hemiolus sunt aut duodenus et unus. 115 
sic ad se spere solis terreque probantur: - 
bis triginta duo cubus est de quatuor ortus. 
quadraginta tres trecenti sunt cubus alter 
de septem natus, cuius vigésima prima 
sunt bis octo triens. vigésima prima minoris 120 
alterius tres stmt, decies que multiplícate 
corporibus quadris resecanda superflua signant, 
undecies duete faciunt speras remanentes, 
et minor est numeras tria cum triginta repertus 
ast alter centum cum septuaginta novemque. 125 
confer eos, ut que sit eis videos habitudo : 
quincuplus hemiolus fit maior pene minori. (2. 109-127) 
115 aut ego : ad LDT. 123 dueta LD. 

Milo denies that the sim is 8 times the size of the earth, as certain 
writers maintain, and asserts that it is rather 6£ times (109-110). The 
reference is to Macrobius and evidently to one or more of the medieval 
authors who had accepted his conclusion on this point: Helpericus 
Autissiodurensis, De computo 20 (PL 137.35); Honorius Augusto- 
dunensis (Guilelmus de Conchis?), De philosophia mundi 2.32 (PL 
172.74); Honorius, De solis affedibus 5 (PL 172.103); Pseudo-Beda 
(Guilelmus de Conchis?), Peri didaxeon sive elementorum philosophiae 
libri, liber 2 (PL 90.1156) ; and Godefridus de Sancto Victore, Micro- 

5 My text is based on the three manuscripts listed by L. Thorndike and P. 
Kibre, A Catalogue of Incipits of Mediaeval Scientific Writings in Latin, 2nd ed., 
Cambridge, Mass. 1963, 866: L = London, B. L., Add. MS 35.112 (saec. XII- 
XIII) ; D = Douai, В. Municipale 749 (saec. XIII) ; and T = Tours, B. Munici- 
pale 789 (saec. XII). These manuscripts are surprisingly free from the cor- 
ruptions to which numerals were often exposed when copied and recopied. 
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cosmus 71 (p. 83, ed. P. Delhaye, Lille, 1951; correcting tria to terra).9 
Macrobius (Somn. 1.20.31-32) had reasoned that since 140,000 

stades for the sun's diameter is about double the 80,000 stades for 
that of the earth, the ratio of their volumes would be as 8, the cube 
of 2, to I, the cube of i.7 Milo points out that the actual proportion for 
the diameters is not double (or in the ratio of 2 to 1) but more like 4 to 
3, or precisely 7 to 4 (verses 111-113), and the cubing of these proves 
that the sun's volume cannot be 8 times that of the earth, but rather 
"6£" times (113-115). Checking this, we find that 73 =343 and 43 = 

64, and 343 divided by 64 =5.35+- Here we face an obvious dis- 
crepancy in either terminology or arithmetic. Milo's calculations else- 
where, I have discovered, are generally more accurate than this, 
though they are occasionally a bit rough or approximate, as was 
quite natural in view of the difficulty of versifying them. Consequently, 
if quincuplus hemiolusque could mean 5i, the actual 5.35 + would be 
accurate enough according to his standards. Yet hemiolios normally 
means li ( sesquialter ), Milo uses the correct semissis for -1- elsewhere 
(2.54, 72), and aut duodenus et unus (115) is twice "6y", though the 
purpose of this phrase is obscure. At any rate, Milo here anticipates 
the modern scholar who has observed that since 140,000 is to 80,000 
as rj to i (or 7 to 4), Macrobius might well have cubed these figures, 
getting 5.36 (5.35 +) instead of 8.8 

Not satisfied with this demonstration, our cosmometrist next (116) 
turns to a more complicated method of proof, that is, calculating and 
comparing the volumes of the two globes or spheres. The formula 
which he employs is V = -j-fd3, where V is the volume and d, the 
diameter; I shall return later to its history. First he cubes the numbers 
representing the ratio of the diameters: 43 =64 (117) and 73 =343 
(118-1x9). Then the vigésima prima or it of 343 = x6i (sunt bis octo 
triens, 119-120), and iV of 64 = 3 (actually 3+, 120-121).9 Then each 
number is multiplied by ix, giving 33 (or 33+, verse 124) and 179 

• See W. H. Stahl, Macrobius: Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, New York- 
London 1952, 174. For the two ascriptions to William of Conches, see M. 
Grabmann, Handschriftliche Forschungen und Mitteilungen zum Schrifttum des 
Wilhelm von Conches , in: Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, Philos.-hist. Abteilung, 1935, Heft 10, 4-6. 7 That is, according to Euclid's theorem that "Spheres are to one another in the 
triplicate ratio of their respective diameters" [Elementa 12.18). 8 Stahl, op. cit., 174, note 25. • The statement decies que . . . signant (121-22) is theoretical and not a part of 
the calculation (cf. note 10). 
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(actually 179i, verse 125). "Compare these to see the relation between 
them: the larger number is almost 6| times the smaller" (126-127). 
The actual ratio of 179 to 33 is as 5.42 + to 1. Milo's second result is 
predictably close to that obtained by his first and more simple method 
(112-1x5). 

In ал earlier passage (2.84-99) be mentions the same formula when 
comparing the volumes of the sun and the moon. 

De habitudine solis ad lunam. 
Cum duo sint decuplum solis lune diametro, 
quantum sit maior sol luna vix patet ulli. 85 
quippe labor gravis est ista numerando probare: 
cum números cubico, talis quibus est habitudo, 
nullum maiorem numerandi credo laborem, 
cumque cubus speram claudat quadrangulus orbem, 
debes elicere speram de corpore quadro, 90 
queque super vadunt speram, resecare per artem. 
ars est subtilis geometrica difficilisque, 
labilis atque fugax, et nulla fugacior illa, 
si cubices numéros, cubicatis elice partem 
vigenam primam ; des hanc, deciesque recisis, 95 
undecies spere remanenti; confer utramque 
speram collatisque sic videas, habitudo 
quam multipliciter maiore minor reperitur, 
et tantum sol est maior quam luna probatus. (2.84-99) 

84 sit D. 89 cubus от. T. 92 geometrica T. 99 probatnr T. 

Milo gives the supposed ratio of the diameters, 12 to 1 (verse 84) 
and we expect him to add that the sun is 123 or 1,728 times the moon 
in volume, but instead he complains that the calculation is laborious 
and geometry is a subtle, difficult, and elusive art (86-88, 92-93), and 
proceeds to explain the theory behind the formula for the volumes of 
the spheres, but without applying it to the present problem : remove 
from the volume of the cube in which the sphere of the same diameter 
is enclosed those parts of the cube which are external to the sphere 
(89-91) ; do this by cubing the numbers, dividing each by 21, and 
multiplying by ii (verses 94-96), 10 that is, V = Hd3. 

10 Again, deciesque recisis (95), corresponding to decies que . . . signant (121-22) 
is merely theoretical (cf. note 9). 
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The locus classicus for this formula is a passage in a letter addressed 
by Adelbold of Utrecht to Gerbertus of Aurfflac (Pope Silvester II) : 

Sed ut crassitudinem (sc. sphaerae) inveniam, diametram idem 
cubico, et cubum mihi ejusmodi fació, qui globositatem sphaerae 
lateribus contingat, angulis autem et lineis ab angulo in angulum 
procedentibus excedat. Ab hujusmodi cubo crassitudinem illam, 
quae a globositate usque ad ángulos et lineas procedit, necesse est 
recidere, ut hac recisa solius sphaerae soliditas remaneat. Hanc 
recisionem hoc modo facio: summam totius cubi per vigésimas 
primas divido; ex his vigesimis primis decern excessionibus cubi 
deputo, undecim reliquas crassitudini sphaerae relinquo. Quod 
idem esset, si totius cubi summam XI ducerem et ex illa concre- 
tione unam XXI subducerem.u 

Adelbold pictures a sphere enclosed in a cube of the same diameter 
and divides the cube into 21 parts, assigning 10 of these to the portions 
of the cube external to the sphere and 11 to the sphere itself, with this 
formula as a result : 

d8 (cube) - ifd3 (excess) = üd3 (sphere). The second statement in 
the penultimate sentence is expressed by Milo in the phrases deciesque 
recisis (2.95) and decies que . . . signant (121-22; cf. notes 9-10, above). 
In the last sentence quoted, Adelbold remarks that the result for the 
sphere is V = üd3, and this is stated concisely in the Geometria incerti 
auctoris 47 : Circulum incrassare si vis, diametram ejus cubices, ipsam 
cubicationem ejus undecies ducas et ex ea summa vigesimam primam 
accipias, et haec erit sphaerae crassitudo.12 

Milo must have had some such text before him, and it is tempting 
to imagine that it was in fact the letter of Adelbold, which was prob- 
ably accessible to him, since it has survived in a number of manu- 
scripts of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. This, if it were certain, 
would eliminate on chronological grounds the proposed identification 
with Milon de Saint-Amand. It is at least striking and noteworthy that 
Milo, too, goes into the theoretical details, whereas Epaphroditus, the 

11 See N. Bubnov, Gerberti postea Silvestri II papae Opera Mathematica, Berlin 
1899, 305. Adelbold and Gerbertus belong to the tenth and eleventh centuries. 
For accounts of their lives and writings, see M. Manitius, Geschichte der latei- 
nischen Literatur des Mittelalters, München 1923, II 729-48, especially 744 on the 
formula. For this, see further G. Sarton, Introduction to the History of Science, 
Baltimore 1927, I 714. 12 Bubnov, op. ctt., 358. 
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supposed source of Adelbold, has left us only the solution of a sample 
problem of this kind, without explaining the theory.13 

The usual formula for the volume of a sphere is where r is the 
radius. Let us compare Adelbold's formula with this. Taking r as £ 
and 7c as 3-f (instead of the modern 3.1416+), we get 4-Зт>(?)3 __ 

Ķ X Й Ť 3 = fid8 = This is consistent with the fact that 
Adelbold took тс as 37-, as did Macrobius and Milo.14 

Ann Arbor, MI, U.S.A. 
University of Michigan 

13 To find the volume of a sphere with a diameter of 7 feet. See V. Mortet, Un 
nouveau texte des traités d'arpentage et de géométrie ď Epaphroditus et de Vitruvius 
Rufus, in: Notices et extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliothèque Nationale, 35, 2 
(1897), 546 (par. 40). 14 Macrobius, Somn. 1.20. 16: item omnis diametros cuiuscumque orbis tripli- cata cum adiectione septimae partis suae mensuram facit circuii quo orbis 
includitur. Compare Milo 2.31-32: hune numerum (sc. the sun's diameter) si ter 
ducas, patet orbita solis, / septima pars eius si sit superaddita summe. (Of course orbita here for "circumference" is not a well chosen term.) 
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Vivarium XIX, 2 (1981) 

Reviews 

Lambert Marie de Rij к, Die mittelalterlichen Traktate De modo opponendi et 
respondendi. Einleitung und Ausgabe der einschlägigen Texte. Beiträge zur 
Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie des Mittelalters. Texte und 
Untersuchungen. Neue Folge, Band 17. Münster (Westfalen), 1980 (VI 4- 
379 S.). 

Von sehr vielen Texten der mittelalterlichen Logik fehlt immer noch eine 
kritische Ausgabe, und was die edierten Texte betrifft, so müssen noch viele 
gründlich studiert werden. Ein Teil der logischen Traktate handelt von der 
Disputationspraxis. Einige solcher Traktate wurden bereits kritisch ediert, 
innerhalb einer Ausgabe eines grösseren logischen Werkes oder als selbständige 
Ausgabe. Über das Wesen dieser Traktate ist das letzte Wort noch nicht gesagt 
worden. Seit etwa 15 Jahren werden Traktate solcher Art mehr beachtet. Die 
einschlägigen Titel man in der von Dr. E. J. Ashworth verfassten Biblio- 
graphie 1 vorfinden. 

Mit seinem Buch hat De Rijk zu einem besseren Verständnis der mittelalter- 
lichen Disputationstheorie beigetragen, und zwar nicht nur, indem er einige 
Disputationstraktate einer bestimmten Art herausgab, sondern auch indem er 
eine ausführliche Einleitung schrieb. 

Für De Rijk war der Anlass, diese Traktate herauszugeben, die Erwähnung 

1 Siehe: E. J. Ashworth, The Tradition of Medieval Logic and Speculative 
Grammar, Subsidia Mediaevalia 9, Toronto, 1978. Dr. Ashworth hat hinsichtlich 
unseres Themas unterlassen, den interessanten Artikel des I. Angelelli, The 
Techniques of Disputation in the History of Logic (in: The Journal of Philosophy 
67 (1970), 800-815) aufzunehmen. Artikel über obligatio , die seit der oben 
genannten Bibliographie erschienen sind, sind: P. V. Spade, Roger Swyneshed's 
Obligationes, Edition and Comments , in: Archives d'histoire doctrinale et lit- 
téraire du moyen âge, 144 (1977), 243-285. Id.t Richard Lavenham's Obligationes, 
Edition and Comments , in: Rivista critica di storia della filosofia, 33 (1978), 225- 
242. Id., Robert Eland's Obligationes, An Edition , in: Mediaeval Studies, 42 
(1980), 41-60. Graziella Federici Vescovini, A la recherche du mystérieux Buser. 
A propos de trois copies manuscrits de la même oeuvre: le De obligationibus de 
* Buser* ou 'Busel', in: A cts of the I V th European Symposion on Mediaeval Logic 
and Semantics , Leiden-Nijmegen, 23-2J aprii içjq , Nijmegen 1981. С. H. 
Kneepkens, The Mysterious Buser Again'. William Buser of Heusden and the 
Obligationes tract "Ob rogatum", in: Acts of the Vth European Symposion on 
Medaeval Logic and Semantics, Rome J0-J5 November iç8o, Roma (erscheint 
wahrscheinlich 1981). Eleonore Stump, William of Sherwood's Treatise on 
Obligations, in: Historiographia Linguistica, VII (1980), 249-264. 
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eines Werkes von Mgr. Martin Grabmann 2 eines anonymen Traktats, der von 
einer ganzen Reihe von Kunstgriffen, dialektisch-sophistischen Fertigkeiten und 
Tricks handelt, und auch eine Anzahl von Warnungen vor solchen Tricks 
( cautele ) gibt. Laut Grabmann ist dieser Traktat 'eine eigentliche und ein- 
gehende Theorie und Technik der Sophismata wie Disputationsübungen in der 
Artistenfakultät' . 

Es gibt vier Wiegendrucke dieses Traktats, alle unter dem Namen des Alber- 
tus Magnus. Grabmann hat bereits festgestellt, dass Albert der Grosse als 
Autor keinesweges in Frage kommt. Er nennt aber den Dominikaner Robert 
Kilwardby als den mutmasslichen Verfasser. 

In seinem Buch legt De Rij к dar, dass dieser Traktat eine Überarbeitung 
eines früheren Werkes ist, das 'prahlerisch' (wie De Rijk sagt) Thesaurus 
philosophorum genannt wurde. Zwei vatikanische Handschriften haben zwei- 
felsohne dem Autor des ps.-albertischen Traktats (oder seiner Quelle) zur 
Vorlage gedient (S. 5). Die Handschrift Praha, Univ. 898 (Anfang 15. Jh.) 
enthält eine umgearbeitete Version dieser Vorlage (S. 12). 

Die Originalfassung kann durch eine sorgfältige Analyse der drei Hand- 
schriften rekonstruiert werden. Aüsserst wichtig dafür ist eine marginale Notiz in 
HS Paris B.N. Lat. 16. 617, f. 149 r. (die von Grabmann benutzten Hand- 
schrift), aus der man folgern kann, dass der ganze dritte Teil in der genannten 
Handschrift und in den Wiegendrucken als falscher Zusatz angemerkt werden 
muss. 

Ich beschränke mich hier darauf, die Hauptlinien der Rekonstruktion 
wiederzugeben. Der Thesaurus philosophorum ist der erste der vier von De Rijk 
herausgegebenen Texte. Dann folgt eine Präger Version des Thesaurus. Es stellt 
sich heraus, dass die Vorlage des ps.-albertischen Traktats wahrscheinlich, wie 
De Riik nachweist, im 12. Jahrhundert abgefasst worden ist. Vermutlich ist sie 
eine Übersetzimg eines Werkes von einem jüdischen Philosophen aus Alexan- 
drien. Über den sich 'Aganaťať nennenden Verfasser ist nichts bekannt (S. 24). De Rijk charakterisiert den Thesaurus philosophorum , wie oben gesagt, als 
einen Versuch, dem sophistisch-eristischen Verfahren einen Schein eines ge- 
lehrten Unterbaus zu geben (S. 67), wie aus den Worten im Prolog (S. 160, Z. 
3-7) hervorgeht: 'Per hoc namque opus in qualibet scientia magus unusquisque 
poterit apparere, dum in omni scientia disputare poterit per unius hebdomade 
spatium, opponendo et respondendo, numquam in argumentis deficiens, sed in 
hoc miro modo et supra intellectum humanuni oppositionibus et responsionibus 
ineffabiliter snperhabundans' (kursiv-E.P.B.). Der Verfasser des Thesaurus 
versucht mit Fehlinterpretationen massgebender Texte (aus Aristoteles, Topica und Sophistici Elenchi) und cautele dem Opponenten zu Diensten zu sein. Es 
geht offensichtlich um die rücksichtslose Ausschaltung des Gegners. Der dem heiligen Albert dem Grossen zugeschriebene Traktat De modo op - 
ponendi et respondendi ist wohl die am meisten verbreitete Überarbeitung des 
Thesaurus philosophorum (3 Handschriften, 4 Wiegendrucke) (S. 1; 26). Er ist 
der dritte Text in dieser Ausgabe (S. 193-286). Der auffallendste Unterschied 
zwischen dem ps.-albertischen Traktat und dem Thesaurus ist, nach De Rijk 
(S. 30; 67), dass 'Ps.-Albert' drei 'ernsthafte' Teile hinzufügt (bzw. zuzufügen 
beabsichtigte), und zwar als modus respondendi secundum veritatem . Die ps.- 
2 Martin Grabmann, Die Sophismata Literatur des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts mit 
Textausgabe eines Sophisma des Boetius von Dacien. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des 
Einwirkens des aristotelischen Logik auf die Ausgestaltung der mittelalterlichen 
philosophischen Disputation , Beiträge zur Geschichte der Philosophie und 
Theologie des Mittelalters 36,1, Münster i.W. 1940. 
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albertische Fassung soll 1240-50 datiert werden. Wer sie verfasste, hat De Rijk 
nicht feststellen können. 

Kurz nach 1300 hat ein nicht identifizierbarer Magister Gentiiis eine weitere 
Bearbeitung des Thesaurus verfasst. Dieser Traktat, der in zwei Handschriften 
enthalten ist, underscheidet sich im wesentlichen kaum von dem Thesaurus 
philo sophorum, nur dass der Magister Gentiiis seinem Stoff eine ausgeglichenere 
Komposition gegeben hat (S. 67). 

In seinem sechsten Kapitel geht De Rijk näher auf die im Thesaurus und in 
den späteren Überarbeitungen angewandten Methoden ein. S. 72I weist er 
darauf hin, dass die Disputation im mittelalterlichen Unterrichtsbetrieb immer 
eine wichtige Rolle gespielt hat. Als man endlich das vollständige Aristotelische 
Organon kannte, wurde die Dialektik, und damit die Disputation, zum Herzen 
der Logik. Besonders ab etwa 11 30 ist die Disputation ein Sichmessen zweier 
Disputierender (des Opponenten und Respondenten). Um 1200 scheint sich die 
Disputation feiner gegliedert zu haben, und im Laufe des 13. Jahrhunderts hat 
sie ihre mehr oder weniger endgültige Form in der sogenannten ars obligatoria 
gefunden (S. 76). 

Die mittelalterlichen Traktate, die eine Theorie dieser Praxis aufweisen, sind 
ernsthafte Abhandlungen und beabsichtigen, nach Annahme des positum (eine 
beliebige These A), dem Respondenten zu helfen, um formelle Folgerichtigkeit 
und innere Konsistenz zu beachten (S. 77). Diese Praxis hat De Rijk in seinen 
Studien in Vivarium über obligatio die 'Game of Obligation* ('Das Spiel der 
obligatio') genannt e. Man kann schliessen dass De Rijk die Obligatio- Theorien als 
ein ernsthaftes Spiel versteht, bei dem die formelle Folgerichtigkeit dasjenige ist, 
worauf es ankommt. Es handelt sich darum, dass man die propositiones pertinen- 
tes (wie man sie später gelegentlich nennt) in der Disputation annimmt oder 
negiert. 

In seinem Buch geht De Rijk nicht weiter auf das Wesen der Obligatio - 
Theorien ein. Er erwähnt nur Boehners Beschreibung dieser Traktate als 'einen 
nucleus von Regeln für eine axiomatische Methode, sei es in grober Form' 4 
(S. 77). De Rijk hält diese Interpretation für unvertretbar. 

Die eigene Art der oò%o#o-Traktate wird jedoch deutlicher durch De Rijks 
Vergleichung derselben mit dem Thesaurus und den übrigen Traktaten De modo 
opponendi et respondendi (S. 72). Durch ihre spielerische Art unterscheiden sich 
diese letzten Traktate, so meint De Rijk, von den Oò%otfo-Traktaten. 

Es ist auch bemerkenswert, dass namentlich in dem Original der Thesaurus - 
Traktate die Rolle des Opponenten nachdrücklich betont wird (S. 62tí.). Erst 
in der ps.-albertischen Fassung wird dem modus respondendi ein Teil gewidmet 
(S. 30; 67). 

Zum Schluss noch zwei Bemerkungen: 
Erstens: zu der immerhin 104 S. zählenden Einleitung vermisse ich ein 

Index verborum et rerum notabilium , wenn auch ein Index codicum manu scrip - 
torum und ein Index nominum zu der Einleitung vorhanden ist. Zweitens, in dem 
Wiegendruck Bonn, U.B. 288 gibt es einen Text, der M.E. eine bestimmte Be- 
ziehung zu den oben besprochenen Traktaten hat. Dieser Traktat ist nach einer 
Ausgabe des Tractatus de arte obligandi editus a magistro Petro ď A Iliaco (Paris, 
3 Siehe: L. M. de Rijk, Some Thirteenth Century Tracts on the Game of Obligation, 
in: Vivarium, 12 (1974)» 94-123; П, in: ib., 13 (i975)> 22"54; in: *4 
(1976), 26-49. 4 Ph. Boehner, Medieval Logic . An Outline of Its Development from 1250 to 1400 , 
Manchester 1952, S. 14. 
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1489) (welcher Traktat von Marsilius von Inghen verfasst worden ist 5) gedruckt 
worden. Der Traktat, um 1490 herum (wie eine spätere Hand in margine be- 
merkt) in Paris gedruckt, fängt folgendermassen an (keine Foliierung oder 
Paginierung) : 

(A)rs sophistica dividitur in duos tractatus. In quorum primo determinatur 
de arte sophistica opponendi, in secundo de arte respondendi. 

Primus dividitur in tria capitula. In primo dabo regulas generales docentes 
quemlibet (sic) conclusionem cuiuslibet scibilis sophistice concludere, una cum 
figura practica earum et plurium expressiva. In secundo regulas speciales. In 
tertio vero opponentis cautelas (...)'. 

Das Explicit lautet: 
'Sexta : Eya, respondens perplexus videns se ad metham (sic) ducturum (sic) 

versute doloseque insistât in forma arguendi ad logicales recurrendo proprieta- 
tes. Quilibet namque terminus ad placitum signifícativus pro diversis supponere 
potest. Cuilibet etiam propositioni logicales congruunt proprietates, que tante 
efficacie michi videntur, quod nusquam dyaleticos (sic) permittunt ruborem 
perpessuros aut aliquam contumeliam pati. 

Secundus tractatus terminatur. Quem si quis bene notaverit nedum sophisti- 
cas argumentationes verum insolubilia queque facile denodare poterit. 

Desinit ars sophistica compilata per virum ingenio acutissimum Stephanum 
de Monte ordinis beate Marie de Monte Carmeli docens de quolibet scibili 
sophistice insolubiliterque disputare'. 

Trotz des sophistisch-eristischen Charakters der oben zitierten Textteile, ist 
das Werk im wesentlichen ein seriöser Traktat, was sich daraus ergibt, dass der 
Verfasser viele theoretische und ernsthafte Auseinandersetzungen über 'neces- 
sarium', ' veritas vel falsitas propositions', 'complexe significabile' usw. gibt. 
Es berücksichtigt auch die Rolle des Respondenten ausführlicher als die Traktate 
der Thesaurus- Tradition. 

Man kann diesen Traktat ohne jeden Zweifel als mit der von De Rijk in 
seinem Kapitel V besprochen Erlanger-Überarbeitung des Thesaurus Philoso - 
phorum verwandt betrachten. 

Leiden E. P. Bos 

5 Anlässlich meiner künftigen Ausgabe der Obligationes des Marsilius von 
Inghen werde ich hierauf zurückkommen. 

Lorenzo Valla, Antidotum primům, La prima apologia contro Poggio Bracciolini. 
Edizione critica con introduzione e note a cura di Ari Wesseling, Assen/ 
Amsterdam (Van Gorcum) 1978 (Respublica Literaria Neerlandica, 4.), 
XII + 262 p. Cloth Hfl. 82.50 - ISBN 90-232-1597-4 

"Rien ne se démode plus vite que la 
littérature pamphlétaire" 

L 'Antidotum I de Lorenzo Valla est l'un des maillons d'une importante 
polémique entre l'auteur et Poggio Bracciolini. Un élève de Valla possédait un 
exemplaire d'un recueil de lettres de Poggio, qu'il avait pourvu de remarques 
critiques sur l'usage qu'on y faisait de la langue latine. Cet exemplaire tomba aux 
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mains de Poggio qui, derrière les annotations de l'élève, soupçonna immédia- 
tement la main du maître. Il répliqua vigoureusement par son Oratio in L. 
Valiam où il critiquait la façon dont Valla traitait les auteurs anciens dans 
ses Elegantiae. Valla répondit à son tour par son Antidotum I. La polémique 
se poursuivit par quatre autres Orati ones de Poggio et par YApologus puis Y Anti- 
dotum II de Valla. 

П faut être en possession d'arguments de choix pour se risquer à publier 
séparément un seul des maillons de cette chaîne de pamphlets. L'entreprise 
comporte en tout cas des exigences particulières. Sur la suggestion de Giuseppe 
Billanovich (Milan), le Dr. Ari Wesseling s'est risqué à une édition de ce genre 
et présenta en 1978 une édition critique de V Antidotum I comme thèse de 
doctorat à l'université de Leyde. 

L'édition proprement dite est précédée d'une introduction importante et bien 
documentée qui trace un vivant tableau de Valla polémiste, principalement 
dans sa confrontation avec Poggio (p. 1-53). L'ouvrage comporte également 
une liste de manuscrits et anciennes éditions du traité de Valla et une justifi- 
cation de l'édition en elle-même (p. 55-77). Le premier paragraphe de cette 
justification étonne quelque peu après la description circonstanciée des manu- 
scrits en question puisqu'il nous apprend que les manuscrits et éditions relevées 
comportent tellement peu de variantes importantes par rapport à l'autographe 
utilisé comme base de la présente édition, qu'ils ne jouent aucun rôle dans la 
reconstitution du texte et, partant, ne sont repris dans l'apparat critique. H 
n'est par conséquent pratiquement pas question d'apparat critique proprement 
dit: ce qui est présenté sous ce nom n'est guère plus que la reproduction des 
corrections et additions apportées sur l'autographe par l'auteur lui-même (A 
côté de cela, l'apparat critique comprend encore quelques corrections de l'édi- 
teur ne portant toutefois que sur quelques fautes d'écriture, "sviste evidenti", 
p. 77). Comme ces corrections ne remontent manifestement pas à une époque 
plus récente et n'ont pas été ajoutées par Valla pour des motifs nouveaux, 
l'existence d'un tel apparat critique a peu de sens. C'est pourquoi l'expression 
Edizione critica suggère-t-elle autre chose que ce que le livre apporte. ïl est 
par ailleurs fort intéressant de constater que le chercheur peut entièrement se 
fier au texte publié en reprint de l'édition de Bâle de 1 540. 

La présentation du texte de la nouvelle édition suit autant que possible 
l'autographe. J'ignore pourquoi Wesseling s'en sépare sur un point bien précis, 
en y introduisant la distinction moderne entre U et V. Comme le texte de Valla 
se présente en grande partie sous forme de dialogue, l'édition de Bâle employait 
les abréviations Lau. et Pog. dans le texte même. Ces indications, facilement 
reconnaissables, manquent apparemment dans l'autographe (sauf dans II, 
12-26). En lieu et place de ces indications, l'éditeur utilise des guillemets ce 
qui donne parfois des accumulations fort laides (par exemple: II, 35; II, 70). 

Les mots et les groupes de mots discutés dans le texte de Valla sont indiqués 
dans les marges de l'autographe. Wesseling a réuni ces mentions dans un apparat 
critique placé sous le texte. Des raisons techniques et économiques l'auront 
sans doute forcé à choisir cette solution mais de ce fait, ces mentions sont 
devenues beaucoup moins fonctionnelles. Il me semble qu'il eût mieux valu les 
introduire dans le texte (ce que c'est fait avec les différents interlocuteurs 
dans II, 12-26, eux aussi indiqués dans les marges de l'autographe) en les en 
distinguant typographiquement. Ceci aurait évité de nouvelles accumulations 
de guillemets qu'on trouve par exemple dans II, 63-64 et II, 140-141. 

A côté de l'apparat des lemmata et des variantes de l'autographe, le livre 
de Wesseling comporte encore un appareil de notes qui renvoient aux œuvres de 
Poggio qui sont discutées et aux Elegantiae. Ces notes indiquent aussi d'autres 
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sources et fournissent certains renseignements d'ordre biographique et autre. 
Lorsque certains références se voient souvent répétés, ce système conduit à 
des longueurs exagérés comme : La lettera citata si legge , etc. Ce type de références 
peut se formuler plus succinctement. Un système conséquent de citations des 
auteurs antiques aurait pu éviter des citations du genre de Quint, quae feruntur 
Deci . XIX maiores (p. 99, 107, 129), alternées avec Quint, quae feruntur Declam. 
6, 3 (p. 179) et enfin Ps . Quint. Deci. XIX maiores XII 13 (p. 233; comparez 
également la citation de Donatus, p. 167). 

C'est au sein même de ces apparats qu'il me faut constater deux omissions 
importantes dans la thèse de Wesseling. La première moitié du livre II et 
tout le livre III de YAntidotum I suivent en principe des textes de Poggio 
où les fautes grammaticales ou autres sont signalées. Certaines de ces fautes 
reviennent à plusieurs reprises, comme in diem pour in dies , nuper pour dudum , 
existere pour esse , per suivi d'un superlatif, et surtout l'emploi des réflexifs. 
Et, tel un maître d'école, Valla ne se lasse pas de reprendre ces fautes sans 
cesse recommencées. Wesseling rassemble parfois en une seule note les passages 
comportant des erreurs identiques (voyez p. 187 pour in diem , p. 189 pour les 
réflexifs et pour habeo-accipio) . Il eût été, me semble-t-il, beaucoup plus efficient 
de joindre à l'ouvrage un index des mots et des notions cités, des lemmata. 

La critique de Valla sur le latin de Poggio rejoint intimement - et c'est bien 
compréhensible - les règles qu'il avait lui-même rassemblées dans les Elegantiae. 
C'est là qu'il faut chercher, je crois, la valeur de sa tentative. UAntidotum 
n'est pas un livre à lire systématiquement mais bien un volume à consulter lors 
de la lecture des Elegantiae. A cet effet, le chercheur a besoin d'un registre 
des passages des Elegantiae qui sont cités, discutés ou expliqués dans YAntidotum. 
Je considère l'absence d'un tel registre dans le livre de Wesseling comme une 
omission grave qui rend le traité de Valla, déjà à peine lisible en lui-même, 
sensiblement moins utile comme illustration des Elegantiae . Un tel registre 
aurait diminué l'impression d'inachevé que donne cette édition séparée et en 
aurait également atténué le caractère risqué. 

Wesseling termine son ouvrage par trois appendices. Le deuxième est une 
édition de deux courtes lettres de Fazio à Poggio, sans rapport direct avec le 
texte de Valla. En quoi cette édition se jusdfie-t-elle ici ? 

Beaucoup s'étonneront de voir l'œuvre de Valla publiée dans la série Respu - 
blica Literaria Neerlandica. L'argument de Wesseling (Premessa, p. V) que Valla 
exerça une grande influence sur l'humanisme en général et, partant, sur la 
Respublica Literaria Neerlandica - par le biais d'Erasme et d'autres humanistes 
- vaudrait pour beaucoup de chefs-d'œuvre de l'humanisme italien. 

L'ouvrage de Wesseling pose donc un certain nombre de points d'interroga- 
tions. Ce qui n'empêche pas qu'il faille l'apprécier à sa juste valeur. J'ai déjà 
fait allusion au grande intérêt de l'introduction. J'ai également beaucoup 
d'admiration pour la liste détaillée des manuscrits et des éditions de YAntidotum. 
Le contenu des notes expliquant le texte de Valla est extrêmement riche. 
Dans son ensemble, l'ouvrage a été réalisée avec beaucoup de soin. Avec une 
édition de YAntidotum II, annoncée par Wesseling (p. 53 n. 148), à compléter 
peut-être par Y Apologus rédigé entre les deux Antidota (dont il y a pourtant 
l'édition de Camporeale), nous serions en possession d'une édition complète 
et de haut niveau scientifique d'au moins un des deux pôles de la polémique 
entre Poggio et Valla. 

Amsterdam C. L. Heesakkers 
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Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch , unter Mitwirkung von Peter Drenke, Cola Minis, 
Peter von Moos, Jürgen Stohlmann, Josef Szôvérffy herausgegeben von 
Karl Langosch und Fritz Wagner, Band 15 (1980) - Anton Hiersemann 
Verlag, Stuttgart, 290 pp. DM 70,00 (Subscr. DM 62,00) ISSN 076-9762. 

By taking over the Mittellateinisches Jahrbuch from Henn Verlag, the House 
of Anton Hiersemann, Stuttgart, has made an important addition to its re- 
nowned list. Since it was founded in 1964 by Karl Langosch "im Selbstverlag" 
the MJ has built up a sound reputation as an international forum of great 
value to all students of Mediaeval Latin. 

Volume 15 (1980), edited by Karl Langosch, Jürgen Stohlmann, Fritz Wagner 
and Wolfgang Maaz, is a worthy continuation of that tradition. It contains 
sixteen articles on various subjects, ranging over the whole period from Late 
Antiquity to the reception of the Latin Middle Ages by Goethe (pp. 1-190), 
as well as book reviews (191-252), Selbstanzeigen (253-4), Forschungsmit- 
teüungen (256-8) and a continuation of Jürgen Stohlmann 's indispensable 
additions and corrections to Hans Walther, Initia Carminum ас V er suum Medii 
Aevi (259-86). 

The following articles deserve mention: Franz Quadlbauer's investigations 
of the both "pannus"- traditions, sc. the Horatian purpureas pannus (A.P. 
1 5sqq.) and the biblical (novus) pannus, and of their reception by the literary 
critics of Late Antiquity and Middle Ages ; Peter Godman's contribution on the 
textual tradition of Alcuin's poem on the Saints of the Church of York, a fine 
example of editorial historiography that will be read with pleasure not only by 
the future editor of this text; Jill Mann's study on the relationships of the 
satiric subject and satiric object (the satiriser v s the satirized) and some Goliardie 
texts, among which the Confessio Archipoetae ; this poem also is the special 
subject of Francis Cairns' contribution, where it is pointed out that devotional 
Cistercian texts form a considerable, if neglected, source of this poem; Fritz 
Wagner's researches into Goethe's reception of the Latin Middle Ages, already 
touched above. 

A survey of all the articles will complete this selection: Franz Quadlbauer, ' Purpur eus pannus '. Zum Fortwirken eines horazischen Bildes in Spätantike und 
lateinischem Mittelalter ; Peter Godman, The Textual Tradition of Alcuin's Poem 
on York ; Haijo Jan Westra, A Reinterpretation of ' Waltharius ' 2x5-259 ; Jean 
Châtillon, La transmission de l'oeuvre de Hugues de Saint-Victor: A propos d'un 
livre récent de Rudolf Goy ; Jill Mann, Satiric Subject and Satiric Object in Goliardie 
Literature ; Francis Cairns, The Archpoeťs Confession : Sources , Interpretation 
and Historical Context ; Ulrich Müller, Beobachtungen zu den ' Carmina Burana ' ; 1. 
Eine Melodie zur Vaganten-Strophe - 2. Walthers Palästina-Lied ' in ' versoffe- 
nem* Kontext: Eine Parodie ; Alison Goddard Elliot, A Note on Names: The 
Love Poems from Ripoll ; Ursula Hennig, Der Abschluss des Grossen Passions- 
spiels in den ' Carmina Bur ana '; Wolfgang D. Lebek, Verbesserungsvorschläge 
zum "Metrical Life of Thomas В ecket" und zum " Brutus "; Michael D. Reeve, 
Early Editions of 'De tribus puellis ' ; A. George Rigg, ' Metra de Monachis Car - 
nalibus ' - The Three Versions ; Heribert A. Hilgers, Zum Text der ' Cronica 
Boemorum ' des Johannes de Marignolis; Klaus-Dieter Fischer, Zum Codex у 8 
С J5 des Berliner Kupferstichkabinetts ; Richard B. Marks, A Cologne Benedictine 
Scriptorium ca. 1490 and Trithemius ' 'De laude scriptorum* ; Fritz Wagner, 
Zur Rezeption des lateinischen Mittelalters durch Johann Wolf gang Goethe (/). 

Nijmegen С. H. Kneepkens 
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Fifth International Congress of Neo-Latin Studies 
St. Andrews 25 August - 1 September 1982 

The 5th Congress of the International Association for Neo-Latin Studies 
(IANLS) will take place at the University of St. Andrews, Fife, Scotland, from 
25 August to i September 1982. 

The dates of the Congress will coincide in part with the quater-centenary 
celebration of George Buchanan's death. 

The Congress will be open to all members of the IANLS. For further in- 
formation interested persons are asked to write to Professor James K. Cameron, 
St. Mary's College, University of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, Fife, Scotland, 
KY16 9jU. 

Offers of papers (20 mins. duration) by members in good standing should 
be sent to Professor Cameron before the ist October 1981; suggestions for the 
seminars should be forwarded as soon as possible to Professor I. D. McFarlane, 
Wadham College, Oxford, England. 
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Books received 

Anonymi auctoris franciscani Logica "Ad radium edited from the MS Vat. lat. 
946 with a short introduction, notes and indices by L. M. de Rijk - 
Ingenium Publishers, Nijmegen 1981 (= Artistarium I), 174 pp. 
Hfl. 37,50 (subscr. 22,50/30,00) ISBN 90 70419 01 7 

Art et Archéologie des Juifs en France médiévale , sous la direction de Bernhard 
Blumenkranz - Privat, Toulouse 1980, 391 pp. 

Thérése Charmasson, Recherches sur une technique divinatoire : la géomancie 
dans V occident médiéval - Droz/Champion, Génève/Paris 1980, VI -f- 
400 pp. 

Pierre Gassendi' s Institutio Logica . Critical Edition with Translation and 
Introduction by Dr Howard Jones - Van Gorcum, Assen 1981, LXVIII -f- 
172 pp. Hfl. 35,00 ISBN 90 232 1817 5 

Notulae super Priscianum minorem . Partial edition and introduction by Mary 
Sirridge, Copenhagen 1980 (= CIMAGL, vol. 36), XXVIII -f- 108 pp. ISSN 
0591-0358 (Distr. by Paludan, Fiolstraede 10, DK-1171 Kabenhavn K) 

Repertorium commentavi or um medii aevi in Aristotelem latinorum quae in biblio- 
thecis publicis Neerlandicis asservantur , composuerunt L. M. de Rijk et 
Olga Weijers - North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam/ 
Oxford/New York 1981 (= KNAW, Aid. Letterkunde, Verhandelingen 
Nieuwe Reeks, 109), 6í pp. Hfl. 35,00 ISBN о 4448 551 1 4 

Nancy G. Siraisi, Taddeo Alder otti and His Pupils. Two Generations of Italian 
Medical Learning , - Princeton U.P., Princeton, New Jersey 1981, 
XXIII -f 461 pp. $ 42.00 ISBN о 691 05313 8 

Cahiers de l'Institut du Moyen-Age grec et latin (Université de Copenhague), 
Vol. 37 (1981) - Contents : Sten Ebbesen, Analyzing Syllogisms or Anony- 
mus Aurelianensis III - the {presumably) Earliest Extant Latin Commentary 
on the Prior Analytics , and its Greek Model , 1-20; Margareta Fredborg, Some 
Notes on the Grammar of William of Conches, 21-41; N. J. Green-Pedersen, 
Nicolaus Drukken de Dacia' s Commentary on the Prior Analytics - with special 
Regard to the Theory of Consequences, 42-69; Jan Pinborg, Danish Students 
1450-153$ and the University of Copenhagen, 70-122; Jorgen Raasted, A 
Byzantine Letter in Sankt Gallen and Lazarus the Painter , 124-138 - ISSN 
0591-0358 

Lexicon Latinitatis N ederlandicae Medii Aevii , composuerunt J. W. Fuchs f, 
Olga Weijers, Marijke Gumbert, fase. 12-15 (Communicatio - Creo), 
- E. J. Brill, Leiden 1980-1981 ISBN 90 04 06162 2; 90 04 06240 8; 
90 04 06291 2; 90 04 06332 3 
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